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Abstract 

The Politics of Namirig the Violence: Examining Const~ctions of 
"Lesbian Abuse" in Community-Based Educatioaal Discoutses 

Master of Arts, 2000 

Cindy Holmes 

Department of Sociology and Equity Stlldies in Education 
Ontario Institute for Stuàies in Education of the 

University of Toronto 

This thesis examines ngimes of tmth about race, class, sexual and gender identities, 

and the causes and nature of abuse in cornmunity educationai discourses on lesbian abuse. 

1t investigates how a universal lesbian and woman is consmicted nonnaluing certain 

identities and knowledges while subordinating others. 

Analysis of educational materials (two booldets, one pamphlet), individual interviews 

and a focus group with five white, feminist, community-based educators, reveds diat the 

context of hete~xexism, raMsm and classisrri, anti-feminist backlash, denial of tbe 

existence of womaa-to-wornan a b w  and tight material constraints, make it Micuit to 

name the abuse and remit in a simpIified anaiytical framework. Educators address the 

interco~ections between oppressions and explore compkxities of identities and of abuse. 

The thesis examines how whiteness is emkdded in the discourses and highlights the n d  

to deconstruct whittaess. disnipt hierarcbicai relations betwctn women and reconceptuaüze 

violence. 
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Chripter One: 

"Without the explanations there was ody a blank space": 
The Poütid EiPects of Naming and Non-Naming 

I feel it is not until I actuaiiy read something, something that acknowledges that 
women can abuse that 1 realize how much I am affected by the absence and 
silence around the issues. It's Like trying to work something out in a vacuum. 
Before I became aware that other women had similar experiences there was no 
place for it. 1 felt that nobody had the same experience, so my owa could oniy 
exist in my head. For me, nading the experience of other women helped to bring 
back the memones, explain the way 1 felt; without the explanations there was only 
a blank space (Hall, A., 1992, p. 38-39). 

Aiison HA, a swivor of abuse in a ksbian nlationship. 

Nimiag the Violence 

This study examines constructions of "lesbian abuse" in feminist community-based 

educational discourses and explores their socio-political effects.1 As the title of this thesis 

indicates, 1 argue that the act of naming violence is a political one. Broadly speaking, this 

study is concemed with the politics surroundhg the discursive and non-discursive 

conditions that determine and regulate what can be named and known, as weil as what is 

unspeakable at specific histoncai points and socio-culturai locations. It is also interested 

in malllng visible the "epistemic violence" (Spivak quoted in Banne j i ,  1995, p. 24) that 

is enacted through processes of aaming, non-narning and misnaming, that are coloaially 

(p. 23) aad heteronormatively signified. 

%<il recently. most educationd m a * l s  and workshops exclusiwly useâ the term "Isbian 
battering" or "lesbians abuse". Other tcrms are also now king d. nwoman-to-woman abuse", "same-sex 
domestic violence" and "abuse in queer celationstu'psw. 1 view these al1 as socially constnictcd categories* 
finding hem al1 CO k somewbat ptoblematic for the exclusions they produce. Given that most educational 
discourses have =lied on the c o n s ~ t i o n  "lesbian abuse" untii recentiy, this is the terni 1 use to describe 
the category "Iesbian abuse education". Howevec, 1 bave been concenred thmughout the research process 
îhat 1 am reiascribing sanie of the very consinictions 1 find pmblematic. 1 also use the other tcnns listed 
here CO reflect my dissatisf'on wiîh one specific term and to cefiect the multiple memings conveyed 
chrough them. nie exclusions pmduced through the constnict "Iesbian abuse" are explored further in 
Chapters "Ilme and Four. 



A common theme in the writing on lesbian abuse is that it has been difficult to 

publicly achiowledge this form of abuse. Titles of books and articles reflect this theme 

- Naming the Violence: Speaking Out About Lesbian Battering (Lobel, 1986), 

"Unspeakable Acts: Women Who Abuse" (Kelly, 1991), "Abuse by Any Other Name: 

Feminism, Difference and Intralesbian Violence" (Eaton, 1994), "Abuse That Dare Not 

Speak its Name" (Lundy, 1993), "Breaking the Silence: Lesbians Discuss Same-sex 

Domestic Violence" (Stewart, 1994), "Letting Out the Secret: Violence in Lesbian 

Relationships" (Lockhart, L. L., White, B. W., Causby, V. & Isaac, A., 1994). Therefon 

my title, "the politics of naming the violence", also indicates my interest in the political 

effects and implications of the discursive strategy of "naming" or "speaking out" that is 

used in educational strategies. 1 am interested in rnaking visible the constructs in lesbian 

abuse education that both enable the bringing forth and suppression of certain 

subjectivities, forms of violence and histones of oppression (Razack. 1998a p. 16). This 

study explores the multiple (and sometimes contradictory) effects of naming the violence. 

Specificdly, it explores the discourses and constmcts in educatioaal pamphlets and 

workshops on lesbian abuse. 

By interrogating the truth claims, or what Michel Foucault has called "regimes of 

truth" (1984, p.74), in educational discourses, this study explores their assumptions and 

asks what they offer (and to whom), what they produce and obscure. Following from 

Foucault (1980). 1 am interested in examining how certain discourses corne to be 

dominant, legitimate and considered "me" through the delegitimization of other 

discourses (p. 82). 

This research investigates the investments different educators have in solidifying (or 

dismpting) certain categones and framworks and explores the risks feared or faced in 

openhg up and shifhg these. 1 am concemed with how feminist educators (including 

myself) strategically deploy or disrupt truth claims and how we negotiate the 

cornplexities and connadictions sumunding the issue of woman-to-woman abuse. 1 



argue that ferninisis educating about abuse in same-sex nlationships between women 

need to criticaily examine how we constnict the category lesbian abuse (Ristock & 

Pennell, L996) aad examine the connections between our subjectivities2 and our 

analytical fiameworks - the links between the power relations between women (in terms 

of social location determined by race. class, ability. gender and sexuality) and the kinâs 

of theoriuog that circulates in feminist or qucer circles (Mohanty & Alexander, 1997). A 

key question in my research is how power circulates in "oppositional" or "liberatory" 

discourses coricerned with empowerment and social change. such as feminist anti- 

violence education. 

Accesshg a Dismurse: Experiewe and Socid Location 

My own interest in this study was motivated by my expriences as a feminist 

community educator and survivor of abuse in a lesbian relationship. 1 believe experience 

is constituted through discourse aad that it can be a usehl starting point for analyzing and 

exploring the comection between the political and the social (Banne di, 1991, p. 67). 

However, 1 am not using my experience to claim an essentiaiized identity or an 

authoritative voice on lesbian identity, or as a survivor of abuse, but rather use it as a 

point of entry - to make visible rny social location and highiight the way 1 am 

constituted as a subject through various discourses (Scott, J., 1992). Social location nfers 

to the way 1 am positioned in society in terms of power that cornes h m  the privileges 1 

experience (as someone who is white, Born a middle-class family, who is university- 

educated and able-bodied), as weii as the way 1 experience marginalization (as a lesbian 

and survivor of violence in a lesbian relationship). By locating my subject position in the 

2'Posrsmrtunüst and posmiodern thcones pbiemai in  and denaturalize the modem, übenl. 
humanist notion of i&ntity as stable, autonomous and ahistoricai. The tenn "subject" refers to a sense of 
self tbat is socially pfoduced, historîcolly specitic, discursively and mdtiply constituted and shifiing. niese 
theones wiU be discussed in more dcpth in Chapter Two. 



research 1 seek to challenge notions of neutrality and objectivity in positivist approaches 

to research and to highlight the compiexities of power in how 1 corne to this topic. 

Coincidentally, in the sarne year that the United States-based National Coalition 

Against Domestic Violence published Naming the Violence: Speuking Out About h b i a n  

Battering (L,obel, 1986). 1 Ieft my fmt lesbian relationship because of abus+. While 1 

cumntly identify as a lesbian, 1 did not during the year of that relationship nor in the two 

years that followed when 1 was in a relationship with a man. At the tirne 1 didn't know 

any other women who were in sarne-sex relationships or any other individuals who 

identified as gay, lesbian or bisexual. I occasionally experimented with the words gay, 

lesbian and bisexual, but never felt that these words fully described my identity. 

Although 1 had never heard the tenns lesbian buttering or lesbian abuse, 1 used the word 

abuse to describe my experiences one month afkr leaving the relationship. 

Three years after 1 left the relationship, I "came out" as a lesbiaa and entered my 

second relationship with a woman. At an International Women's Day information fall in 

Toronto that year, 1 f i t  encountered the words "violence in lesbian relationships" in a 

pamphlet produced by the Toronto Counseiiïng Centre for Lesbians and Gays, which 

announced a group for lesbian survivors of abuse. As 1 read the pamphlet 1 felt a mixture 

of surprise, shame. and extrerne validation. The pamphlet's descriptions of physical, 

emotional and sexual abuse reflected many of my experiences. I had never imagined 

there were otber women who bad experienced the same forms of abuse 1 had experienced 

in a relationship with a woman. I was isolated (as a lesbian and as a survivor) and 

believed that my experience of violence was an momaiy and that it mariceci me as 'one of 

those weUd or fieakish lesbians'. 

'Ibt woman who ab& m was aiso a wûite, middle-clrar, able-bodied woman of a s imi in  age m 
myseif. Nming the VioIe~tce: Sp&g Out Ahut Lesbuut Battering (Lobel, 1986) was the fmt antbology 
of feminist writings about lesbian M g .  



Two years later the centre produced an educationd booklet for lesbians, service 

providers, famüy and friends. entitled Abuse Ur Lesbian Relationships: A Handbook of 

Information ami Resources (Chesley, MacAuley , & Ristock 199 1) w hich provided me 

with a discourse that 1 accessed to make sense of my experience. This lesbian feminist 

discourse helped me to nsist pathologiziag, heterosexist discourses about lesbians and 

violence and it aiso helped m to heal h m  the violence. In the years that foliowed. 1 

used this booklet (in addition to other rnatenals) in facilitating staff and volunteer training 

and community education on abuse in lesbian relationships. 

Based in part of my experience, this research explores what kind of subject can access 

educationai discomes on lesbian abuse. as weii as the related question of what kind of 

subjectivity is produced rhrough them. White certain women in the late 1970s to mid-80s 

(most often, althoug h not exclusively , white, middle-class, able- bodied les bian feminists) 

were able to access and revise the available Western feminist, heterosexual domestic 

violence or battering discourse to provide a framework for understanding our experiences 

of violence in same-sex relationships, other women (including women of colour, Fit 

Nations women: workingclass and poor women, bisexuals and transgendend womens) 

have k e n  alienated by universalist feminist discourses tbat obscÿre and delegitimize 

their knowledges and subjectivities by concepnializing violence through a colonialist, 

classisi. ableist, biphobic and transphobic lens. 1 am intensted in exploring what ma& 

4While 1 recognize that the r#m "women of colouf cm have a hornogenizing effecc, 1 am using the 
tem as a strategic aml political term chostn by women of diverse culturai, racial and ethnic backgrounds 
who experience racism in a white supemacist society. I am using the term Fit Nations as a preferred term 
of Aboriginal peoples that reférs ta many cuitwally and linguistically diverse indigenous poples in Canada 
(Turpel, 1993). 1 recognize that indigenous people aiso use the terms "Aboriginal", "indian" and "Native". 
While 1 recognize the distinct histories, iâentities and experïences of M&is people in Canada, in this thesis 1 
use the tecm Fust Nm*olls to include M&s people. 

b îerm tliill~geader h used and uaderstood h a variety of ways. 1 am drawing on Ki Namaste's 
(1994) definition: "[itl is used to designate îhe lives and experiencts of a diverse group of people who live 
outside normative dgender relationsbip i.e.. whece the biology of one's body is taken to cietennine how 
one wiü live and intetact in the social worM. The ûansgender community is niide up of anssexuais (pre-, 
pst-,  and nonoperaiive) ûansvestites, h g  queem, passing women, hermaphrodites, stone butches, ami 
gender outlaws who de@ regdatory sex/gender taxommies" (p. 228). Also see (Feinberg, 19%). 



this educationai discourse (as seen in the above bookiet) available to me as a white, 

middle-class. able-bodied lesbian. What conditions make it possible for someone to 

access this category of lesbian abuse? 

I am also intensted in examiniag the relational quality of spaces and subjectivities - 
that is, how spaces and subject positions are socially and mutually constitutive of one 

another in diffennt and unequal ways (Razack, 1998a, p.158). The status or priviiege that 

cornes h m  the construction of certain spaces. categories or subjectivities is dependent 

upon the subordinate status of another. This thesis explores how categories depend on 

one another and how certain constnicu mask this relational quality, for example, the 

relationai nature of lesbian and bisexual subjectivities. and of violences in private (or 

domestic) and public spaces. Locating my subject position in the research is important for 

intemgating how my subjectivity is constituted through ihis discourse of lesbian abuse 

(Ristock, 1998) and how it is dependent upon the subordination of other women (Razack, 

1998a). 

Urgency, Contnwersies and "Regimes of Tnith" 

In this work as a community educator and organizer, 1 have become increasingly 

coacerned about the "truth claims" made in workshops and educational materials. Then 

is often an urgency amongst educatoa, researchers and front-he workca (including 

myself) to malce fued daims about abuse in same-sex relationships so that we cm move 

fonvard and respond to the violence. Yet 1 speculate that this urgency may mask other 

motivations or investments (conscious and unconscious) for the claims we make about 

these fonns of violence - such as investments in theories of violence that arc based in 

white middle-class Western feminism. or investments in specific subject positions, or 

certain notions about who can occupy the categories "woman", "lesbian", "suMvorn and 

"banerrrl', for example. 



At the same time, in community forums, workshops and coalitions fnquent debates 

arise amongst women about many of the same issues that are presented as facts in 

educationai materiais (for example debates about "mutuai abuse", the participation of 

bisexuals and traasgendered people within lesbian and women's spaces. definitions of 

abuse that Urlude consensual SM practices, how to understand and respond to violence 

in inter-racial relationships and whether racism in queer or feminist communities f d s  

within the definition of abuse. to name a few). However, these controveaies do not 

usuaily show up in feminist educational texts, which pnsent a uaified, expert voice. 

1 am not suggesting that aü debates and perspectives should be included in a pamphlet 

or presented by an educator in a workshop. 1 aiso recognize that community educaton 

often go through an intensive process of discussion when designing curriculum aad 

educational materials and that the unified narrative in pnnted educationai materials does 

not necessarily reflect the multitude of perspectives that exist amongst educators 

themselves. However, 1 am interested in examinhg how certain discourses come to be 

dominant (and considered true) and how this is dependent upon the delegitimization of 

other discourses. In this research, I set out to explore the socio-political and material 

effects of these discourses, rather chan to prove them "true or false". Also, 1 approach this 

investigation with an important reflective look at my complicity in circulating and 

constructing these discourses and an interest in exploring strategies for change. 

One of the experiences that brought me to these questions was my involvemeat in a 

community organiwig group - comprised of six white, able-bodied lesbians, of mixed 

class backgrounds, m g h g  in age h m  mid-20s to mid-40s, members of leather and S M  

communities, as weii as those with linle or no knowledge of S M  practices - that 

planned two educational forums oa woman-to-woman abuse in a large urban centre in 

Canada in the eariy 1990sP As 1 look back now, I se+ how the discussions and debates 
- -  

%ne of the partiiapanis in îhis study was involved in rbis p u p .  I have c b n  to omit the names of 
cities as weii as tbe cesearch parîicipants' geographicai Iodons in order to protect their anonyrnity. Far a 
longer discussion of conf identiaiity, sae Chaptcr Two, 



that arose through tbis organizing work fomed the basis for my areas of inquiry in this 

research. These discussions centred on the foiiowing themes or issues: definitions of 

abuse (including whether mutual abuse occumd in some relationships); the inclusion of 

"batterers" in the forums and the definition and provision of safe spaces for "survivors"; 

the meaning of accountability and community responses to battena; whether consensual 

S/M practices are inherently abusive; the differences ancilor coanections between 

violence in intimate relationships and violence in communities; the relationship between 

racism, classism and ableism and violence between women; and W l y ,  the racism and 

unexamined white privilege of Our organizing group and its relationship to our analyses 

of woman-to-woman abuse and our comtnunity organizing pmcess. 

After observing these issues swfacing in other educational wotkshops and coalitions. 

1 wanted to understand what was happening in lesbian abuse education and thus began 

asking the questions 1 raised earlier. 1 also wanted to talk with other educators about some 

of these issues to break our isolation h m  one another and to create a space for critical 

reflection and dialogue with the hope that this would strengthen our analysis and 

responses to woman-to-woman abuse. To this end. 1 decided to interview other 

community-based educators individually and in a focus group. 

Through these experiences as an educator. 1 also came to realize the critical 

importance of interrogating whiteness in lesbian abuse educatiod 1 am interested in 

understanding how white lesbian subjectivity is constituted through Lesbian abuse 

discourscs and exploring what strategies might be used for dismantling the hegemony of 

whiteness. While 1 recognize race, class, gender, sexuality and dislability to be related 

categories, this thesis focuses specifically on processes of racialization and the way 

whiteness stnrctures lesbian abuse education. 

'1 am using rhe tenn "whiteness" to refa to a scelllly coosttucied idenaty of sociai pivilegc and as 
Shercne Raatck (1998) has &fi& it as a colouf of  domination (p. 11). Theones on wtiiteness will be 
exploreci firnber in Chapter Two. 



It is important to locate an examination of these issues within the socio-political and 

bistoncal context of lesbian abuse education. 

abitory of Lesbian Abuse Education 

Ferninist educatioaal discourses on lesbian abuse emerged - in the United States in 

the late 1970s to early 1980s (Lobel, 1986) and in Canada in the mid-to-late 1980s (Le 

Feum, 1984; Le Routgetel, 1993) - as both practical tool and political strategy. US 

lesbian feminist Barbara Hart notes that she fmt provided shelter to a battered lesbian in 

1978 and was asked to give her fmt wokshop on lesbian battering in 198 1 (Lobel, 1986, 

p. Il). in 1983, at the conference of the United States-based National Coalition Against 

Dornestic Violence (NCADV). the Lesbian Task Force spoke of the seriousness of the 

issue of lesbian battering and the importance of responding to survivoa and educating 

shelters and social services (p. 2). A year later, in 1984, the fmt published accounts nom 

survivors appeared in the lesbian and feminist popular press in the United States, naming 

the silences and extreme difficulties in speaking about lesbian abuse in lesbian 

communities (Browning, 1995). In Canada, the YWCA produced a publication on 

violence against women in 1984 titled Fresh Start which included a section on abuse in 

lesbian relationships (Le Feum, 1984). and the now defunct Toronto gay and Iesbian 

newspaper Rites published a survivor's story (Sixnone, 1986). Winnipeg counsellor S a y  

Papsco has noted that she attended her first workshop on lesbian battering in 1986 (Le 

Routgetel, 1993). As previously mentioned, in 1986 the NCADV published the first 

anthology of feminst writings on lesbian b a t t e ~ g  titled Namircg the Violnice: S'aking 

Out About Lcsbian Battering (Label, 1986). And in 1987 and 1989, respectively, the 

femlliist p a p a  Kinesis (Vancouver) and Brwdsde (Toronto) published a survivor's 

story and an article on lesbian abuse. In 1990, the Minnesota Coalition for B a w d  

Women produced two feminist training manuals for anti-violence prognms titled 



Confronting Homophobia (Eliiot, 1990a) and Confonting Lesbian Battering (EUiot, 

199ûb). 

As practical tools, often published in bookfet and pamphlet form, educational 

materials provide information and resowes to communities in a relatively inexpensive 

and accessible manner. Front-iine workea and educaton fteely use each other's materials 

- revising, addhg to them, copying directly, adopting categories and frameworks (with 

or without acknowledging the sources) - just as they did when models were first 

developed to undersiand violence against women in heterosexual relationships. Printed 

educational materials aiso consist of training manuals for service providers. 

Throughout the 1980s and L990s. various communities across North America have 

orgaaizcd workshops and forums, as weil as group and individual support and education 

for swvivors. Individuai women have informally educated friends, acquaintances and 

coileagues. In addition to the matenal publishtd by community organizations and in the 

popular pnss, academic journal articles, theses, chaptea and a few books have been 

written and papers have been presented at coderences. 

Educational materials and workshops on lesbian abuse have been produced or 

organized by a variety of groups, such as feminist anti-violence organizations, lesbian, 

gay and bisexual organizations, univeaity student services, First Nations organizations, 

disabled wown's groups and others. Lesbian abuse education takes t h e  m i n  f o m  - 
pamphlets and booklets, support and education groups for survivors, and workshops, 

forums or training sessions - and is directed a three main audiences: i) iesbian, gay, 

bisexual, queer communities; ii) feminist anti-violence workers (sheltcr, transition house 

and rape crisis advocates and counseliors); and iii) mainsmam service providea (social 

workers, counseUors. health care providers, iawyers. police). Training workshops usuaiiy 

incoqmate or foliow an anti-homophobidhetemsexism component (Lobel, 1986; Elbot, 

1990b; Baian, Chomey & Ristock, 1995). h some cases. they may be a part of a larger - 

anti-oppression training. Wotkshops cm range in length h m  two to tbree hours, a full 



day or a the-day training. Support and education groups for survivoa operate on a 

closed or open (usuaily with pre-group screening to determine if the woman is the 

survivor and not the battent) format and usually meet weekly or bi-weekly. Some 

femllùsts emphasize these as educational groups, loosely based on a feminist model 

(developed onginaily for women abused by men) that emphasizes a critical education 

approach drawn from the work of Paulo Fnere (Pence, 1987). This model challenges a 

reliance on psychology or therapy discoutses and uses techniques from popular 

education? 

While it appears that most educational discourses c m  be traced to femlnist aati- 

violence organizing in large urban centres, rural communities and small cities in the 

United States and Canada have also ken  active in producing educational discourses on 

lesbian abuse? Most educational work has focused primarily (or exclusively) on lesbian 

identity, although there have been recent efforts to change the language and analytical 

framework to include women who identiS as bisexual, queer or trsnsgendered, or who 

do not claim any of these identities. 

The Politicai Context 

While educational materials exist and many communities have organized workshops 

or training sessions, it is crucial to note that educational discourses are aot circulating 

everywhere. Due to pervasive homophobia, heterosexism and invesûneot in a model of 

gender-based oppression and male violence against womea, many feminist anti-violence 

*NO< ai1 lesbian abuse educPion chalicnges a nliance on psychology* As weU, many people consider 
groups for sumivors to be "clinical* work r a t k  tban "educaiionaln. 1 include ihîs because same of the 
educators intenfiewed in this sardy view support and edudon groups for mrvivocs as one part of their 
uîucatioaal w o k  

Wucational materiais on lesbian abuse in Ciapdp bave been produced by orgrnihalions in uibPa 
centres in Canada such as Toronto, London, Winnipeg and Vancouver. In nuai communitiest these are the 
materials most often used and reprinted 



organizations refuse to discuss abuse in same-sex relationships or to provide services to 

women who have been abused by a wornan partner (Ristock, 1994, p. 418). 

In response to the constniction of "the lesbian" as abnomal and deviant, many 

Western lesbian-feminists in the 1970s (and some continuing in the 1980s and 1990s) 

(largely middle-class and white, although not exclusively) constnicted notions of "lesbian 

utopia", based on the assumption that women are inherently non-violent, caring and 

gentle, and that all  lesbian relationships are based on an equal sharing of power. While 

this was not a monolithic or stable discourse (Ross, 1995). it has continued to influence 

the conceptualization and formation of lesbian identities and relationships as the polar 

opposite to the pathological construction (Taylor & Chandler, 1995; Ristock, 1997). The 

lesbian utopia discoum constnicted a "normai" lesbian as a strong woman engaged in 

healthy, stable, conflict-fiee, woman-loving-woman relationships. This bas the effect of 

masking power relations and violence between women and works to keep systems of 

domination intact by repducing the binary constnict of the normallabnormal. 

As a result of this investment in a mode1 of gender-based oppression and the constnict 

of lesbian utopia, many women feu that they will not be believed when they disclose or 

report same-sex abuse. They may also fear that in speaking out about the abuse, othea 

will reduce the experience to a "relationship conflict" or assume the abuse is mutual 

(London Battered Women's Advocacy Centre, 1993). Additionally, maay women have 

been ductant to acknowledge the abuse for fear of perpetuating heterosexist stereotypes 

about lesbims and queers as degenerate, abnomai, sick, violent or pathological. The 

association of violence with masculinity and heterosexist assumptions that lesbians are 

role-playing, are not "real" women, and are really iike men (Ristock, 1997, p. 147), may 

have furiher motivated some women in same-sur reletionships to keep a iid on the issue 

of abuse in relationsbips. As weii, queer womn may not even consider descncbing their 

expenences using the language of abuse or battering because of the hetemnonnative, 

gen&re& nriaüzed and ciassed assumptions implieâ within these narratives. 



Racism in society at large and withui queer and ferniaist communities impacts on 

lesbian, bi and t m s  women of colour and Two-Spirited" woments decisions to speak out 

or not about abuse in an intimate nlationship. As Valli Kanuha (1990) bas noted, people 

of colour and First Nations people have experienced racist attacks h m  white people who 

have used evidence of violence in relationships as proof of "degeneracy" or "problems in 

the race". As well, labeiing people of colour pathological andlor violent bas ken a racist 

and colonial tactic used to maintain systemic oppression of people of colour. And when 

queer women of colour and Two-Spirited women leave abusive relationships, they 

f~quentiy encounter racist-heterosexism as barriers to services (Kanuha, 1990; Waldron, 

1996). Also, small fnendsbip networks in some queer communities of colour may 

intensify isolation and contribute to complex consequences in speaking out about the 

abuse (Walhn, L996). 

Many feminists (both heterosurual and queer) are also concemed that attention on the 

issue of woman-to-woman abuse will be used to fuel an existing bacldash against 

feminist work on violence against women. Conservative or anti-feminist writers are 

critical of feminist analyses on violence for pnsenting women only as victims and not 

acknowledging that we cm be perpetrators of violence. Raently, conservative and anti- 

feminist wciters have focused on lesbian abuse as proof that a gender analysis is passé, 

that violence is about individual pathology rather than systemic oppression (Sommers, 

1995) and that women (or oniy lesbians) are just as violent as men (Pearson, 1997, 

Sommets, 1995). Patricia Pearson (1997) uses swivors of lesbian abuse to show how 

much they bave in common with "battered men" (men who claim to be banered by 

women), claiming that both have been ignond or marginaiized by the femioist ami- 

violence movement and both bave ken victims of violent women. The foiiowing quote 

h m  Christina Sommers (1995) illustrates how lesbian abuse is taken up in this way: 

~oïwo-~pirited is a tenn chosen by many Fust Nations people a refa to gay, kbian, bisuuaî and 
transgenderd Fi Nations people. 



"once again, it appears battery may have very Little to do with patriarchy or gender bias. 

Where noncriminals are involved. battery seems to be a pathology of intimacy, as 

fnquent ammg gays as among straight people" (p. 2O).li 

In this political context and due to this fear, some feminists downplay or deny the 

abuse that exists or question the legitimacy of survivon' stories. In her analysis of the 

exclusion of survivoa in feminist discourse on violence against women, First Nations 

scholar Bonita Lawrence (1996) notes that it is "the dissident voices, those women whose 

interpretations of their experiences have led them to different conclusions than those 

usuaily expressed with the framework of feminist perspectives on wife abuse" that are too 

often excluded from feminist ad-violence discome "as if they am motivaied solely by 

the goal of discrediting feminism, rather thaa seehg to bmaden its parameters to include 

one's own experiences" (p. 16). 

Negotiating the terrain of silences, exclusions and denial of abuse amongst feminists 

and lesbims on the one hand, and anti-feminist backlash and right wing attacks against 

women, people of colour, k t  Nations people, poor people and queers on the other, is 

one of the greatest challenges faced by front-line workers, educators and researchea 

working to end violence in queer nlationships. Throughout my research 1 have struggled 

with the political implications and consequences of raising certain issues and using 

specific methodological tools to analyze assumptions in lesbian abuse education. At times 

1 fear that my work could be taken up and used out of context to serve political interests 

that are con- to my own and that may huri feminist, queer efforts to end vioknce. For 

these reasons, it is important for me to locate my research within this current political 

context and to continuaüy assen the politics of naming ihe violence and to distinguish my 

politicai goals h m  those of backiash, consenrative, liberai or anti-feminist wcitea. This 

I l ~ o t  fkiher discussion of some consmaiive and "anti-feministm authors' ctiticïsms of ferninist 
analyses of violence and specificaily some of  their c o ~ c t i o l l s  of  "lesbian abuse", see Janice Ristock's 
discussion in Holmes, C. & Ristoclr, J. (1999). Erploring Discursiwe Conmuctions of h b h  Abuse: 
Looking I d e  and Our- Unpubüshed man-pt. 



research is grounded in the assumption that there are real power differences in society 

and it supports a feminist politic of accountability and ami-subordination (Razack, 

1998a). 

Material Resmrces and Power Relations 

It is crucial to pay attention to the inequities in the marerial circumstances related to 

the distribution of power in the circulation of discourses on sexuality (Adams, 1997, p. 

15). The power a discourse carries is directly comected, in part, to the material resources 

availabk, such as moaey, access to publisbers, printing presses, institutional resources, 

etc. (p. 6, p. 15). Access to material nsources is tied to social, economic and political 

power. 

Lesbian abuse education occurs within a context of limited material resources for 

community-based education and for lesbian or queer-specific projects. Very few women 

work in fuU-tirne, paid positions that are designed exclusively for education on same-sex 

partner abuse. To my knowledge, the ody paid positions devoted exclusively to 

community education on woman-to-wornan abuse in Canada have been short-tem 

coatract positions h d e d  through governent or community grants.12 The majority of 

educators and community organizers do this work part-time in a variety of ways: as 

volunteers, as part-the consultants or facilitators hired on contract, or as a small part of 

their work in feminist anti-violence organizations estabiished initially and primarily to 

nspond to mak violence against women and children. In addition, most educators work 

as advocates or counseiiors with women who've expenenced violence. A crucial, but 

often invisible, form of educational work occurs uiformally amongst CO-workers, fnends 

and acquaintances. 

%or uimple, fcdcnl and pvincial govanmnt grants have hinâed commuaity education and 
minhg pmjects in the 1!KMk in Ontario, Bntisb Columbia and Manitoba Otber grants have come h m  
codty fhdmising or foundaîions. 



In the United States, then are a few non-profit queer organizations that exist solely to 

provide support, advocacy and education on the issue of abuse in same-sex relationships. 

In Canada, while there are no organizations with the exclusive mandate to work on 

woman-to-woman abuse, some feminist and queer organizations include service 

provision and education on abuse in same-sex relationships between women as part of 

their mandate. In recent years, coalitions and networks have formed - such as The 

Coalition Against Same-Sex Partner Abuse in Toronto; CLOSE: The Coalition of 

Lesbians on Support and Education in Winnipeg; and The Network Against Abuse in 

Queer Relaîionships in Vancouver - that provide an oppominity for individuals to corne 

together to network, strategize and CO-ordinate education, support and advocacy. 

Conflicts have arisen surroundhg many of the issues 1 have highlighted above, as well as 

around the exclusion of bisexuals and transgendered people and around political 

differences between gay men and lesbians regardhg feminist analyses and organizing 

process.i3 

Educationai discounes have been produced within the abon context where systemic 

oppressions impact on individuals' and organixations' ability to access matenal resources. 

Asserting the legitimacy of "the cause" and the credibility of one's organizational 

affiliation has often been a requirement for accessing funds. While most women's groups 

face these problems, immigrant women, women of colour, Fît  Nations women, (Shin, 

199 1) worling-class women, lesbians/bisexuaVtransgen&~d women, prostitutes. women 

with disabilities, and former residents of transition houses, have encountered further 

systemic oppression and patenialism when applying for fiuidirrg (Sbin. 1991; Stern & 

Leppard, 1995). As Maria Shin (1991) notes, the state fnquently hinds mainstream 

groups (dorninated by white, middte-ciass professionals) to do outreach to immigrant 

women and women of colour rather than providing ongoing core funding to these 

13~or additionai refetences to confiicts and &bates in coiditions and education on lesbian abuse, see 
(Ristock and Penneil, 1996; Faulkner, 1995). 



communities directly. Systemic oppression affects many factors in the production of 

knowledge, such as who gets funding, hired, published, and whose analysis is given 

currency and weight. 

Because of societal systemic oppression and oppression within oppositional 

movements, some rnarginalized women have organized separately. However, this has 

usually meant less access to material resources to produce and circulate educational 

discourses. It is not that multiple discourses are not king produced, but rather that certain 

knowledges are delegitimized or subjugated. Unequal power relations limit who has 

access to the means for cuculating and granting legitimacy and power to discourses. In 

1990 VaUi Kanuha wrote that the literature on "lesbian battering mas] k e n  limited to the 

perspectives of white lesbians" as the nsult of racism in lesbian cornrnunities and society 

at large (p. 143). Based on my review of the Literature. 1 would argue that there have been 

minimal changes nearly a decade later.14 It is crucial to note that queer and heterosexud 

women of colour have beea actively involved in the movement to end violence against 

women since its inception. However as Charlene Waldron (1996) c o n f i i ,  

our [women of colour's] contributions and the value of our work to the movewnt 
have often been marginalizeâ, viewed as appendices to the 'centrai' work. We and 
the work we do are ofien considend expendable when coaflicts over budgets 
and/or ideas adse. (p.49) 

While formai and informai feminist community-based organizing and theorizing on 

same-sex abuse between women exists, the majority of the research on the topic has 

corne from researchers with academic credentials. Accessing research funding through 

state and independent nsearch institutes is usuaily dependent upon academic affiliation 

and credentials, which privileges certain people's knowledge. In her reference to Western 

feminism, Aida Hurtado (cited in Bhattacharjee, 1997) States that "academic production 

14 It is important to emphashe ihat this does not refiect the subject positions of the educators, 
organizers and service pmvidets who are working to end womaa-to-woman abuse. Also in 1998, two 
Abonginai newslettets in Canada published an article on abuse in Two-Spirited Relationships (Meloche, 
1998). In Vancouver in 1993, Two-SpUiied women and lesbians of colow organized an educational 
wocksbp Specitsdy for their coaununitie~~ Aise see (Kanuha, t990; Wddron, 1996; Me- 1996). 



requires time and financial resources ..... Not surprisingiy, thenfore, most contemporary 

published femiaist theory in the United States [and Canada; my addition] has been 

w-n by white, educated women" (p. 396). 

In the context of conservative heterosexist political rhetoric, hinding research on 

lesbian abuse violence is risky. Among queer feminists there is often coacem that when 

same-sex abuse education receives funding, it is because it is safer and easier to fund 

something to do with lesbians and violence than to fimd anti-heterosexism education or 

support and educational programs for queer youth. In addition, govemment funden may 

be reluctant to fund projects on the issue due to their own heterosexist policy guideiines, 

as well as fear of criticism from feminists, anti-feminists and anti-lesbian and gay 

activists. When the C.L.O.S.E. pmject in Winnipeg received federal funding for research 

and education on lesbian abuse, the Family Violence Initiative indicated that it was one 

of the riskiest projects receiving theû support (Ristock & Pemell, 1996, p. 102). 

Anti-Eomophobia md Western Feminist Anti-Violence Education 

In the precarious context outiined above, lesbian abuse education draws on the central 

tenets of Western anti-homophobia education and feminist anti-violence educatioa 

dis cours es.^^ Anti-homophobia education, as Rhonda Chorney (1997) bas demonstrated. 

takes an informational approach to achieving its goals of equality and tolemce for gay, 

lesbian and bisexual people.16 This appmach assumes that homphobiû is a pcobkm of 

using the term Western ferninisr ~ii-violence discourse" 1 am reraMg to the dominant d i r o m  
which has largely been white, middle-ch and hetcro~~~uai. 1 do not wish to homogenize or okure the 
ditkences in feminist anti-violence wodc in the West but want ta bighiight and problematize the dominant 
mainstream feminist discawse. I am ceferring to a discome about sexual assault, battering or domestic 
violence which was created primarily to cespiid ta and stop men's violence against women and their 
children in heterosexuai reiationships. It could be argued that this categocy now includes same-sex violence 
within its &finitions, but this îs not widespcad. Most feminist anti-violence education focuses on men's 
violence agaiast women and children and this is what I an refening to in this section. 

%OS anti-homophObPa education to date has not indudcd an anaiysis of transphobia anâ does not 
focus on toletaoce and equality for eanssexuals and ttansgendeffd people. In mne communities this is 
chaoging, but the major@ ofanti-homopbobia wotlrsbops focus on gay, lesbian (and occasionally bisexual) 
identities. This is discussed f i d e r  in Cbapter Thm. 



Yack of information about the other" and that by providing "facts about gays, lesbians 

and the oppressive systems of homophobia, people would change their attitudes and 

practices" (p. 2). Chorney and other critical educators (Razack, 1998a) have argued that 

an informational and tolerance approach ignores power relations between dominant and 

subordinate subjects, specifically ignoring how the identity formation of dominant 

subjects is dependent upon the construction of an Other. Thus this approach does not 

disnipt the hegemony of hetemsexuality, whiteness and other systems of domination. 

Western feminist anti-violence education also often talces this informational approach 

to educatiag about violence, assuming that the provision of infomiation wiii eradicate the 

violence. Iacluding dispelling "myths" with "facts", this approach provides models for 

understanding the violence (such as the cycle of violence or the power and control wheel; 

see Appendix A '9, cites statistics about the prevalence of violence, describes the social 

context of domination and oppression (patriarchy, misogyny, sexism and sometimes 

discusses connections with racism, classism. heterosexism and ableism), describes the 

"victim/survivor's" perspective ("what does a battered woman/sexual assault survivor 

feel?"), provides resoums for survivors and perpetraton, and provides information on 

"helping", counselling or advocacy skills for service providers. 

Most pamphlets and workshops on lesbian abuse seek to dispel "myths and 

stereotypes" about lesbians and violence by providing information or "facts" about 

homophobia and heterosexisrn, lesbians and abuse. The central goals are to i) "raise 

awaceness" or "break the silence" about the violence; ii) establish its legitimacy as an 

important social issue by discussing the nature and prevalence of abuse; iii) dispel myths 

and stereotypes about lesbians, lesbian relationships and violence; iv) provide 

information and resources to heip womn in abusive same-sex relationships; and v) 

provide information for service providers, fnends and families on how to help. It is 



assumed that by challenging myths, providing information or facts about abuse, and by 

removing homophobic and heterosexist barriers to services, women will have greater 

options and will be able to leave abusive relationships or wiii seek help to end their 

abusive behaviours. 

In addition to these goals, most feminist education m e s  lesbian abuse through an 

analysis of systemic domination and oppression. Most focuses primarily on the social 

context of patriarchy, heterosexism and misogyny and some includes mention of their 

comection to racism, sexisrn, classism and abIeisml8. While some feminists seek to 

dismpt social relations of domination, pamphlets and workshops often re-centre 

heterosexuality and whiteness as the nom through rnodemist liberal discourses of 

"tolerance" and the construction of a universal subject. Furthemore, much of the 

education for front-line workers, counsellors, hedth care workers and others relies 

heavily on a discourse of "helping" and "service provision". As this research shows, 

many feminist educators are stniggiing to develop a feminist critical education mode1 that 

disrupts systems of domination, while also working on the short-term goals of providing 

basic information and practical strategies and of removing barriers to service for women 

who have been in abusive same-sex relationships. 

The "Lesbian Abuse" Literature idormimg Community Education 

Educational discourses are shaped and infîuenced by one another, as well as by 

academic rescarch and the literatun published in the feminist and popular press. 1 want to 

emphasize however, that most cornmunity educators have very liale access to, or tim to 

read, much of this literahue due to the matefial constraints discussed e ~ l i e r . ' ~  The 

l%he socs coatext discome is d i s c d  furtber in Cbapters Three and Four. 

lghorn my observations and upeziences in community-based o~ga~zations. the materials produced by 
conununity groups (handouts, booiûets) tend to be cead the most because they are shoct and Witten in an 
accessiile language, And yet the nraAcmic titcratuff ofien Urfonns wtiat is printed and is someths 
included iu commun@-based edumtional materiais with reference to sîaîistics on prevalence. W e  the 
following iist repesents available tcsourices in the six feminist mti-violence organizations 1 have worked 



academic literature informing lesbian abuse education is situated within the fields of 

social work, sociology, psychology, health, law, criminology. With a few exceptions, the 

literature has largely nlied on modemist discourses and constructs such as: a positivist 

approach to research, the construction of a universal woman or a universal lesbian, and an 

additive approach to analyzing and conceptualïzing violence? 1 will bnefly outliae these 

t h m  pmblem in ibis section and WU discuss the latter two in f i e r  depth throughout 

the thesis. 21 

PosMvism. Much of the published Litenmue that iaforms woman-to-woman abuse 

education relies on quantitative studies and a positivist approach to research. Positivism 

assumes a clear distinction between facts and values and between subjectivity and 

objectivity and also assumes that knowledge must be detached from experience (Usher, 

Bryant & bhnston, 1997). Positivist nsearch methods assume that there is one objective 

and universal truth and that it is the task of the reseaccher to find it. in the context of 

violence, they often rely on meastuement tools such as the Contlict Tactics Scale. which 1 

will discuss beiow. 

Cariadian mearcher Janice Ristock (1996) is a white lesbian feminist who bas been 

studying lesbian abuse for the pst  ten years. She bas speculated that ihis positivist a n d  

is an attempt to "legirimw nsearch in this m a  by foilowing non-feminist, heterosexist 

in, only onc organization had dl of these plus additional articles, while the others had only one or two: 
Naming the Violence: Spcaking Out About Lesbian Bancring (Lobcl, 1986). Confionring Lcsbian 
Bunering: A Mand for the Benered Wonicn's Movement (mot, 1990b), Violent Batrayai: Lcsbiun 
Pamur Abuse (Renzetti, t 992), Abuse in Lubian Relanonships (Cbesley, et al., 1992) and acîides by 
Janice Ristock (1 99 1,1994) and Vali Kanuha (1990). 

% some cases the feminist theory dcveloped in ibese fields seks to diaupt modernist caîegories and 
discoutses (Ristock, 1996,1998). men Faulhier (1998) anâ h i c e  Ristock (1994,1996,1997,1998) are 
two Canadian lesbiaa feminist researchers worlang in ihe fields of sociology, psychology, women's suidies 
a d  Iesbiadgay sudies who are cutrentiy examuiing epistemological questions about the kaowledge king 
produced about lesbian abuse- 

=This is no< m i a t  to be an exhaustive miew of the Iiteraaue on abuse in ssme-su rrlatioasbips 
between women. For a more comprehensive review of the lirecame, see (Browning, 1995, Faulkner, 1998). 



paradigms, leaving ai i  the assumptions of previous works unchallenged, and paying little 

attention to feminist methodological approaches or critiques" (Ristock & Pemell, 1996, 

p. 73). Ristock notes that in keeping with this positivist approach, most wnters and 

researchers (with a few exceptions) have not critically examined their subjectivity in 

relation to their nsearch (p. 73)F 

The Confîict Tactics Scale (CTS) is a positivist research tool developed by Murray 

Straus (1979) to measure violence in relatioaships. It bas been used in much of the 

research on lesbian abuse (Renzetti, 1992; Lie and Gentlewarrier, 199 1; Lochart et ai., 

1994) despite being criticized by numerous heterosexual and lesbian feminists (Faulkner, 

1998; Ristock, 1994; Scott, S., 1994; Carlson, 1992) for its gender-neutral approach to 

studying violence and its lack of analysis of power and control. The CTS assumes that 

violence is a tactic used in resolving conflicts between individuals. It "does not assess the 

meanings, contexts or consequences of these individual acts" (Scott, S., 1994, p. 38). By 

de-contextualizing the violence, it also ignores the motives behind diffennt violent acts. 

By homogenizing al1 acts of violence, researchea who have used the CTS to study 

lesbian abuse have ignored whether acts of violence are in selfdefense or-retaliation 

(Ristock, 1994; Faullrner, 1998). Interestingiy, although Claire Reiuetti (1992) used the 

CTS in her large (and widely knowa) study on Lesbian abuse, she has recently critiqued 

the measuremat tool(1999). arguing the same points outlined above23. 

Numerous researchers (Ristock, 1994; Scott, S., 1994; Faulkner, 1998; ~enzetti, 

1999). have critiquai what Fauher calis liberal and system approaches' in lesbian abuse 

%ne example of Ois is Claire Remtri's rrsesrch (1992). Rewtti (a heterosexual woman) does not 
explore the poiitical implicaiions of doing research on a awghdkâ group wben one is from the dominant 
group. She does not iden- bec social ldon in tcrms of race and class. 

o ~ l t h ~ ~ $ t  Remeai ugd tbe CIS in kerüer  study, sbc did rknowledge som of* poMems wib 
the iool and said she only used it to meas= how disogrccrncnts wem handled rather than to mesure 
violence (1990, foomote, p. 24). However, I would stiif orgue tbat its use in this way is equaUy probiematic. 



research for making generaüzing statements that individuaiize and neutralize violence 

rather than examinhg it within a socio-political, cultural and historical context. 

Addirve Appraaclires and the Construct of the Univernui Woman/ZesbiOn. 1 would 

argue. as Janice Ristock (1994). Ellen Faulkner (1998). Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz (1987), 

Bonnie Burstow (n.d.) and others have, that heteronormative assumptions pervade the 

research on woman-to-womm abuse. This research has taken the approach of adding 

lesbians to the existing heterosexual framework for understanding violence against 

women, manifesting in hetemcentric conceptualizations of power in lesbian relationships 

(for example in Renzetti's research; Ristock, 1994, p. 417) that ignore ciifferences and that 

minimizes systemic power relations (such as heterosexism, racism, classism) and the 

ways these impact on same-sex relationships between women. 

Challenging homophobic, heterosexist and utopian constructs of lesbians and of 

abuse has been a central part of the educational discourse. However, this bas often 

resulted in the construction of a uified and essential lesbian experience (Faulkner, 199 1, 

p. 264). As 1 will discuss in Chapter Two, the construction of an unitary subject is 

accomplished through processes of othering. 

With a few important exceptions, which 1 will discuss below (Kanuha, 1990; 

Wddron, 1996; Mendez, 1996; Ristock, 1998; AImeida, Woods, Messineo. Font & Heer, 

1994), most of the research to date has not integrated the extensive anti-racist critiques 

fkom feminists of colour and First Nations women of the dominant (white) gendered 

analysis of violence against women, and as such has taken an additive approach to 

discussing the violence experienced by lesbians of colour.~ 

Of the existirig fiterature, t h e  articles were written - two by lesbians of colour 

(Kanuha, 1990; Waldon, 19%) and one by a gay man of colour (Méndez, 1996) - to 

- - 

24 in her poetry, Fi Nations 8uthorCbiystos (t988.1991.1993,1995) has WRtten about abuse in 
Iesôian relatioaships and ôas c d t e n t l y  adQessed racism and classism. 



explicitiy address issues facing lesbians and gay men of colour in abusive same-sex 

relationships. Two address the problem of universalism within feminist anti-violence 

movement and lesbian comrnunities which has resulted in the marginalization of women 

of colour (Waldon, 1996, Kaauha, 1990). They discuss the relationship between systemic 

racism. hetemsexism, homophobia and abuse experienced and perpetrated by lesbians of 

colour and emphasize the importance of understanding the role of racism in abusive 

mixed-race relationships between white women and women of colour (Kanuha, 1990; 

Waldron, 1996); for example "a white lesbisn may Say that she feels threatened by her 

lover when her lover [a woman of colour] raises her voice ..A may be that the white 

lesbian has assumed that because a woman of colour gets loud, she wili naturaily get 

violent" (Waldron, 1996; p. 49). The third article raises issues nlated to service provision 

to gay and lesbians of colow who have been in abusive same-sex relationships, stressing 

the importance of understanding and addressing immigration issues and how racism is a 

bamier to effective responses h m  the criminal justice system (Méndez, 1996). 

The efforts of these authors notwithstanding, whiteaess is re-centred in much of the 

existing lesbian abuse research in a number of ways. Many research samples have been 

dominated by white women - for example, 95% in Renzetti (1992). 92% in Lockhart et 

al. (1994), 87% in Lie and Gentiewarrier (1991). And as Aboriginal scholars Sharon 

McIvor and Teressa Nahanee (1998) note in their suntey of literature on violence against 

women (including lesbian abuse), none of the articles specifically address the experiences 

of Aboriginal lesbians' experiences of saxne-sex abuse. One researcher (Renzetti, 1992) 

has problematically suggested that "violence may be more rare in minonty lesbian 

relationships" based on the fact that the majority (95%) of respondents in her study wen 

white (p. 14). In some educational workshops these statistics are cited to discuss the 

prevalence of same-sex abuse and they are often applied universally without mntioning 

the limitations of the rrsearch based on a majority of white respondents. 



In some cases where researchers have made attempts to expand their sample to 

include more women of colour, it is still presented in a positivist framework and an 

additive approach is used. For example. in Teresa Schener's 1998 study, from a sample 

of 256 surveys, 44% of respondents were women of colour (Asian and Pacific Islander, 

Anican Amencan, Latina, F i t  Nations, and multiracial womn). Scherzer notes that the 

racial diversity of respondents was a result of intensive outreach and comrnunity 

participation (p. 37). Nonetheless. she does not examine the interconnections between 

race, sexuality, gender and class and concludes that there is "no sigmcant differences 

amoog any of the racial groups and the reponing" of abuse (p. 44). 

While researchers must examine the conditions contributing to low responses from 

lesbians and bisexual women of colour and must interrogate the limitations and 

exclusions produced through our nsearch design and methods. simply adding more 

lesbians of colour to the sample does not make the nsearch more accountable, less white, 

nor does it mean that power relations based on race are king addnssed in the research. 

When race is seea as a problem of the Other, white subjectiviiy in research is left 

unexarnined. 

Of the literature that is infomed by feminist anti-racist analyses. there are some 

researchers who attempt to move beyond additive approaches by examining the 

relationship between the public and pnvate violences of racism, classism and 

heterosexism (Almeida, et al., 1994). whiteness (Ristock, 1998), and references to the 

intersectionality of race. class, gender and sexuality (Renzetti, 1998). 

For example, Rhea Almeida et al. (1994) have examined the relationship between the 

public and private violences and cntiqued the tendency in feminist anaiyses to focus on 

the private oppression of white womn in families. thus ignoring the relationship between 

the public fonns of violence (racism, classism and hterosexism) and abuse in intimate 

relationships. To my howledge, Janice Ristock's most recent article (1998) is the h t  

that begins to ask questions about how subjectivities are nriaiized and classed and how 



whiteness is consmcted in discourses of lesbian abuse. And in a shift from ber earlier 

work, Claire Renzetti (1998) recently has argued against a "one-mode1 fits dl" approach 

and uses the t em  "intersectionality" to talk about the importance of examining how 

racism, classism. sexisrn and heterosexism infiuence the causes and impacts of abuse. 

Yet. this shifi in ber analytical framework has yet to be hilly demonstrated in her 

researc h. 

These exarnples notwithstanding, the majonty of the research has not moved away 

from positivist approaches that tend to univenalize and ignore the socially constnicted 

nature of categories and the meanings produced through laquage and ideologies. While 

some researchers are attempting to address race by broadening their sample to include 

women of colour, it is not sufficient to simply include wornen of colour in the sample. 

The assumptions guiding the nsearch design. methods. and most importantly analysis 

that must shift. While there are a few examples where the literature challenges an 

additive approach or begins to addresses power relations based on race and class, the 

research does not always inform practice. And. as 1 discuss in this thesis, even when we 

do have an inteilectual understanding of the problems with an additive approach. we do 

not always know how to move towards an interlocking analysis in practice. 

In discussing her ncent nview of the existing research on lesbian abuse, men 

Faulkner (1998) sums up: 

The social construction of abuse; the institution of heterosexism; and the dearth of 
analyses of race. class, sexism and ableism generate understandings of lesbian 
battery from a white. middletlass, heterosexist, Western standpoint. Such 
understandings a l i  iack contextuai, theoretical and political depth. (p. 59) 

It is within this contuct that community-based education on woman-to-woxnan a b w  

occurs. As 1 discuss in Chapter Four, educators are critical of many of these problems, 

and struggle to move kyond additive approaches that universaiize, while also hanging 

onto essentialist categories in our attempts to end violence and systexnic oppression. 



Reseacch Design 

As 1 have outiined in this chapter, this nsearch investigates the politics of n h g  the 

violence in community education. It examines the links between the hierarchical relations 

between women (based on race. gender, sexuality, class and ability) and the conceptual 

fiameworks feminist educators develop and use to understand woman-to-woman abuse. 

A central problem this study examines is how a universal lesbian is constnicted through 

lesbian abuse education. which normalizes certain identities and knowledges wbile 

subordinating others. Of pnmary interest is an examination of how whiteness is 

embedded in the discourses of lesbian abuse education. 1 explore about how we might 

deconstruct whiteness and sbift hierarchical relations between women. 

In the next cbapter, I outiine the theoretical tools that 1 use to analyze lesbian abuse 

discourses dong with the qualitative research methodology that 1 used to collect the data 

for this study. 1 draw on analytical tools h m  feminist postrnodem. anti-racist and queer 

theories to study community-based lesbian abuse education discourses. As 1 have 

indicated thus far, 1 am concemed with the effects of truth daims in lesbian abuse 

education and Chapter Two discusses Foucault's (1984) concepts of discourse and 

regimes of truth. It also discusses the ciifference between an additive and interlocking 

approach to examining systems of domination and briefly outlines some feminist theories 

on violence against women. In order to learn about and make visible some of the 

complexities of the discourses. 1 interviewed five white feminist community-based 

educators (including myself) in individuai interviews and a focus group. 1 discuss in 

Chapter Two the selection process. my masons for inte~ewing and my reflections on the 

interview and focus group process. 

Chapter Three is divided into two parts. The first provides an analysis of some of the 

discourses operating in three Canadian educational texts (two bookiets and one pamphlet) 

on lesbian abuse. 1 am aot suggesting that these pamphlets an representative of al1 

education on lesbian abuse, yet they do repcesent a dominant discourse and I use them to 



illustrate some of the assumptions embedded within it. Part two Iooks at the data h m  the 

interviews and focus group and explores how the educators 1 Uiterviewed negotiate the 

discourses they fmd themselves in. It discusses the dif'ficulties educators (and survivors) 

face in narning woman-to-woman abuse. A discussion of workshops follows - how we 

use personal experience, how gender and sexual categories are constnicted and 

deconstnicted (specifically who's a lesbian and who's a woman?) and how we educate 

about the causes and nature of woman-to-woman abuse. The chapter reveals that 

educators stmggle to engage with compIexities and disnipt some constructs while still 

holding onto certain truth claims, thereby reproducing essentialist categories and 

berarchies among women. 

Chapter Four continues the discussion of the conceptuai frameworks and models that 

educators use, but looks specificaiiy at constructions of race and class. I discuss some of 

our efforts to shift the focus away from unidimensional analyses and the influences of 

pnvilege on o u  analyses and practice. The thesis concludes with a discussion of the 

implications for hiture work. 



Chapter Two: 

Theoreticai Framework and 

If power were never anything but repressive, if it never did anything but to Say no, 
do you nally think one would be brought to obey it? What makes power hold 
good, what makes it accepted, is simply the fact that it traverses and produces 
things, it induces pleasure, forms knowledge, produces discourse. (Foucault, 
1985, p. 61) 

This chapter outlines the postmodem, anticolonial, feminist and queer theoreticai 

Framework I am using to andyze and make sense of the stories told (and not told) in the 

educational materials, interviews and focus group in this research. This framework 

shaped the direction of the research (such as the questions I asked, the areas 1 chose to 

focus on). In this chapter 1 ais0 retlect on the process of interviewing and interpreting the 

data and discuss questions raised by various theorists about the practice of qualitative 

research. 

Part One: Theoretical Framework 

Knowledge and Objectivity 

One of the assumptions guiding my methodology is that dl research makes 

knowledge claims and therefoce it is crucial to explore epistemological questions about 

how knowledge is constructed and sociaiiy organized - to ask how we know what we 

know and what counts as howledge. This methodology challenges positivist approaches 

to research that view knowledge as value-neutral, ahistorical and detached from 

expaience (Usher, Bryant & Johnston. 1997). 

Many feminist, anti-coionial and posünodern researchers have challenged positivist 

claims, arguiag that howledge production is never neutrai and is aiways implicated in 

power relations. They empbaslle the importance of asLiag whose interests are served by 



the research. Doma Haraway (1991) suggests that a "feminist objectivity is about limited 

location and situated knowledge, not about iranscendence and splitting of subject and 

object. In this way we might become answerable for what we leam how to see" (italics 

mine; p. 190). This kind of positioning in knowledge production can move us towards 

responsibility and accountability by encouraging us as nsearchers to explore how our 

subjectivities influence the research process -the questions we ask (and dont ask), what 

we see (and don't se ) ,  and how we construct and assign meanings to stories. In the next 

two sections 1 describe feminist postmodern tools for exarnining the relationship between 

power and knowledge. 

Feminist PostmoàeFnism 

In this thesis I draw on postmodem interpretive tools for unearthing the assumptions 

within, and the effects of. taken-for-granted beliefs or "truths". Feminist postmodem 

approaches to research r e k  to disrupt universaliulg narratives and essentialist constnicts 

(Ristock and Pennell, 1996; Razack, 1998a; Lather, 1991). 1 am using the term 

postmodeniism as understood by Inde~ai  Grewal and Caren Kaplan (1994) "as a mitique 

of modernist agendas as they are manifested in various forms and locations around the 

world" (p. 2). Grewal and Kaplan's feminist postmodemisrn is anti-colonial. They 

critique the way certain forms of feminism are produced by and wiliingly support 

modernist agendas and thus how many femiaists are complicit in sustaining colonial, 

Westem hegemonies that perpetuate oppression and exploitation of other women (p. 2). 

As they explain, modernist discourses, practices and cultures are not only of a past epoch 

we cail modemity, but continue to manifest thernselves in powerful ways in the 

postmodem present. "Postmodernism caiis hto question the beiief (or hop) that then is 

some fom of innocent knowledge to be had" (Flax. 1992, p. 447). Postmodemisxn offers 

mthodological tools such as deconstniction anâ discourse mdysis for disnipting mta- 

narratives, chaiienging essentialism and for explorhg taken-for-granted assumptions 



(Ristock & Pemell, 1996; Namaste, 1998; Lather, 1991). I tum now to discuss how my 

analytical framework is informed by postmodern feminists who draw on a Foucauldian 

notion of discourse. 

A discourse is "a set of assumptions, sociaily shared and often unconscious, reflected 

in language" (Ristock & Pennell, p. 114, 1996) that constn~cu knowledge, produces 

meaning and organizes social relations. A Foucauldian understanding of discourse refen 

to the way power and knowledge are constituted in and through each other (Foucault, 

1978, p. 100). Power operates through the construction of knowledge. producing 

"regimes of tnith" that legitimize certain knowledges and delegitimize othea (Foucault, 

1984). Foucault refea to these delegitimized or disqualified knowledges as "su bjugated 

how ledges" (Foucault, 1980, p. 82). 

Linda Martin Alcoff and Laura Gray-Rosendale (1996) use Foucault's concept of 

discourse to examine the "political effects of swvivor discouae and the effects on the 

construction of women's mbjectivities" (p. 199). Similar to rny project. their research 

explores the multiple (and sometimes paradoXical) effects produced through feminist 

'oppositional' discourses on violence (p. 200). Alcoff and Gray-Rosendale's detailed 

description of discourse is worth citing at length for it captures how 1 understand and 

apply this concept to my research on lesbian abuse education: 

Through rules of exclusion and classificatory divisions that operate as 
unconscious background assumptions, a discourse can be said to set out not what 
is me and what is false but what can have a tmth value at all - in othet words, 
what is swble. Discourses structure what it is possible to Say tbugh  systems of 
exclusion such as the prohibition of certain words, the division of mad and sane 
speech, and the (historicaiiy contingent) disjunction between mie and false. In any 
given context there may exist more than one discourse, althwgh discourses will 
exist in hiezatchical relations with one another. (p. 202) 

These system of exclusion that prohiiit certain speech and categorize discomes as 

legitimate and delepitirnate - regimes of mth - are a central ana of enquiry in my 



research pr0ject.z In Chapters Three and Four 1 excavate some of the regimes of tmth 

about lesbian identity and the causes and nature of abuse that circulate in lesbian abuse 

education. 

1 am interested in how our thinking and seeing is tied to our identities, in other words, 

how our subject positions limit or make possible what we see. This nsearch is interested 

in the relationship between regimes of tnith in lesbian abuse education and certain 

women's investments in specific conceptual frameworks for understanding identity, 

society and violence. My interest is in rupauing h a h l  regims of mith which make 

(im)possible some identities and experiences. 

Accordhg to Foucault (1978), discourses are shifüng and unstable: a "discourse can 

be an instrument and an effect of power, but also a hindrance, a stumbling block, a point 

of nsistance and a starting point for an oppsing strategy " (p. 10 1). Thus, the possibility 

of a "reverse" discourse always exists (p. 10 1). 

My nsearch is part of a growing body of feminist work that uses a Foucauldian 

notion of discourse to study constructions of violence against women (Ristock 1998; 

Ristock and Pennell, 1996; Razack, 1998a; Alcoff and Gray-Rosendale, 1996; Femuo, 

1996; Lawrence, 1996; O'Neill, 1998; Burton, 1998). Janice Ristock (1996. 1998) uses a 

similar approach to the one 1 take up in this shidy in her research on abuse in lesbian 

relationships. She is ushg discourse analysis and &construction as tmls for disnipting 

heterosexist theorking on violence against women and for examining the social 

discourses through which lesbians consmict meankg of their experiences of violence. 

Ristock emphasizes that a key objective of her work is also nsearching the material 

conditions of lesbians' lives as "a way to encourage social action" and to also (=)sesrch 

berself as "a way of engaghg nflexivity/seif-reflexivity in order to be 'answerable for 

2 5 ~ ~ ~ c a u l t  describes a 'regîme of üuih" as foiiows: " Tnuh' is to be un- as a syaem of ordered 
poecdPrrs for the paluction, regdation, disoiution, circuliiion and operation of stiomnts. TNW is 
linked in a circuiat relation wiîb tbe systems of powcr which produce and sustain it, and effects of power 
which it induces and which extends iti " (Foucault, 1984, p. 74) 



what we leam how to see' " (1998, p. 141)F Specifically, in my research this bas meant 

paying attention to the material and socio-political context of cornmunity-based lesbian 

abuse educatioa as well as holding onto the very fact of violence while examinhg how it 

is aiso consenicted. 

Subjectivity, Identity, Expertence 

I use excerpts h m  the interview transcripts as iilustrations of discourse. The focus of 

my investigation is not the women them/ourselves, but rather the discourses that 

constitute us as subjects. It is this nlationship between subjectivity (identity formation) 

and discourse that 1 am exploring in this thesis. That king said, 1 do not view subjects as 

passive and unimplicated in the statements we produce through discourse. Following 

from Jorn Scott (1992), I assume that "it is not individuals that have experience, but 

subjects who are constituted through experience" (p. 26). 1 am not relying on the modem 

liberal notion of the autonomous individual, but rather take up Foucault's (1982) point 

that we must liberate ourselves from this notion of individuality and imagine and prornote 

new f o m  of subjectivity (p. 785). Subjectivity refers to a concept of the 'self as sociaiiy 

produced, historicaliy speciûc, discursively and muitiply constituted and shifting. 

In this thesis 1 am concerned aot ody with the production of categones or subject 

positions through discourse. but ais0 how these positions are relational: for example how 

beterosexuaüty depends on homosexuality for its meaning, or how lesbian identity &tes 

to bisexual identity, or how white queer identities are dependent on the identities of queer 

women ofcolour and Two-Spirited women. Stuart Hall (19%) describes this process: 

. Adentities an constnicted through, not outside diffennce. This entails the 
raôically distwbing recognition that it is ody through the relation to the Other, the 
relation to what it is not, to precisely what it la&, to what bas been caiied its 

Z6Drawing on Rigock and Peaneü's (19%) w a f  my examination of how violence is diruisively 
constructed also tecognizes "the mBteTiBtity of violence and its effectsw (p. 8). 



constitutive outside that the 'positive' meaning of any term - and thus its 'identity' - can be constructed. (p. 4) 

Lesbian iàentity does not exist in a social and historical vacuum. It is not "difference" 

that is problematic per se - for as Hall (1997) argues. difference is ambivalent (p. 238) 

- but the strategy of naturalizing difference that fixes and essentializes it that can be 

dangerwis. Namaste (19%) points to this danger when she notes the tendency of "lesbian 

and gay identities [to] stabilize themselves as naturai. while simultaneously relegating 

other positions [transsexuals, traasgendered people] to that of 'anomaly' " (p. 188). 

Discourses (and the subject positions and categories produced through them) depend 

on one another in symbiotic ways to sustain systems of domination. in my nsearch 1 use 

this understanding of the interplay between subjectivity and discourse to think about the 

categories that are produced through lesbian abuse education and how they are related to 

and implicated in exclusions. For example: How is whiteness embedded within the 

construction of lesbian identity in lesbian abuse education and how is this identity 

predicated upon the prestnce of unnamed racialued Others? 

Absent Presences 

Drawing on this understanding of the relational quality of categories, this thesis 

explores how a present but mamed Other is nlied on to give meaning and substance to 

dominant identities, and, in fact, how the Other is infonning and constituting dominant 

subjects even in its absence. 1 am drawing on Toni Momson's (1992) work on how the 

shadow of the non-white Other occupies the white imagination and how this constructed 

m e r  is necessary for whites to imagine themselves as white. 

In Chapter Four 1 discuss how debates about definitions of violence. transgenderism 

and bisexuaiity in lesbian abuse organizing are also about the absent presence of women 

of coIour and Aboriginal wown. However, 1 want to emphasize that these women an 

not necessarily physicaiiy absent in these debates. In ushg MonWnts work, 1 want to 



ask how certain narratives an constnicted through processes of othering. For example, a 

conversation about women's abuse of power over other women is not a new topic of 

discussion within feminist anti-violence organizing. Women of colour and Aboriginal 

women have been addnssing the violence of white women's racisrn and complicity in 

white supremacy for nearly two decades within feminist organizing in North Amencan 

Imperlaijsm, Race and Knowkdge Pmducüon 

1 have tumed to the work of Shenne Razack (1998a). Mary Louise Pratt (1992). Toni 

Momson (1992). and Anne McCiintock (1995) for theoretical tools for examining how 

imperialism, racism and the construction of race are implicated in kaowledge production 

in the context of modem liberal humanism. These scholars offer concepts and methods 

for tracing how nicializations and racism are embedded in various discounes and 

rnethods of knowledge production. 

For example, Pratt's work (1992) is useful for histoncizing the Euro-imperial 

narratives of "reciprocity", "humanism" and "anti-conquest" that an part of the "claim to 

the innocent pursuit of knowledge" (p. 84). For instance, Pratt's study of Euro-imperiaüst 

travel and exploration narratives nveals that the grand story of "anti-conquest" is an 

integral part of imperialism. As she describes it, anti-conquest refers "to the stmtegies of 

npresentation whereby European bourgeois subjects seek to secure their innocence in the 

same moment as they assert European hegemony" (p. 7). Sbe shows that the trope of 

eariy fii'ck (originally mima in 1980) bat sddrcsscd the everyday violences of ncism was 
Audre Lorde's "Age, Race, Class and Sa" (1 984). Wocking-class women and women with disabilities have 
also addrcssed and challenged (and continue to challenge) middle-class and able-Wied women's abuses of  
power and the ways classism and ableism operate in femiaist otganiPng. Recentiy biphobia and 
transphobia have bcen highligûted as forms of o+on and disctimination among women, For a List of 
refereacts on the fiterature showing how différent groups of women are implicated in the oppression of 
Mer women based on hiecarchies of tace* gender, dimbility and sexuality, see (Fellows & Razack, 1998). 
Fm discussion of ihe exclusion of bisexuals and transgendered people within lesbian and queet theofipng 
and within certain forms of feminism, set die following: on b i i u a i  women, (Hutchias & Ka'ahumanu, 
1991 ; Beemyn & Eliason, 1996; Namaste, t 998); on ~nuisgendered people see (Feinberg, 1994; Califia, 
1997; Fm& 1995; Namaste, 1996). For discussion of classism widiin queer communities and wiihin lesbian 
and queer communities, see (Kadi, 1996; Peaelope, 1994). 



"reciprocity" is used by imperialists to confm their position of innocence as anti- 

conquerom (p. 82). If a story about reciprocity and anti-conquest stnictured the imperial 

"European knowledge-building project" (p. 38) and enabled imperialists to constmct 

themselves as innocent, alî the whiie violently colonizing people and their lands, what are 

the implications for the pursuit of knowledge through social science nsearch? Clearly, 

knowledge production must be decolonized. In this research, 1 attempt to explore how 

these moves (my own and those of other community educators) show up in knowledge 

production to secun dominant subjectivities. 

AU of this leads me to intenogate the production of whiteness in lesbian abuse 

education, so as to dislodge it fkom its unmarked and unnamed status and to deconstruct 

the power it carries (Frankenberg. 1993; Dyer, 1997). 1 have found Ruth Frankenberg 

(1993), beli hwks (1992). Richard Dyer (1997) and Toni Momson ( 1992) helpful for 

investigating how whiteness is constituted through discursive processes of othering and 

how "embedded assumptions of racial (not racist) language worli" in narratives (p. xü). 

Whiteness manifests as taken-for-granted dominance: the privilege of not noticing one is 

white. Whiteness as the colour of domination shows up in moves of innocence and denial 

of one's position of dominance and complicity in systems of domination (hwks, 1994; 

Razack, 1998a). 

As a white woman 1 am interested in examinhg how practices of domination affect 

and impact those who are perpetuating it. In discussing Canadian court cases of sexual 

violence in Abonginal communities. Sherene Razack (1998a) points out that in the 

context of law: 

Colonization. when it is mntioned, achieves the staais of a culaual characteristic. 
pre-given and involving only Aboriginal people, not white colonizers. We may 
know how coloaization changed Aboriginal people, but do we know how it 
chged, and continues to change. white people? (Razack, 1998% p. 19) 

In the contcn of my nscarch this is nlevaat, in part because I am exploring how white 

lesbian educators understand the nature of domination and abuse. 



Historicdy specific constructions racialized by class, religion, accent, and geography 

result in different gradations or shades of whiteness; for example, Jewish people have 

been racialized (Dyer, 1997, p. 12). In tracing how race, class, gender and sexuality 

shaped British imperiaüsm, Anne McCliatock (1995) investigates how "the invention of 

race in the urban metropoles ... became central not ody to the self-definition of the 

middle-class but aiso to the policing of the 'dangerous classes': the workuig class, the 

Irish, Jews, prostitutes, feminists. gays and lesbians. criminais, the militant crowd iind so 

on" (p. 5). In various socio-historical and cultural contexts, "skin colour as a marker of 

power" has k e n  "imprecise and inadequate" (p. 53). Explorhg how discourses raciaiize 

bodies as degenerate in order to mark other bodies as respectable, is important for my 

research because 1 want to understand how processes of racialization operate in the 

construction of lesbian abuse - for example, the construction of survivors and batterers. 

Queer Theory 

Similar to the ferninist poshnodem and anti-colonial theones discussed above, queer 

theories offer analytical tools for chailenging essentialist notions of sexuaiity and gender 

as stable, individual and ahistorical. Although sirongly infiuenced by posmiodemism, 

queer theory grew out of (and thus is infomed by) many different political and 

theoretical movements, such as the homophile movernent, gay liberation and lesbian 

feminism (Jagose. 1996). 

Rather than soiidifying semai and gender categories, queer theory seeks to destabilize 

and denaiuralize them. Drawing on Foucault (1978). queer theory challenges the notion 

that sexuality is a natural condition and explores how sexualities are discursively 

produced, reguiated and resisted. Elaborating on Foucault's work. queer theonst Judith 

Butler (1990) argues that categories of gender and sexuality corne to k naturalued 

(reguiated and resisted) through the reiteration, or performance, of a nom or a set of 

noms. Butler's theory of pufomtivity addresses the discursive pmcess of reiteration 



through which a subject is constituted and produced (1993, p. 95). For example, 

heterosexual identity seeks to nanuaüze itself as the original, the normal, and the real 

through the compulsory emlless repetition of the category heterosexual(1991, p. 21). It is 

through this "heterosexuai matrix" (a "grid of cultural intelligibility through which 

bodies, genders, and desires are naturalized", 1990; p. 15 1) that lesbian identity is 

constmcted as irnitating the (original) heterosexual. Butler emphasizes that gender and 

sexuality are "not organized in terms of onginality and imitation. Wbat they manifest 

instead is the endless - though heavily ngulated - possibilities of performativity." 

(Jagose, 19%. p. 85). 

In response to the c l a h  that lesbians and gays must secure these identities. Butler 

( 199 1) raises some important questions: 

There is no question that gays and lesbians are threatened by the violence of 
public erasure, but the decision to counter that violence must be canhil not to 
reinstalî another in its place. Which version of lesbian or gay ought to be rendered 
visible, and wbich intemal exclusions wiii that rendering visible instinite? Can the 
visibiiity of identity sufice as a political strategy, or can it only be the starting 
point for a strategic intervention which cal1 for a transformation of poiicy? 1s it 
not a sign of despair over public politics when identity becomes its own policy, 
b ~ g i n g  with it those who would 'police' it from various sides? And this is not a 
cd1 to retum to silence or invisibility, but, rather, to make use of a category bat 
can be cakd into question, made to account for what it excludes. (p. 19) 

Butler is aot saying that one shouid never name oneself 'lesbian' or 'gay'. She is 

emphasizing the importance of enaminhg the exclusionary effects of namiag and of 

exploring multiple strategies for socio-political change. For Butler, "identity categories 

tend to be instruments of replatory regimes, whether as the normalizing categories of 

oppressive structures or as the railying points for a iibuatory contestation of that very 

oppression" (1991, pp. 13-14). 

Similarly, this thesis is intensted in intermgating the regimes of truth that produce 

exclusions within I i i o r y  or oppositionai discourses, including queer, such as thor 

chat exciude bisexuals. tmsgendered people and people of colour. Queer theory bas ben 

crîticized by some s c h o h  and activists for its tendency to re-centre whiteness, produce 



elitism and for its lack of engaged theorizing about the interlockhg nature of race, 

sexuality and gender (Storr, 1997; Jagose, 1996; Beemyn & Eliason, 1996). A case is 

point is the way Butler misses the racial dimension inhennt within the heterosexual 

matnx (Storr, 1997). As Merl Ston (1997) argues, "the racial logic at the hem of the 

matrix" cm be seen "particularly in the constitution of heterosexuality as pmreation - 
s w l y  not an incidental f e a m  of the discourse of heterosexuality as 'natural' and as a 

crucially racialized feature ..." (pp. 77-78). Senological consmctions such as the 

"homosexual", "bisexual" or "heterosexual", cannot be understood without examining 

race, because racial categories came into king in and through sexual ones (Storr, 1997). 

Race was the organizing principle of sexuaüty for the early sexologists such as Havelock 

Ellis and Richard von Krafft-Ebing, who relied on anthropological discouaes about 

classification of "the races", which asswned that signs of abnormalcy could be found in 

anatomical (sexuaVracia1) markers on the body (Sommervilie, 1994). The sexologists and 

others, had pervasive anirieties about mixed bodies (black and white; male and female) 

and used theories about the abnormalcy of the hybrid body - the "mulano" - to malce 

sense of the sexual "invert" (Sommerville, 1994; Storr, 1997). This shows how niciai and 

sexuai categories nly on each other to define boundaries and iiiustrates the inextricability 

of race fkom the snidy of sexuality (Sommerville, 1994). 

Moves within queer theory that seek to disnipt binary sex/gender relations offer 

potentiai openings for bisexual and transgendend subjectivities. But much queer theory 

relies on some of the very binaries (such as malelfemale, heterdbomo) that it claims to 

dismantle, which renders transgender exprierice and bisexuaüty invisible or marginalizes 

these positions as Other (Beemyn & Eliason, 19%; Storr, 1997). Discursive postmodem 

gestrues that highlight the fluidity and multiplicity of identities have not aiway s 

manifested in a co~ection with the material cealities of people's Lives. As Ki Namaste 

(19%) points out: 



Critics in queer theory are fond of writing about the ways in which specific acts of 
gender transgression can help dismantle binary gender relations and hegemonic 
heterosexuality. Whiie such an intellectual program is important. it is equally 
imperative that we nflect on which aspects of transgender lives an presented and 
how this discussion is fnimed. For example, critics in queer theory write page 
after page on the inherent liberation in the transgression of gender codes, but they 
have nothing to say about the precarious position of the uanssexual woman who 
is battered, and who is unable to access a woman's shelter because she was not 
boni a biologicai woman. (Namaste, 1996, p. 185) 

My methodology is informeci by the work of the above scholars and activists who addnss 

transgender and bisexuai subjectivities and who make Links between the social. material 

and discursive processes of racialization, sexualization and gendering of bodies.28 

By adopting an anaiytical framework of queemess, I seek to examine and challenge 

heterononnative discourses that produce regimes of tmth about sexuality, gender and 

violence. How and who can claim experiences of violence? What possibilities exist for 

marginalized subjects in re-wciting or creating new discourses? 

1 am relying on theonticai tools that enable me to trace how systems and categories 

are dependent on one another - in other words how they interlock. Anne McClintock 

(1995) has demonstrated that race and sexuality were ordering principles in the 

emergence of imperid modernity and nom the outset they relied fundamentally on 

specific constructions of gender in securing and maintainhg the imperial enterprise (p. 

7). Similar to McClintock's daim that categones of race, gender, class and sexuaüty are 

"articulated categories that corne into existence in and through relation to each other" (p. 

9, Patricia Hill Collins (1990) has argued that an inttdocking maiysis focuses on how 

'%he use of queer as an u!etuÏry has been controversiai and seen as oxymomnic since queer ihcay 
deconsrnicts the very notion of identity politics (Jagose, 1996). As well, d i n g  queer as an umbtella 
tenn to cefer to a broad group of diverse scxuaUgender identities, cm have a homogenizing &&CL 
However, it also offers the potentiai of cekbrating fluidity and muitipticity, and for "producing a coalition 
of non-normative swrual identities" (p. 1 14). Wben 1 refer to "quccr people" in ttris thesis, 1 do so 
acknowiedging that thete is no unie in ibis identification, but raibtr a connection wiîh a movement chat 
denanuaüzes sexual and gendtt identities and rccognizes tbe rndtipkity of thcse idtntiiies. 



"each systern aeeds the others in order to fuaction" (p. 222). Interlocking analyses differ 

from additive models. "Additive models of oppression", as described by Hill Collins 

( 1990) 

are M y  mted in the either/or dichotomous thinking of Eumcenûic. masculinist 
thought ... This emphasis on quantification and categorization occurs in 
conjunction with the belief that eithedor categories must be ranked ... Privilege 
becomes defmed in relation to its other. (p. 225) 

in Uiis thesis, 1 argue that lesbian abuse education discourses have ofien relied on an 

additive approach that supports the consmct of the universal woman. which props up 

white supremacy, capitalism. and ableism. Because these systems interlock. these 

discourses also leave the institution of heteropatnarchy intact as well. Lesbian abuse 

discourses that add differences or oppressions based on race, class and disability onto an 

existhg and essential lesbian experience consmct a universal women who identifies as 

lesbian, who is white, middle-clam and able-bodied. Janice Ristock (1994) has argued 

that the majonty of the research on violence against women (including research about 

lesbian abuse) assumes ''that violent relationships are similar regardless of the sexual 

identity of those involved" (p. 416). Valli Kanuha (1990, 1996). Sherene Razack (1998a). 

Kimberly Crenshaw (1994), Patricia Monture-Angus (1995), Janice Ristock and Ioan 

Penne11 (1996) and others have also critiqued the limitations with the dominant feminist 

theorizing on violence against women, which has often assumed chat violence is similar 

ngardless of the race and class identities of those involved. By constnicting theones on 

lesbian abuse using an additive approach that focuses on compai.isons (similarities and 

differences) with heterosexual abuse, heterosexuai women's experiences of violence 

becorne the nom (Faulkner, 1991). Additive analyses can also suppon relativist 

statemnts that ignore how systems of domination work together. 

Lesbians, biseniai and traasgendered women of colour and Two-Spuited women 

have consistentiy challenged white lesbian feminists for our tendency to & oppressions 

putting sexism and hetemsexism at the pinnacle and thus focusing solely on our 



oppression and marginalization as lesbians (Kanuha, 1990; Silvera, 1991; Waldron. 

1996). Drawing on Sherene Razack (1998a) and Maria Lugones' (1990) point that it is 

AngloNhite women who c m  see themselves solely as women or human (p. 49-50), a 

central question in this thesis is: Who is the woman who sees herself fmt and only as a 

les bian? 

This problem of ranlung oppressions and the importance of interlocking analyses bas 

also been examined by Mary Louise Fellows and Sherene Rauick (1998). As they show, 

this discursive move of ranking oppressions or trying "to change one system while 

leaving the others intact", ignores how various systems munially consmict and rely on 

one another, and leaves "in place the structure of domination that is made up of 

interlockhg hierarchies" (p. 3). By employing an interlocking analysis in theû research 

on berarchical relations between women, they show that the problem of competing 

marginaiities nvolves "amund the deeply felt beiief that each of us, as women, are not 

implicated in the subordination of othet women" (p. 2). This leads women to "race to 

innocence". They describe the problem of competing marginalities and the race to 

innocence: 

We draw the conclusion that the systems of domination that position white, 
middle-class, heterosexual, nondisabled men at the centre, continue to operate 
ammg al1 other groups, lirniting in various ways what womea know and feel 
about each other. Feeling oniy the ways that she is positioned as subordinate, each 
wornan strives to maintain her dominant positions. Paradoxicaily. each woman 
asserts her dominance in this way because she fetls like it is the only way in 
which she can win respect for her claim of subordination. We describe this 
practice as securing a "toehold on nspectability ". (p. 4) 

This practice secures a subject's position of dominance at the centre by markhg and 

containhg the 0 t h  (pp. 13- 15). 

In writing about violence in lesbian of colour nlationships, Vaiii Kanuha (1990) has 

argwd that th battered women's movement has gained nspectability and cndibility in 

part through minhkbg and excIuding the perspectives of women of colour and lesbians 

(p. 150). She has suggested that "acknowledging lesbians of colour in battering 



relationships will surely shatter some of that stability" (p. 150).= Drawing on Fellows 

and Razack (1998) and Kanuha (1996), my research explores how certain women (white, 

middk-class, able-bodied lesbians and heterosexual women) have gained and maintained 

their respectability and privilege through subordinating other women (poor women, 

prostitutes, women of colour and First Nations wornen. lesbians, bisexuals and 

transgendered people) in feminist anti-violence organiUng (including lesbian abuse 

education and organizing). Investments in white, middle-class, and in some cases 

biologicaliy-defined feminist conceptualizations of wontan, lesbiun and violence are 

directly linked to securing this respectabüity and privilege. Many of these gains are 

achieved by coiiuding with specific systems of domination. such as white supremacy, 

capitalism and heteropatriarchy. In Chapter Four 1 discuss how the educators I 

interviewed attempt to move beyond additive models and show how out privilege and 

investments in seeing ourselves as innocent influence our educational w o k  

Theorles on Violence Agaiast Women 

As 1 have discussed thus far, ibis study investigates how cenain stocies and consmicts 

make visible some forms of violence and oppression while concealhg others, and the 

related denial of cornplicity in these forms of oppression (Razack, 1998a). By focusing 

exclusively on gender and paying littie attention to the social, histocical and political 

context in which violence against women occurs (for example, white supremacy, 

colonialism, globaüzation), white Western feminia theories of violence have positioned 

white women at the centre (Davis, 1987; Allard, 1991; Bannerji, 1995; Lawrence, 1996; 

Razack, 1998a; Razack, 1998b; Monture-Anps, 1995; Bhattacharjee, 1997; Kanuha, 

1990, 1996). This grand namtive of violence also assumes a male perpeaator and a 

whik achow1edgement is the tira gep, it an ofkn Plre tbe fom of "sdding" diïennce 
(tokenism) &et than dcconsmcting the constnicts that mmarntain, in this case, white women's and 
hetetosexual women's pivilege. 



heterosexual relatioaship, and thus constxucts heterosexuality and heterosexual womenrs 

experiences of violence as universal. (Ristock & PenneII, 1996; Ristock, 1991, 1994, 

1997, 1998; Faulkner, 1991, 1998; Eaton, 1994; Pharr, 1988; Lobel, 1986; Scott, S.. 

1994)F 

The above scholars who disrupt this grand narrative have suggested bat feminist anti- 

violence theories must incorporate an analysis of immigration laws, history and processes 

of globalization (Grewal & Kaplan, 1994; Razack, 1998a. Bhattacharjee, 1997). the 

violences of colonialism, poverty (Monture-Angus, 1995; Lawrence, 1996), and 

heterosexism (Ristock, 1994, 1998; Faulkner, 1991; 1998; Alexander 1997, Eaton, 1994). 

These theonsts emphasize the importance of expanding the existing nanow def~t ion of 

violence against women, which not only excludes some experiences but naturalizes 

certain forms of violence. 

A central theme evident in the work of these scholacs is the need to break down the 

discursive construction of public and private spaces. in effect, in different ways these 

scholars argue for a spatial analysis of violence, that is. that we pay attention to the 

violence enacted on women's bodies at different sites and from multiple sources. The 

public/private dichotomy mask how the coastniction of, and the violences within, each 

space depend upon one another.31 The thesis wiU pay attention to these arguments 

primarily by attempting to be vigilant about the reinstahent of a unified subject (either 

the universal woman or the universal lesbian) in the educationaI materials and interviews. 

The educators interviewed grappled with the problems with the publidprivate dichotomy 

in lesbian abase educatîon and 1 discuss this in Chapter Four. 

% piuase "the grsad narrative of violence against women" is fmm Iania Ristock and Joan Pkinell 
( 1996)- 

31Although feminists wch as Catherine MacKinnon (1989) and o h  have emphrUed that these 
opaces are not umlated, they continue to be concepnialized as separaie, disa'nct knowable splietes and 
certain fonns of violence in spaces definui as public (such as genocide, immigration laws), are ofien de- 
em-. For an anti-cacist analysis of MacKinnon and other white Western feminists 
conceptuaiizations of pubiiclpivate, see (Bbaaafjee, 1997; Razack, 1998). 



"We" must move away fmm strategies of "inclusion" that tokenize and margïnalize 

certain women and instead we must reconceptualize the entire white, Western, 

imperialist, middle-class. heterosexist conceptual framework for examining violence 

against women. A crucial question that must accompany the question "who's been 

excluded" is: how have "our" subjectivities been produced through these exclusions? 

Part Two: 
Qualitative Rcscsrrh Methoch and Seif-Refieetion 

In order to address these questions about truth claims in lesbian abuse education. 1 

interviewed five women (including myself) who do feminist cornmunity-based education 

oa the issue of abuse in same-sex relationships between women. 1 have used multiple 

research methods including: i) discourse analysis of printed educational materials; ii) 

individual interviews; iii) a focus group; and iv) my own research journal. 

Why Intewiewing? 

1 approached the opportunity to undertake a qualitative research project with both 

enthusiasm ami trepidation. 1 was enthusiastic because 1 believed qualitative research 

could be empowering. 1 had previous experience with feminist and piuticipatory action 

research methodology and. although 1 had concems about unequal power relations in 

research, 1 continued to believe that quaiitative, feminist, anti-racist nsearch could be 

used to facilitate social, politicai aud personal change. 1 also believed that interviewing 

could maLe visible knowledge that had been previously macginalized or disquaüfied. 

Without quaiitative data, 1 thought my research would be less accountable to the people 

who wodd k most affected by it, specificaiiy lesbian. bisexuai and queer women who 

are involved in educating about abuse in same-sex nlationships. 1 also wanted to provide 



oppominities for collective critical nflection and theorizing, a context which quantitative 

data does not provide. 

While lesbian abuse education has been happening througbout North Ameriea for the 

past 15 years, it cemains unkaown to many people. Some of this work has been 

documented (Ristock & Pennell, 1996; Ristock, 1998; Balan et al., 1995; Faulkner, 

1995). but much of the knowledge exists in "people's heads". 1 could have devoted my 

nsearch sokly to a textual analysis of printed educational matefiais, but for a variety of 

nasons I wanted to combine this with interviewing. In this research 1 am not 

documenting the howledge base tbat exists but rather am showing examples of 

discourses that circulate in community education. 

My decision to do interviewing was informed by my belief that hearing directly h m  

lesbian, bisexual and queer educators was necessary to make this work visible. in recent 

years, other gay and lesbian researchers have used oral history or ethnography for similar 

reasons, as a way of pointing to experiences and knowledge that has been undervalued 

(Riordon, 1996; Kennedy & Davis, l9Wf 19%; Ross, 1995; Ristock, 1998). As Elizabeth 

Kennedy and Madeline Davis (1993/1994) write about theù use of oral history with 

lesbians, this "cm be an invaluable method for documenting the expenence of the 

invisible; it dows the narrators to speak in their own voices of their lives, loves and 

sûuggles" (Kennedy & Davis, L99311994, p. 15). 

My own experience as an educator and survivor coatributed to my decision to do 

interviews and a focus group. Personaliy, 1 yearned for the oppomioity to talk with others 

working on this issue. I have often felt that other feminist anti-violence workers did not 

consider woman-to-woman abuse to be a lepitirnate or important issue. In doing this 

nsearch, 1 have been nminded of how selective I've b a n  in the past in disclosing my 

experiences of abuse, as well as my work as an educator. WWe this could be reIated to 

shame about my own experiences of violence, it is also rclated to pressun from many 

feminist anti-violence w o b m  (hetemsexuais and lesbians) to focus exclusively on male 



violence against women and for workers to not speak out about our own experiences of 

sunriving violence. 

Interview Stmctu~e 

The interviews and focus group were tape recorded and transcribed. Two of the 

interviews were conducted in person (one at a woman's home, another at a woman's 

workplace) and the other two were conducted by phone due to geographical distance. 

Each interview was between i-ln and 2 hours. 1 conducted one foilow-up interview on 

the phone. 

The interviews and focus group were semi-stmchind. I followed an interview guide 

(see Appendix C) of themes and questions. 1 told each woman that she had the options of 

adding and nhising any of these questions. While 1 intended to cover the same questions 

and topics in each interview, there were some ciifferences when the dialogue took us in 

new directions or in more depth on certain issues. 

Participants - Criteria for Selectioa 

The criteria for involvement in the research was established pnor to recruiting 

participants; however, it shifted during the recruitment process. Given the time 

Limitations for this project, I intended to interview five women, plus myself. I decided to 

have someone interview me as a research subject because 1 wanted to highiight my o m  

position as an educator implicated and invested in the same issues 1 explond with the 

other educators. One participant withdrew h m  the research prior to the interview and it 

was not possible to recniit someone else at such late notice? 1 decided that al1 

participants needeù to sewidentify as having previous experience as a community-based 

educator (paid or unpaid) on the issue of abuse in same-sex relationsbips between 

% woman stated that she was withdrawing h m  the research for personai ceasons, one of wltich 
was that she was concemeci about confidentiality and safety, both inside and outskie of the focus group. 



women. 1 defined community education broadly to include a range of activities such as 

facilitation of workshops, volunteer or staff training, community organiung, as weiI as 

educational/support work with suwivors of abuse. Initially 1 limited participation to 

educators from the Unmediate area surrounding the large urban centre within which I 

conducted the interviews? 

I did not specificaily ask participants to identify their age, disability, sexual, gender, 

class, race, cultural or ethnic identities. The foUowing information was shared in the 

course of the focus groups and individual interviews: AU five participants identified as 

survivors of wornan-to-woman abuse; tbree women identified as middle-class, one as 

mixed-class (working/middle-class), and one identified as workingclass; al1 identifed as 

white women, but one woman also identifies with a specific ethnicityY; four women used 

the term queer in addition to other identifiers such as dyke, lesbian and femme to nfer to 

themselves, while one woman exclusively used the term lesbian; one woman lives and 

works in a rural environment while the others are based in urban centres; with the 

exception of myself, everyone is cumntly cmployed in feminist anti-violence 

organizations (two women work at an organization that specifically addresses woman-to- 

woman abuse); al1 have worked with heterosexual women abused by men and in a variety 

of feminist anti-violence programs; our educational work includes volunteer training. 

workshop facilitation with service providers, police, feminist anti-violence workers. 

asorne queer womcn of colour, Two-Spirited women? iransgeuderd people ami working-class 
women may not self-idenrifv as educators perse, but m y  do the work of informal education within theic 
communities. Therefore these women's experiences are ofttn absent in researçh and discussions about what 
constitutcs educmon on same-sex abuse and who does it. This study focuses on educationd discourses in 
wodcshops and pamphlets. In future mearch, informal ducational discourses might be made visible by 
soliciting stories h m  women about the support d education t k y  engage in with theù fiiends and 
acquaintances. This is important work and should not bt umksthated. Also the very act of spealrlng 
about our experiences of violence in queer rctationships can and does educate bealth care and service 
pviders,  as weîi as fnends, acquaintances, family menibersand strangers. 

%he asked me to omit ibis information for reasons of confidentiaiity and dety. 



Iesbian, gay and queer communities and ranges nom volunteer work, paid contract work 

and as full or part-tirne positions in anti-violence organizations. 

Selection Pnicess - Ciriticai Refiectioa 

There are very few women doing this work within the province 1 chose to conduct the 

focus group and interviews. At the same time, 1 did not want to assume that I knew 

everyone and 1 ncognized the inherent race. class, ability limitations of the "snowball 

sampling" technique. 1 contacted ferninist and queer organizations that do educational or 

support work on same-sex partner abuse. 1 also contacted First Nations organizations that 

offer support services to Two-Spirited people who have experienced abuse. Of the 

thirteen women referred to me, eight were white women, two were women of colour and 

t h e  wen Two-Spirited women. Only two of the non-white women had specificdly 

done educational work on this issue. Of these two, one woman didn't respond to rny caiis 

and the other initiaüy agreed to be involved, but withdnw fiom the research prior to the 

interview for personal reasons. 

The inclusion of women of colour and Two-Spirited women in the research was 

always on my mind when selecting participants, but I didn't always make ihis explicit. 

Dinennces based on dis/abiiity, class, age, gender and sexuaiity were also on my mind 

but 1 did not pnontize these, perhaps reflecting anxieties about my own racism and 

perhaps also reflecting a problematic reliance on a hietarchical framework of 

oppressions. 1 cm nmember thinking during the selection process that 1 didn't want to 

"get caught up" in checkhg off identity categories in a way that implied that diversity 

would make my research more vaüd, more innocent or less implicated in practices of 

othering. 

1 wanted to recognize the systemic ncism that women of colout and TwoSpinted 

women experience in general, and specincdy in feminist and queer organizations (which 

may manifest itself in fewer jobs or contracts doing educationai work than some white 



queer women have), and for these reasons it might appear that women of colour and 

Two-Spinted women have not been active in educating on the issue of woman-to-wornan 

abuse. I did not want my criteria to exclude women of colour and Two-Spirited women 

who did not use the same language as I did to talk about education. At the same t h e  1 

did not want to position myself as the innocent, imperial saviour setting out to Liberate the 

subjugated voices of women of colour. 1 wanted my research to challenge a poütics of 

inclusion and did not want to tokenize women of colour and Two-Spinted women. And if 

the educational work on lesbian abuse has ken dominated by white women. and if the 

discoune relies on raciaiized constructions or narratives that support processes of 

othering, 1 wanted my research to problematize this. And yet 1 stniggled with how to do 

this without nproducing whiteness. 

After nflecting on this, 1 decided that identifying as having some experience as an 

educator (broadly defîned) on woman-to-woman abuse was important, but 1 did not want 

to be in the position of legitimizing or delegitimizing people's experience. When 

contacthg individuals 1 tried to vaiidate any experiences that might be applicable even if 

the woman herself did not think she "fit" the criteria. 

During the selection process, t b e  women suggested 1 contact an organization in the 

United States that does education on abuse in sam-sex relationships between women. 

Each woman wbo suggested 1 contact them mention4 they thought the staff were women 

of colour. 1 was familiar with their work (although 1 had never met tûe staff) and thou& 

their extensive expecience would be valuable to the research.~ Al1 of these factors 

contributcd to my decision to expaad the geographicai criteria to include them. The fact 

they were identified to me as women of coiour was not the primary nason for this, but 

factored significantiy in my decision to contact thm. As I discovend through the 

intemewing process, the staff mmbers 1 interviewed are both white women. The two 



full-time staff who were women of colour no longer work with the organization. In 

nflecting on this process, 1 see how my attempts at including women of colour and Two- 

Spirited wown in the research may also have been an attempt to Save myself (and my 

research) h m  itppearhg white. 

Individuai Interviews Rior to the Focus G m p  

I planned to do all of the individual interviews prior to the focus group seeing them as 

an opportunity for women to talk about any issues they might not feel cornfortable 

discussing in the group. 1 also wanted to hear women's individual thoughts and ideas 

prior to the influence of others' ideas. This reflects my assumptioa that women's 

autonomous and thus "real" ideas and thoughts would be potentially tainted by the 

influence of other women's ideas in the focus group. 

My assumptions were contradictory. I was also excited by the chance for critical 

reflection and collective theorking and wanted to conduct a focus group because of the 

potential for shifting our thinking about the meanings embedded in the constructs in the 

educationai discourses. 1 woader now if conducting the individual interviews after the 

focus grwp might have given participants a chance to nflect on issues discussed, as weil 

as to expand on or disagree with them. 1 wonder if it might have encouraged more in- 

depth discussion. 

1 intewiewed ai i  but one woman pnor to the group (we had planned to do the 

interview before the group but due to her busy work scheduie, we agreed to do it afrer the 

group). It is difncult to speculate how the timing influenced what women chose to Say or 

not say in the group or one-tmne interviews. 

Focus Grwp 

1 chose to conduct a focus group in addition to individuai intemiews because 1 wanted 

to bring educators together for dialogue and discussion. A focus group offen 



opportunities for participants to critically reflect, compare experiences and ailows for the 

possibility of consciousness-taising (Ristock & Penneii, 1996). 

The focus group todr place in one of the participants' homes and was approximately 

3 4 2  hours long. Similar to the individual interviews, 1 prepared a guide of questions and 

' distnbuted these to participants ahead of time (see Appendix D). While 1 tried to follow 

this guide, the discussion went in other directions as educaton engaged with one 

another's comments and raised many additionai issues and questions. 

This particular group of women would not likely have corne together without the 

structure of this research. Although two of the women work together, the other two had 

met before and 1 knew two womcn pnor to the research, everyone would not ükely have 

had ai l  of these conversations together outside of this research. Funding, time Limitations 

and geographical distance make it difficult to network and take the time for lengthy 

discussions. 

The focus group was a fively and interactive discussion. 1 began the group by 

initiating a discussion about "group agreements or "guidelines" (such as confidentiality) 

before we started. This was the only time in the group when there was silence and I 

sensed some awkwardness, This shifted when one woman rriised concerns about how 

group agreements are oftcn used to mask power relations in woments groups and nflect 

classist and racist assumptions (e.g. in the " d e t t  of "no intempting"). Foregoing the 

discussion on group agreements, we bnefly discussed confidentiality and then moved into 

introductions. Although s o m  women spoke more than others, everyone had a lot to Say 

and then was a high level of engagement with each others' comments and ideas - so 

much so that we had difficuity ending after 3 4 2  hours. After the group, a number of 

participants indicated they found the discussion stimulating and thought-provoling, 

aithough 1 was aware that strong disagreements (if they existed) were not voiced or 

discussed. 



Benefits of Multiple Metbods - Benefits of Interviewhg 

Combining an andysis of themes in both printed educational materials and in 

in&rview/focus p u p  transcripts allowed for a more nuanced and complex npresentation 

of educational discouses. If 1 had not interviewed educators. 1 might have constructed a 

more coherent and less contradictory story about the motivations and effects of 

educational discourses. By hearing frorn educators, 1 could be attentive to the ways we . 

strategically employ certain discourses as well as our struggles to hold onto the 

conceptual and material complexities surrounding the issue. The focus group was also a 

rare opporhmity for comrnunity workea to engage in discussions without any pressure to 

produce a pamphlet or make decisions about workshops or poücies. 1 saw the interviews 

and focus group as opportunities for continued theorizing and learning and as an 

oppominity for collective critical reflection on our practices and theories about abuse, 

systemic oppression and education. As Janice Ristock (1998) bas emphasized, this is an 

important part of the research process which is soaetimes overlooked: 

But even alternative approaches to research that are not dnven by a positivist- 
empirical paradigm are offen more concemed with develophg a critical analysis 
(meaning making), and less concemed with the relationship between researcher 
and participant and the leaming pmcess they engage in as part of 'doing' nsearch. ' 

(p. 139) 

This is the challenge I have faced in my research: to critically analyze discourses. the 

meanings, subjectivities and social relations they produce, while also holding ont0 the 

material conditions affecting educators and women who have experienced violence in 

same-sex relatioaships and the learniag process we engaged in through this research 

(Ristock, 1998). 

Throughout the interviewhg process 1 was concerned with how to ensure 

accountabüity to the participants. When 1 disagreed with a participant 1 sometimes felt 



confused about whether or not to indicate my disagreement. 1 womed that participants 

might already be concemed with saying what they thought 1 wanted them to say, and so I 

didn't want to influence this. 1 didn't want to position myself, or be positioned by the 

participants, as the expeh 1 also stniggled with how much to share of my own opinions, 

not wanting to take the focus away from the women who had volunteered their time to 

participate. By the 1st interview, I shared more of rny own ideas and experiences but 

more than once, 1 left the interview wondering if 1 should have made my differing 

analysis or political position visible. Ristock and Penne11 (1996) emphasize that 

accountabiiity to the research participants means "...showing how our work has integrity 

and value by making o u  own critical analysis visible, not keeping it from themu (p. 50). 1 

suspect that there were tirnes when my silence pennitted the participant the space and 

freedom she needed to articulate her own analysis and ideas. and also times when 1 tW 

1 would have been more accountable to a participant bad 1 made my analysis more 

visible. I'm aware that my opinions on many issues will be visible to the participants for 

the fmt time when they read this thesis which leaves me with a urieasy feeling. 

Before and during the interviews, I encouraged participants to share their suggestions 

and comments about the researcb. Each educator received a copy of her interview and 

focus group transcript. One woman changed a few words and sentences in her trariscript 

while another asked me to delcte some identifying information for reasons of 

confidentiality. 1 have given each woman a copy of the thesis. 

Had there b a n  more time 1 would have attempted to solicit feedback from the 

participants on my interpcetation and to incorporate their comments and analyses 

(including areas of contradictions and disagreements) into the final draft. 1 think this 

would have pushed me to confkont and explore taken-for-pied asmoiptions, produced 

a more complex stocy about the educational discourses aad been more accountabk to the 

pariicipants. 



saying the "Rightt' Tbing 

At times 1 sensed that some of the participants were concemed with saying the "right" 

thiag. Whüe transcnbing 1 wrote in my nsearch journal, "When Listening to the interview 

tapes 1 could feel my stornach tightening, a nervousness, anxiousness. When she starts to 

ta1.k about issues she isn't sure about, 1 see how 1 (and the interview process) set things up 

so that she feels that she has to bave the answers - the right answers. Also that she has 

to huve an answer." 1 speculate that my prior relationship (as colleagues/friends) with two 

of the women may have influenced some of this unease. Reseaniher Pamela Cotterill 

(1996) raises the issue of interviewing fkiends and notes that "respondents may feel mon 

cornfortable talking to a 'friendly stranger' because it allows hem to exercise some 

control over the relationship" (p. 596). 

In addition to these influences, 1 also speculate that women felt concemed about 

giving the right feminist and/or lesbian or queer position on different topics and may have 

feared judgement about their positions and ideas. Feminist educator Patti Lather (199 1) 

bas written about this in her work on student resistance to liberatory cumculum. She 

argues that we need to move away from notions of "false consciousness" when students 

resist totaiizing discourses or "group think" (p. 141) and to focus on "the power-saturatcd 

discourses bat monitor and normalize our sense of who we are and what is possible" (p. 

142). Anxieties about "saying the right thing" can thus be nad as an effect of the 

discourses educators are located in. 

Tbrough interviewing, taping and transcnbing, our taik kcomes fuced as text. This is 

one of the imsolvable tensions with qualitative research - how to represent "what 

happened" when the very pmcess of npcesentation works to fix our talk, making it 

appear static and definite. At numemus points in the interviews and focus group, women 

(including myseif) made comments such as - "1 dont b w " ,  "I'm not sure about this". 

'Tm talking off the top of my head hem", "1 havent presented on this" or "1 wouldn't 

want to go on a t a k  show and Say this" - which indicates that educators want to 



foregound the partial and shifting nature of our knowledge and do not want our thoughts 

to be seen as fixed. We are also conscious of the potential risb faced in saying certain 

things in a conservative politicai context. In Chapter Three 1 discuss some of the nsks we 

fact as white queernesbian women in having these conversations about the murky and 

contradictory places in lesbian abuse education. 

Another element affecting the way participants felt in the interviews and focus group 
, 

may be the way expertise and expert positions are socialiy and discursively constructed. 1 

am aware that academic credentials and institutional location confer power, priviiege and 

expert status. Some of the participants expressed surprise upon hearing the narnes of the 

professors on my thesis committee. Given that the committee members are weli-known in 

Canada for their feminist research in the areas of lesbian abuse, violence against women, 

and racism, some of the participants may have felt anxious about how they would be 

perceived by the "experts". As well, my middle-class privilege (manifesting in classist 

assumptions and language in the interviews) and the privilege and power associated with 

academia may have impacted on how some women felt about the interview process. As 

Joanna Kadi (1996) writes 

Capitalism relies on various institutions, such as the university, to pass on relevant 
knowledge about the system. Univenities need to replicate and reinforce central 
ideologies. Such as poor people stupid, rich people sman - a perfect example of 
the kind of polarized thinking that has hindered and weakened Western thought 
for centuries. These categorizations feed into an eitherlor mentality and ignore 
complications and complexities. They also shore up oppressive systems of racism. 
sexism and classism because of the positive meaning attached to one half of the 
equation and the negative meaning attached to the other - malelfernale, 
w hitehac k, heterosexual/homosexual. virgin/w hore. thinking/feding. 1 alw ay s 
include ricwpoor and smart/stupid in this List of important categones; lately I've 
begun to perceive the ways they map on to each other to become 
ricbsmart/poorstupid. (pp. 50-5 1) 

h the inte~ews and focus group. 1 tned to push nsistances and limits (my own and 

those of the participants) on issues 1 felt were difficult to talk about by redirecting the 



conversation to these questions. 1 often felt awkward in these situations, stumbling with 

how to articulate my questions. This was most often surrounding issues related to race, 

white privilege, theorizing interiocking systems of oppression, mutual abuse, the 

categories survivor and batterer and how to respond to batterers. These moments show up 

in the traascripts as intemptions in the discourse and they produce tensions - things 

spoken that we are usually silent about, interruptions in the d e s  of formation of 

statements (such as the complexities of the categories survivor and batterer and the 

examination of how white pnvilege and dominance influences our thinking, actions and 

pedagogy). 1 will discuss this further below. 

The foiiowing examples show my anxieties about discussing white privilege. In a 

foilow-up interview with Cheryl, 1 stumbled through three attempts before clarifying my 

question about the ways white priviiege influences our thinking and practice of education 

on Iesbian abuse. 

... Pm not even sure if Fm using the nght words here (sigh) Pm stiil trying to figure 
out how to even phrase this question ... 
... and Pm not sure Lüre, dont feel like you have to have the answer to this, because 
Pm trying to figure this out tw... 

... so anyway, just to make you feel like Pm not putting you on the hot seat hen, 
um but 1 guess because I mean both of us as white women and recognizing 1 
guess, trying to think about our identity as white women and the privileges we 
have, how does that, you know, how does that influence what we do and what we 
say? Do you have any examples or thoughts on that? (Cindy - Cheryl's second 
interview) 

By asking this question I was seeicing to dislodge whiteness h m  its taken-for-granted 

and natwalized position of dominance. These examples show how 1 feand that talling 

about white privikge was "puning her on the hot seat". I didn't want her to feel that 1 was 

positionhg myseif as a %etter" (Le. non-racist) white person and wanted to reassure her 

chat 1 find it m~uit to taik about my privilege and that 1 too am stili uying to "figure this 

[white privilege and its effects] out". This is similar to the position Ruth Fmkenberg 



(1993) todc in ber nsearch with white women about their understandings of race, where 

she positioned herself as "explicitiy involved in the questions" (p. 30). 

But the above example also shows how uncomfortabie it is for white women to talk 

about how whiteness (dominance) structures our thinking and seeing and how rare it is 

for us to talk with one another about our privilege and complicity in domination. In most 

of the interviews, participants prefaced their respoases to this question with awkward 

heavy sighs, pauses, laughter and statements such as "Oh my gosh" and "Wow". In a few 

cases, women spoke about other white women who were racist or abusing power-over 

women of colour rather than talking about their own privilege and complicity. As 1 will 

discuss further in Chapter Four, the educators interviewed in this research make efforts to 

critically examine their privilege and to unlearn practices of domination. However, at 

times there is a fine line hen between disrupting whiteaess and talking about our 

privilege as something fixed and natural - an unfortunate state of the world, but 

something that just is. For example, Fradcenberg (1993) has described how white 

feminists often view "anti-racist work as an act of compassion for an 'other', an optional 

extra project but not one intimately and organically linked to our own lives. Racism can, 

in short. be conceived as sornething extemal to us rather than as a system that shapes our 

daily experiences and sense of self" (p. 6). 

ConMenüaiity 

1 initiated discussions about confidentiality in the interviews and focus group and 

worked strategically with participants to find ways to protect their identities while not 

obscurhg the specificities of their identities and experiences. This has ken challenging 

given the srnall number of same-sex abuse educators in this geograpbical location. 1 have 

used pseudonyms in al i  of my nsearch notes, traiiscripts and thesis, and all of the 

participants know each other's pseudonyms. This ais0 means they can detemine "who 

said what" in the individual interviews. Changing the pseudonyms would not have made 



a difference since everyone could sti l l  decipher "who's who" based on the focus group 

traascript. As 1 indicated above, everyone agreed in the focus group to respect the 

confidentiality of other participants. 

AU of the educators made references (some more than others) to their personal 

experiences of abuse in a same-sex relationship. Even though ail of these woman have 

done educational work as "out" lesbians or queer women. they are selective about how, 

where and with whom they disclose and discuss the& experiences of abuse. Some of the 

women iive in the same city as the woman who abused them, while others have been 

forced to relocate geographicaily due to the abuse they experienced, and therefore issues 

of confidentiality are important for safety reasons. Also women move around (across the 

country and between Canada and the US) and because of the s m d  networks within 

lesbian, queer, feminist commwiities and same-sex abuse organizing it was especially 

important to conceal the educators' identities. " 

Data h l y s i s  

In analyzing the collected data fmm the interviews, focus group and educationai 

pamphlets, 1 primarily paid attention to repetitive themes. 1 nad the auiscripts numemus 

times, noting words, phrases and themes that repeated themselves and used a colour- 

coding scheme to organîze these. 1 did not use the focus group to analyze conversation - 
what gets said or lefl unsaid in a group dynamic. However, 1 did try to highlight gaps and 

silences about race and white priviiege. 

Aftcr codhg broad categories, I subsequently coded sub-categories. 1 also highüghted 

overlapping themes and analyzed connections behueen them. 1 used web diagrams on 

flip-chaxt papa which enabled me to visuaiiy organize the data in relation CO my central 

research question and to see patterns and Iinks between data categories (Kirby & 

36~owever at iim~ ihis has felt artifiiai since rnyone who imows me could lilrcly determine whete 
k s e  interviews took place and might be able to speculate about ihe identities of the participants. 



McKenna, 1989). In addition. the longer 1 stayed with the data, the more connections 1 

saw, and in some cases, this resulted in shifts to my initial analysis. 

Part of using a feminist postmodern methodology meant that 1 tried to be critically 

self-nflexive and thus flexible in reshaping my design and analysis based on the things 1 

Ieamed through the research process (Ristock & Pennell, 1996; Lather, 1991). 

Postmodem research is "an injunction to be constantly vigilant. to take nothing for 

granted in doing research ... to ask not only 'wbat is my research finding out?, but also 

'where is it coming from?', 'what is it doing?', and 'what is it implicated in?" (Usher et al., 

1997, p. 208). The research journal encouraged this by providing a place to write and 

examine observations, analyses, feelings and questions about the research process and 

data analysis. 

1 identified concepts and categories that educators rely on to construct meaning about 

woman-to-woman abuse. I used deconstruction - a method for taking apart social 

categones to see how a particular world is consmicted (Ristock & P e ~ e l l ,  1996) - to 

uncover and examim discourses and assumptions in lesbian abuse educational materials 

(for example, the categocies "lesbian" and "the social context of violence"). 1 also tried to 

look at the relational nature of binary categories in the data to examine how meanings an 

produced, for example what a category excludes and how the exclusion is implicated in 

the category (Hali, S., 1997). 

The data was examined with regard to these broad areas: difficulties in naming abuse 

- being caught between anti-feminist backlash and fernhist and lesbian deoial of 

woman-to-woman abuse; constructions of gender and sexuality in education (lesbian, 

bisexual and transgender); survivorhatterer dichotomy; educating about the social 

context of domination, and representations of race and class; the use of personal 

experiences of abuse; the influences of psychology; how the dominant aspects of our 

identities shape our anaiyses and educational strategies. 



When choosing quotes to represent themes or issues, 1 tried to balance responses of 

the participants and incorporate thek ideas equally. Nevertheless, I ncognize that in 

organiuig theu comments, 1 have chosen excerpts that best describe what 1 am trying to 

Say. In this process of organiWng and condensing the issues, 1 have been forced to leave 

out many details of the discussion. As weii some participantst voices are represented 

more than others due to their level of engagement in the focus group discussion. 

Through a i l  of this 1 tried to challenge a positivist approach to research which ps i6  a 

binary between the "mal1' and "representation" and attempts to distinguish between false 

and tme accounts. Representational analysts " o h  see themselves as unmasking the 

delusions of lay people fiom a stance guaranteed by the authonty of science and scientific 

fact" (Wetherell & Potter. 1992, p. 6). Rather than viewing rnyself or the research 

participants as sirnply representing the real, 1 have tried to hold ont0 questions about how 

the research constmcts or inscribes the real, which is always unstable and contingent 

(Usher et al., 1997). 

In this chapter 1 have outlined the multi-disciplinary approach 1 have taken to explore 

regimes of mith in lesbian abuse educational discourses. The theories outlined above 

informed my research design, process and anaiysis. In the following chapter. 1 look 

closely at some assumptions and conshnicts in community educational materials and then 

turn to examine the difficult context of woman-to-woman abuse education, and how 

educatoa grapple with the complexities of the issues we see and face in the work we do. 



Chapter Three: 

Disrupting and Reproducing Truth Claims 

In this chapter 1 examine the language used and stories told in two areas of lesbian 

abuse education - bookletsEpamphlets and workshops. 1 examine three educational 

texts and data fiom the interviews and focus group with community educators, seeking 

to make visible the meanings produced through lesbian abuse education discourses. 

Although not unified, the pamphlets discussed below show us a dominant discourse 

in lesbian abuse education - the one granted the status of mith, the agreed-upon 

fnunework of language and meaning (Manck, 1999). In part because of nsks in 

naming the abuse, educators have died on a simple conceptual framework as 

represented in the pamphlets. This h e w o r k  makes complexities around gender, 

sexuaiity, race, disability and class, as well as complexities around the violence itself. 

hard to introduce. While simplicity helps when educators are faced with the nsks and 

limitations in a short pamphlet or workshop, the cost is the privileging of white, middle- 

class. able-bodied women's experiences. 

Demonstrating an awareness of the frameworks limitations, educaton 1 

interviewed struggled to expand it to incorporate the above cornplexities. However, our 

best intentions notwithstanding, the fmdamental assumptions that underph lesbian 

abuse education remain, and while the framework will give a Liale, it wiii not give 

enough. From this nsearch 1 suggest that the mode1 predictably breaks dom amund 

race and that the entire fiarnework for understanding and cespondhg to violence needs 

to be re-worked. 

The chapter is divided in two main sections. The £kt part examines discourses in 

thme educational bookkts/pamphlets. The second examines the data h m  the 

i n t e ~ e w s  and focus p u p  and spcifically explores how educators aegotiate risks and 

complexities in community organizing and worlshops. 



Tbe Educational Booklets and Pamptûets 

The three educational texts (two booiùets and one pamphlet) on lesbian abuse 1 am 

analyzuig were produced in Canada in the early to mid 1990s. They an: i) Abuse in 

Lesbian Relationships: A Hundbook of Informcition and Resources (Chesley et al., 

1992). ü) Assisting Abused Lesbians: A Guide for Health Professionals and Service 

Providers (Champagne, Lapp & Lee, 1994), and iii) Violrnce in Lesbian 

Relationships: Are Relationships Dange rous ? (Simon Fraser University, n-d.). 1 chose 

these to iiiushatc a dominant discoune on lesbian abuse that circulates in workshops, 

forums, feminist anti-violence programs, gay and lesbian centres, health and 

counselling centres and universities. At the same time, it is important to note that these 

are not considered to be the centrai or "authoritative" texts on the subject that influence 

the educaton. Aiso. 1 am not suggesting they are repnsentative of aiî education on 

woman-to-woman abuse but am using them as examples of materials produced and 

used by community educators which reprisent a dominant discourse.3' 

The bookiet Abuse üt Lesbian Relationships: A Handbook of Information and 

Resources (Chesley et al., 1992) was the f h t  educational booklet on the subject 

produced in Canada. It was produced by the Toronto Counselling Centre for Lesbians 

and Gays in 1991 at a time when linle research had been published on the topic in 

Canada. It was revised and rep~ted  in 1992 and 1994. This year, it bas been revised 

again and is king published and distributcd by the National Clearinghouse on Family 

3 7 ~  1 kiieve it is impottant to anaiyze assumptions in chese tem. it is not my intention to 
âîscredit the authors or oqganhions îhat praduced hem. Many of these materials have been crucial 
tesources for women who have been in abusive same-sex. relationships (including myself), and they 
have challenged the herronormative assumptions of many service pmviders. Aiso the matm*als do 
not necessarily r e k t  the cumnt anaiyses of the authors. 



Violen~e.~~ These diffennt editions continue to be used by feminist anti-violence 

organizations and queer communities across Canada. 1 am analyzing the 1992 version 

because it is the one 1 have seea most frequently reproduced in other educational tex& 

and used in community orgauizations. It addresses various audiences: women who 

might be in an abusive lesbian relationship (i&nti@ing as either abused or abusive), 

friends and relatives, lesbian communities. and professionds.39 

In 1993, The London (Ontano) Bartend Women's Advocacy Centre produced the 

booklet Confronting ksbian Bancring (London Battend Women's Advocacy Centre 

Research Committee and Staff, 1993) and then in 1994, Assisting Abused Lesbians: A 

Guide for Heulth Cure Professionals und Service Providers (Champagne et ai., 1994), 

as part of theu anti-heterosexist and anti-racist initiatives "to respond to dl abused 

women in mon diverse, cornplex and accessible wayst' (J. Lee, letter attached to 

Confronting Lesbian Battering. lune, 1993). The 1994 booklet is directed at health care 

and senrice providers. 

Violence in Lesbiun Relationships: Are Relationships Dangerous? (n.d.) is a 

pamphlet fmt produced by the Student Services of Simon Fraser Uaiversity and then 

reproduced by the Student Services of the University of British Columbia. It seeks to 

educate university students by pcoviding idormation about "date rape" and tlrelationship 

violence". Although mt produced by a femiaist or queer organizatioa, 1 include it here 

3 8 ~ a ~ c e  Ristock, personil comspondence. 

3 9 ~ b w e  in lrsbian Relutionships (Chesley et ai., 1992) ernerged out of the auihors' work as 
counsellors at the Toronto Counselling Centre for Lesbians and Gays. The impetus to write the 
booklet came €tom hearing more and more women talk about the violence tbey bad experienced in 
theit relationships with otber women (p. 1). In respoiise, in 1988 they offered the f i t  support group in 
Toronto for women who had experienced abuse in a Iesbian relationsûip. To gain more information. 
they aiso conducteci a sutvey, the findiags of which they include in the booklet. They dismbuted 550 
questionnaires to a group of women who were attending a tdk givea by "a well-known Iesbian" 
speaker in Toronto and received t 89 responses (the majority of tbe respondents were white, middie- 
cfass, able-bodied lesbians) (p. 1). Because of the small sample and the relative homogeneity of the 
respondents the authors cautioned that their wotk should not be viewed as conclusive or exhaustive 
but a "beginning look at this issuen (Cbesley et ai, 1992, p. 8). For furtûer discussion of this see: 
(Ristock, 1996), 



because it cites lesbian and feminist texts in its suggested resources List and relies on 

many of the same centrai assumptions from feminist and lesbian theories of violence. 

However, of the three iexts examined here, it reiies least on lesbian feminist analyses 

and there are more contradictions in this text, which is perhaps reflective of the context 

within wûich it was ptoduced (univenity student services). 

Al1 thnt texts challenge heterosexist and utopian assumptions by discussing myths 

and facts about lesbians and abuse, f o m  of abuse, and similarities with and 

differences h m  heterosexual abuse. The fmt two include information for service 

providers on how to work with abused lesbians Irom a anti-heterosexist or lesbian- 

positive perspective. One text (Champagne et al., 1994) includes anecdotes that 

describe scenarios of abused lesbians seeking health care services. AU t h e  include 

nsources and phone numben for women in abusive relationships. Excerpts from the 

fmt two have been nprinted in other educational booklets in Canada. They range in 

length from two pages (pamphlet) io thiay (booklet). 

Although these materials have helped and educated many women in abusive 

relationships (including myseif) and their hiends, families and service providers, at the 

same time the everyday, taken-for-granted assumptions about the category lesbian 

abuse contained within hem proâuces exclusions. From my expenence as a 

communiky educator 1 know the discourse is not accessible to al1 women. 

The purpose of educational pamphlets and booklets is necessarily to convey 

information simply. Sometimes they are the oniy materiais people read on the subject. 

Thcy have Wted =ope and when they seek to disupt problematic assumptions, they 

do so in a simplified manner. Their simplicity and ease of nading is one of their 

strengths and the primary reason we (educators and front-line workers) produce them. 

Nevenheiess, certain stocks are told and others not, and in the process these pamphlets 

and bookiets influence what comes to k known as "facts" or "miths" about the topic. 



"Abuse bas been bidden" Discourse 

The educational discoum in the pamphlets begins with the founâational claim that 

abuse has been hidden in Western society until recently and specifically that abuse in 

lesbian relationships bas been hidden or difficult to publicly acknowledge (Chesley et 

al., 1992, p. 1; Champagne et ai., 1994, p. 2; S N ,  n.d.). It also States that vioknce in 

lesbian relationships is somethuig that lesbians do not usually discuss or know about 

each other (SN,  ad.; Champagne et ai., 1994, p. 2) and has been "kept 'behind closed 

doon' until fairly recently" (Chesley et al., 1992, p. l)Po 

The texts List the foilowing reasons contributhg to invisibiiity and silence: 

homophobia and heterosexism; fear that discussion about abuse will fuel negative 

stereotypes about lesbians; deniai that women can hurt other women; inappropriate 

banererlvictim identification (people assume it is mutual and deny the abuse); 

assumption that abuse occua only in heterosexual relationships; "the lesbian 

community" and "the battered women's movement" do not want to destroy the myths of 

a "lesbian utopia" and that 'ail violence is caused by men' (SN, n.d.; Champagne et al.. 

1994, p. 3; Chesley et al., 1992, p. 1). 

The narrative highlights the dificulties lesbians face in naming our experiences of 

violence in the context of beterosexism. Wbile certain fonns of abuse have indeed 

been hidden until recently, this story may also make it diff.icult to tell other stories. The 

discourse focuses primarily on hidden abuse in the domestic or pnvate sphere. As 1 

indicated in Chapter ûne, currently, debates have emerged in educational forums 

among white women, women of colour and Abriginai women that revolve amund 

white women's failute ta see how assumptions about private violence can recentre a 

white, Eurocennic conceptuaiization of violence by ignoring the past and cunent 

40As 1 disciasxi in Chapter One, hidden abuse hpr k e n  a ibeme in many of the wrîtings on the 
subject to date. Lesbian historïans Elizabtth kmedy and Madetine Davis (1993f1994) have also 
obstrved this and note chaî ffaming tk Violence: Spcaking Out About Lesbiort Battering (Lobel, 
1986) (which they view as the major text on the subject) deais primarily with hidden domestic 
violence and does not discuss public, visible violence in nlationsbips, for example in leobian bars. 



effects of racism and the different experiences of private and public spaces (Almeida 

et al., 1994; Bhattachajee, 1997). 

Perhaps the hidden abuse discourse rnay apply most clearly to those groups of 

women who have been able to claim the privileges of privacy. In other words, it may 

best describe the experiences of white middle-class lesbians. One wonders wheiher the 

violence that working class or racialized women experience has been similarly cloaked 

in secrecy or for the same reasons. For example, in some working-class lesbian 

communities, violence "in the home" &as not always been hidden but taliced about and 

known; in addition, much of the violence in intimate nlationships took place in public, 

in the bars (Kennedy & Davis, 1993/1994).41 As well, workhg class and racialized 

women (for example FUst Nations and Black women) have ben  marked as king 

more violent (and thus more criminal) than white middle-class women (Faith, 1993; 

Taylor & Chandler, 1995; Razack, 1998a; West, 1992; Hammonds, 1997; Allard, 

1991). It is possible that for these groups, violence in intimate relationships may have 

been more visible, although naturalized and not necessarily achiowledged as anything 

but the "degeneracy" of raciaiized populations (Kanuha, 1990). As weli, individuai and 

community silence about abuse may k directly nlated to the fact that these groups of 

women do not have the pnvilege of privacy. in other words, violence king hidden can 

be a response to the public violence of racism, which constructs certain women of 

colour as inherently violent, as weli as a response to systemic racism as a barrier to 

accessing help (Waldmn, 19%; Taylor & Chandler, 1995). 

So, while the abuse is hidden discourse highüghs the invisiiility of some forms of 

violence in lesbians' lives, it may have a universaliting effect, obscuring the 

experiences of women who have not had the privikge of privacy. 

* I F o ~  example, in waking-class lesbian communities in Bdfislo. New York in the 19U)s and 
bOs, lesbians have indicateâ that violence in intimate telationships was not usually kept secret, nor 
weie lesbians who experïenced viol1eace isolaîed or ashamed of it (Kennedy and Davis, 199311994, p. 
3 19). 



Lesbian Identity Discourse 

Providing descriptions of lesbian identity that challenge heterosexist and utopian 

constructions is seen as a necessary first step in educating hetmsexual service 

providers about lesbian abuse. This discoum is a ceneal part of al three texts. 

Attempts are made to complicate a universal lesbiaa with references to "diversity" and 

to the probiem of mairing generaiizing statements about lesbians as a group (Chesley et 

al., 1992). Even though there are some disruptions to an unified identity. the texts still 

reinforce essentialist constructions of sexuality and gender and use a narrative of 

"diversity " which relies on an additive model. The central figure in the texts is a woman 

whose life is strucnired primarily by her sexuality and het private expenences of 

violence. 

The tex& do not explicitly state that gender and sexuaiity are products of biology, 

nor do they Say that they are sociaiîy and historicaiiy constructed or fluid. However. 

statements such as " 10 percent of the population is lesbian or gay" (Champagne et al., 

1994. p. 5; Chesley et al.. 1992. p. 3) pnsent gay and lesbian identity as Fixed and 

stable. In one text this statement is pnsented as a "fact" in nsponse to a "myth that 

"same-sex relationships are not natural" (Champagne et al.. 1994. p. 5) and therefore 

impiies that homosexuality is a naturally occurring part of human sexuality, thus 

pmmoting an essentialist approach to understanding sexuality. Using the "10 percent" 

strategy to promote acceptance or tolerance of gays and lesbians (a common 

educational strategy in anti-homophobia education) relies on biological explanations of 

sexuahty - we jmt are lesbians (or heterosexuals). And yet contradictorily, these texts 

also highiig&t the social power ~lations that regulate sexualities by emphasizing that 

heteroscxism is a form of oppression based on "the assumptioa that heteroscxuaiîty is 

the nom, that it is (or shouid be) rhe; universai sexditimate experience" 

(Champagne et al., 1994, p. 2; Chesley et al.. 1992, p. 21). 



The narrative of these texts focuses on dispelling stereotypes or myths such as the 

notion that there is an idenaable lesbian "type" (i.e. "masculine in appearance". "non- 

mother", "man-hater". " feminist"). Although one booklet makes the statement that 

"lesbians are women who have primary intimatelsexual relationships with other 

women" (Chesiey et al., 1992, p. 3), implying that lesbians may have secondary 

relationships with men, there is no oven mention of bisexuality or of the possibility of 

shifting sexual and gender identities (such as msgender identities) that might not be 

easily slotted into categones. 

Two texts argue that "most lesbians do not explicitly adopt butcwfemme 'roles"', 

that lesbians canot be put into two gendered categories in appearance or relationship 

practices, and that lesbians are not necessariiy masculine or butch in appearance but fit 

all physical descriptions (Chesley et al., 1992. p. 3; Champagne et al.. 1994. p. 5)?2 

The intent is to challenge stereotypes about Lesbians mirnicking male-female roles in 

heterosexual relationships and to emphasize the wide range of expressions of lesbian 

identity. As well, aii three dispel the notion that violence occurs solely in butcblfemme 

relationships or that abusive women are always butch. Given the pervasiveness of 

these stereotypes and their connection to a pathologizing sexology discourse, it - is 

crucial to challenge hem and emphasize the many expressioas of lesbian ideatihlps 

However, one of the effccts of claiming "butcwfemme roles" as myths is that we may 

be constructing a "nomai" lesbian as a woman who dœs  not identify or express herself 

as butch, femme or in h g .  As well, the discome doesn't acknowledge the possibility 

420ne bookkt (Champagne cc al., 1994) pmcnts this statement as a "mirb" but in another place 
in the text there is an acknowiedgement that some lesbians do practice butch/femme d e s  wiih the 
statement "lesbian battering does not only occur in relationships where wornen practice butcNfeme 
roles" (p. 3). 

43~exological discourses construct "masculine* women as violent and preâatory and "ferninine" 
women as their passive pcey. For fuizbcr discussion of this see: Chauncey, 1989. A 1994 swey with 
lesbians, bisexual women and service pmvidets, conducted by a Winnipeg group, C.L.O.S. E. (the 
Coalition of Lesbians on Support and Education), indicates that many social service workers continue 
to hold heterosertist beliefs about lesbians and about abuse in lesbian relatïonships (Balan et al, 1994) 
that stem fiom stxological discoutses. 



that social identities are not tied to biology; for enample that the social identities of 

biological females could be male, masculine, shifting or variable. 

When chaüenging stereotypes, it is important that educators ask ourselves if we are 

fostering disavowai of these stigrnatized gender identities. Commenting on her 

anthology, A Persistent Desire: A Femme-Butch Reader (1992), femme activist Joan 

Nestle writes, 

1 wanted to do this book kcause, as a lesbian, 1 never want to hear again in my 
lifetime the defensive disclaimers 1 grew up with: not al1 lesbians are truck 
cirivers; not a i i  lesbians dress üke men; not all lesbians play at being husband 
and wife. 1 am tired of these disavowds. We, of all people, must be able to 
cherish the woman in the stereotype and the cunning in the transformation of 
gender restrictions into gender rebellion. (p. 1 8) 

In al1 thme texts, multiple identities and oppressions are described in an additive 

fashion. By examining the relational quality of categories that are produced through this 

discourse, we can see how the category lesbian cornes to mean "white lesbian". Io the 

following example an additive approach secures whiteness as the invisible centre: 

"Lesbians have to face not only the sexist culture, but also a homophobic one as well. 

Lesbians of colour must face sexism, heterosexism and racism" (SN.  a.d.). 

Whiteness is concealed as neutrai in two of the texts (SFU, n.d.; Chesley et 'al., 1992), 

while white lesbians (and lesbians of colour and disabled lesbians) are expiicitly named 

in the chird text (Champagne et al., 1994, p. 9-10). 

In these texts, F h t  Nations lesbians are subsumed within the category of "lesbians 

of colour". While lesbians of colour and Two-Spinted women share the expenence of 

racist-hcterosexism in the context of white supremacy, tbis discursive move of not 

naming Fit  Nations women not oniy negates the historical specificities in experience 

of these groups in Canada, but also has the effect of negating the existence of Fit 

Nations lesbians.44 

Neiiber category "women of colour" or "Fmt Nations" is homogenous. I am highiîghting hem 
the marginaîization of Fit Nations women within feminism (Lawrence, 1996). For ceference to the 
exclusioderasure of Aborigind lesbians in Iesbian abuse tescarch see: (McIvor and Nabanee, 1998). 



As these examples show, the texts are effective in disrupting certain essentialist 

constructs (such as "Iesbians are non-viobnt" and "lesbians al1 Iwk the same"), but a 

reliance on essentialist and biological definitions of woman and lesbian shuts dom the 

socio-historical construction of identity. As well, the texts nveal that lesbian identity is 

often structured around whiteness. 

Causes of Abuse Discourse 

Al1 three texts draw on existing feminist theones about abuse in intimate 

heterosexual relationships to inform the analysis of violence in lesbian nlationships and 

nly on a "comparison" model (i.e. similarities and diffennces with hetemsexuals). 

Some ambiguity about the useNness of this approach is mentioned in one text with the 

statement, "some studies have atternpted comparisons but the question remains 

whether these comparisons are useful or vahd" (Chesley et al., 1992, p.7). A 

comparison model could also be identifed as an additive discourse which places the 

dominant Western feminist discourse on male violence against women (gender-based 

analysis of power) at the centre and then adds "differences". 

The causes of abuse are described in two texts as lying in: a society that sanctions 

and maintains systems of domination, and teaches and reinforces power-over as 

acceptable behaviours and values; learned uahealthy pattern from families and society 

where some individuais learned to use violence to gain coatrol and power in 

relationships (Chesley et al., 1992; Champagne, et al., 1993). In addition. two 

emphasize there is no simple cause and effect relationship between factors such as 

"childhood violence, stress, substance abuse and provocation" and abuse in lesbian 

relationships, emphasizing that an "abuser is responsible for her behaviour and can 

choose to coatrol it" (Chesiey et ai., 1992; SFU, n.d.). 

For a discussion of the sbared experiences as well as the difftttnt risks faced in "talking culture" for 
Fit Nations women and women of colour in cases of sexual violence see: (Razack, 1998). 



Challenges to a psychological discourse that annbutes abuse to pathology or family 

dysfunction show up in two texts. Here violence is explained with a feminist analysis of 

the social context of oppression (Chesley et al.. 1992; Champagne, et ai., 1994). The 

third text (SN. n.d.) is a slightîy different case. in that it loosely draws on a feminist 

discourse but also reproduces the notion that lesbian relationships are inherently 

dangerous. The cover includes a photo of two young women smiling at one another. 

The question "Are Relationships Dangerous?" appears in bold, large capitais above the 

photo. In smaller light print, the line "violence in lesbian relationships" is almost lost on 

the cover, while the word "dangerous" stands out most significantly. 

While ali three tex& refer to multiple systems of oppression, the social context of 

violence in lesbian relationships is primarily described as patriarchy and heterosexism. 

The Toronto booklet is the only one that discusses intemaiized patriarchy. heterosexism 

and homophobia as part of the causes and effects of abuse (Chesley et ai., 1992, p. 5, 

11). While two texts argue that heterosexism and homophobia affect everyone - 
heterosexual, gay or lesbian (Chesley et al., 1992; Champagne et ai., 1994) - al1 three 

texts descnbe racism and classism as issues for "other people" (Champagne et al.. 

1994, p. 4) or lesbians of colour and workhg-class iesbians oniy (Chesley et al ,  1992; 

S N ,  n.d.). Both the Toronto and London booklets (Chesley et ai., 1992; Champagne et 

al., 1994) malce attempts at integrating the effects of racism, classism and ableism into 

the framework. For example there are a few references in the Toronto text to racism 

and classism king "ünlted" or "interwoven" with sexism and heterosexism. These 

attempts notwithstanding, a gender and sexuaiity-based analysis of pwer remains ai 

the centre of the mode1 and these "additional oppressions" are not M y  integrated into 

the entire framework. 

To sum up, we can see h m  the pampbiets that the central f i p  in the text is a 

woman whose üfe is structured primarily by her sexuality. Explanations for the abuse 

mention multipIe systems of domination and refer to feminist psychologicai 



explanations, but focus primarily on paüiarchy and heterosexism. One text suggests 

that internalized patriarchy and hetemsexism are part of the cause of abuse. With a 

focus on parriarchy and heterosexism, it is implied that this de-raced and de-classed 

woman is abusive because she has internalized or learned power-over fkom these 

systems - implying that she is acting like a patriarch. 

The Nature of Abuse Discourse 

The texts state then is most often or aiways one woman exerting power and control 

over her partner in an abusive lesbian relationship. Consistent with feminist and 

criminological explanations, a perpetrator/victim dichotomy is used. AU three challenge 

the notion that abusive lesbian relationships are mumally abusive and empbasize that 

defending oneself against abuse does not rnake one an equal contributor. 

Each text includes detailed descriptions of types of abuse which are categorized as: 

physical abuse, sexual abuse, psychoiogicai abuse, thnats, economic abuse and 

property destruction. The Toronto and London (Chesley et al., 1992; Champagne et ai., 

1994) booklets include heterosexist tactics as forms of abuse, and the Toronto text also 

includes racist, classist, and ableist foms of abuse and threats that affect child custody, 

legal or immigration status (Chesley et al., 1992). 

Two texts use the consmct of "nilaerabiiity" or "double jeopardy" to describe 

multiple €0- of oppression. The London boddet includes two "case iiiustrations" of 

abusive lesbiim relationships, one in which Megan, a 45-year-old woman of colour with 

a disability, is king abused by Karen, ber white able-bodied 38-year-old woman 

partner (Champagne et al., 1994, p.10). W e  the description of abuse hints at the 

presence of ableist, ageist, and racist abuse, it does aot overtly state this and instead 

names race, age. and disabiiity as nasons that "womn like Megan" are "wlnerable to 

abuse". The Toronto booklet also mentions that disabled Lesbians are "a particularly 

vulnerable population" (Chesley et al.. 1992, p. 26). The intent is to highlight the "higher 



rates of assauit and sexual exploitation" (p. 26) that disabled women experience. 

Nevertheless, using a framework of vulnerability has the effect of implying that 

"women h m  historicaily disadvantaged groups are mon vuinerable because they are 

more Milnerable" (Razack, 1998% p. 138). This privatizes the violences of ableism, 

racism and ageism rather than examining how these social relations are produced to 

position women dflenntly and unequaiiy (p. 139). 

in sum, the abuse is hidden discoum effectiveiy "breaks the silence" about the 

violence, aithough assumes the privilege of privacy. The lesbian identity discourse 

entrenches essentialist notions of normal lesbians rekgating "other" lesbians and other 

sexuaiities as addsns, even as it atternpts to complicate the universal. The causes of 

abuse discourse add lesbians onto existing feminist theories of heterosexual violence 

and adds other systems of oppression as unique to other women. thus privileging white, 

rniddle-class and able-bodied women. Finally the nature of abuse discourse focuses on 

similarities and differences with heterosexual abuse, uses a perpetratorfvictim mode1 

and uses the construct of "vuinerability" to describe the experiences of women who 

experience multiple oppressions. In these texts, it is at times hard to glirnpse a woman 

whose life is structured fundamentaiiy by racism and classism. When we do see her, it 

is briefly at the rnargins - the violence she experiences and the realities of ber Me are 

added on as important issues for her but unconnected to everyone else. 

In analyzing these tex& 1 am not saying we should stop producing concise, short 

educational pamphlets, or that past and present educational matenais are useless. But I 

waat to suggest that many of the "assmptions have led to some predictable cui-de- 

sacs" (Wethereii & Potter, 1992, p. 7) and that in order to respond to and end violence 

in its various f o m  and locations, we must examine what they produce and limit. 

In the foUowhg section of thiS chapter, 1 discuss the data h m  the interviews and 

focus gmup showing how we understand our educational work, specifically in the 

context of workshops. The same issues that show up in the andysis of the texts (as weîi 



as others) plague the educators as we negotiate the discourses we find ourselves in - 
both disnipting and reproducing universalist constnicts. 

Eduutionai Workshops 

Most workshops that educators are engaged in are short in duration ( h m  two houn 

to a full &y) and usuaiiy one-thne oniy (in some cases, training may extend over a 

longer pend of time, such as three days). Workshops are designed for lesbian and 

queer communities, as weii as service providers. In many workshops with service 

providers, the audience is largely comprised of heterosexuai participants who work 

primarily with women abused by men in heterosexual relationships (for example, 

transition house workers, counsellors, social workers, heaith care providers, the police). 

At thes, participants may have linle or no politicai analysis of systemic oppression and 

heterosexism specificaily, and may have heterosexist stereotypes about lesbians and 

wornan-to-woman abuse. As a result, we often nly on a simplifkd story even tbougb 

our own analysis may be more cornplex. In my interview, 1 spoke about the challenges 

of navigating this context in a two-hour workshop with heterosexual transition house 

workers: 

.... They had no anti-homophobia education, no anti-oppression training of any 
kind except the mainstream feminist analysis of violence but no discussion 
about racism or heteroscxism. And that just felt ridiculous, but it was iike just 
trying to alert them that they might have lesbians staying in the shelter. ...m f anti- 
violence organizations havent done any training mund that SM, it makes it 
really hard to go in and do work eround the complexities of abuse or oppression. 
Also you dont have any othu way, except to fhme it in the context of what 
they'ce familiar with in the heterosexuai model. And it's naiiy hard because 1 
donPt think t h ' s  appropriate. It's very hard when you've got two houts to do a 
quick ovewiew (Cindy, individual interview). 

As exemplined by this quote. educators in this study report using the dominant 

discome above and the use of personai experience to negotiate risks, name the abuse 

and eliminate barriers to service for survivors of woman-to-woman abuse. Educators 



stniggle to push beyond the limits of this fiamework and in some cases introduce 

complexities sumuadhg gender and sexuality, multiple oppressions, and the 

construction of batterers and survivors. However, race and class are often subsumed in 

this smggle or introduced in an additive fashion. The educators are cognizant of the 

problems with aa additive approach and in Chapter Four I discuss our attempts to 

complicate the hmework specificaily with regards to race and class. 

Düf'iculties in Naming Abuse 

Womea frequently state their motivation for embarking on community education as 

breaking the silence and acting for change. This strategy of encowaging women to 

speak out in public and private contexts about the abuse we have experienced has been 

effective in educating feminist, iesbian and queer communities, service and health care 

providers, the criminal justice system, ffiends and family members (Aicoff & Gray- 

Rosendale, 1996). It has also served to empower women by ending isolation and 

encouraging socio-political explanations rather than individual ones that pathologize 

survivors (Alcoff & Gray-Roseadale, 1996). 

The educators aîi refemd to our own and our friends' experiences of woman-to- 

woman abuse as part of the lens through which we understand this issue.45 AU spoke 

about diffculties in narning their own expiences as abuse in the face of a heterosexist 

feminist discome thai has excluded the stories of women abused by their women 

partners. Exclusion fiom a discourse can contribute to selfaubt about one's 

experiences. 

Similarly to U s o n  Hall's quote in the epigraph at the begianirig of the thesis, we al1 

spoke about the positive effects of a Iesbian abuse discoune which enabled us to 

explain and name experiences where previously there had k e n  "a blank space". In my 

4 S ~  did not ask tbem to describe the violence in tkir üves, but did ask how they use personal 
experiences of abuse (tûeu own or oîbers') in educating about same-sex abuse. This wiii be discussed 
later in this chapter. 



individual interview, 1 spoke about the difficulties 1 experienced in tallcing about my 

experience of physicai and sexual abuse and how 1 see this as king "deeply tied to 

ideas about lesbians and queers in general": 

... J didn't talk about the physical abuse and sexual abuse ... for many years and 
even stili 1 find it hard to talk about specifically the sexual abuse .... there's just so 
much wrapped up in it ail around being a lesbian...I connected it to my sexuai 
identity. Somehow the violence, or my taking it ... was about me aot king a good 
lesbian, or king 'one of those weird lesbians' ... do the reason 1 started to get 
involved in doing [education] was...because I felt like my experience was 
invisible ... [It was] combined with a sense of isolation that 1 felt ... as a survivor of 
abuse in a lesbian nlationship, that made me feel Lice this needs to be taiked 
abou t... I thinlr that having a language to talk about it and...a way to make 
connection with other people is a way to stop the shame ... (Ciady, individual 
interview). 

For three educators, educational materials (such as pamphlets or posters) 

specificdy written for lesbianslbisexual women in abusive relationships or materials 

with gender neutrai language, helped them to name their experiences as abuse. As 

well. having CO-workea and friends describe their experiences as battering and hearing 

other stories of woman-to-wornan abuse (for example, when working in a transition 

house), aiso enabled women to access the discourse. 

One educator spoke about the way the same-sex abuse discourse helps by making 

queer survivors' expenences visible and "real". She understands the self-doubt 

described above as nsulting from the invisibiiity of our expenences - "we cm't 

believe that it's na1 and that it has meaaing" (Marcia, individuai interview). She 

compared this to the way femme experience bas k e n  made invisible or excluded 

within a certain lesbian identity discourse. 

...A was as if... 1 couldn't exist util tbere was a history [about femmes] that had 
k e n  documnted. And I think mtil out history [as sunrivors of woman-to- 
woman abuse] is documnted and soiid and b e h d  in, we're going to continue 
to doubt ourselves ...y ou know, until it's Lüre carved out some place, untü we 
have üke a basket to put our experiences in, you know? (Marcia, individual 
interview) 

This metaphor of cawing out a place or making a basket to put our experiences in 

describes the positive effects of a discourse. These excerpts show how the discourse 



shapes our experience of the "mal", how it enables Our experiences to having meaning 

and siwcance - in other words, to be hown and seen. 

There are multiple risks and effects of speaking out. Fear of increased violence and 

retaliation h m  an abusive partner or increased oppression nom heterosexist, classist, 

racist and ableist systems (legal, social services, medical systems), all combine to 

affect a survivor's decision to break the silence. One educator spoke about how 

ciassism, racism and heterosexism work together and how this affects people's 

relationship (and access) to institutions and systems, such as "... king Milnerable to the 

cops, especially when you start putthg class and queemess, or race and queerness 

[together]; people who have, h m  different cultures, have reasons to be extremely 

afraid of the cops and the justice system" (Teresa, individual interview). Many women 

also fear that naming abuse will hie1 heterosexist, racist W o r  classist ideas about 

queer women as vioknt, pathological, sick and as victims or victimizers. As well, 

silence may be an effective survival strategy in certain contexts. 

One educator described the effects of heterosexism this way: 

.... 1 thinlr that for a lot of women it makes it hard and um, just wanting to protect 
your new little world tbat you've found, but 1 also just th* it makes you really 
vulnerable and you donPt thinic that a woman's going to treat you that way and 
you dontt, there's something about fmding community and finding a woman who, 
I dont know, you know, fmding what you've always wanted and then it sucks.. .. 
(Joanne, individual interview). 

Janice Ristock (1998) discusses t h e  accounts from her research on ksbian abuse, 

that express this same narrative: 

For example, within the dominant discourses available to women at the 
beginning of their ntst lesbian relationships, same-sex desire seems not to exîst. 
The Logicai conclusion these womea drew h m  die ovemhelming 
hetemnormative force of the dominant discourses was that they were extnrnely 
lucky to find someone else like them....(p. 146) 

As Ristock notes, abuse in lesbian relationships cm be seen then as an effect of 

hetemsexism: "not in the way o h  meant by that ciaim (seif-loathing women taking it 

out on their partners), but as an effect of despemteness ... arisuig dinctly h m  the social 



effects of having no noaheterosexist discourse thmugh which to constitute oneself as 

other than despenite" (1998, p. 146). 

The reluctance to name the violence may also stem fiom the risk of losing one's 

network of fiiends, cornmuaity or famiiy (chosen family or family of ongin). In 

discussing violence against women and children in First Nations communities 

(primariiy violence in heterosexual relationships and families). Fust Nations scholar 

Patiicia Monture-Angus (1995) has emphasized there are complex reasons for silence 

in F i t  Nations commuaities: "Can you really afTord to further marginalize yourself or 

alienate yourself h m  the people who provide al1 the housing and social support 

systems in your comrnunity?" (p. 17% 173). Lesbians of colour have also spoken about 

the way this contributes to silence about abuse (Taylor & Chaadler, 1995; Kanuha, 

1990; Waldron, 1996). One educator described similar risks in speaking out about her 

experience of abuse in a relationship with a lesbian with whom she shared an ethnic 

identity . 
My ex is [ethnic identity] and you know, that was part of it for me, "Oh my go& 
I've found this lover and we share so much". And 1 think that that was also 
somethllig she reaiiy used. And then this other [abusive] woman 1 heard about 
that's [my e W c  identity] as weiî and then 1 tbhk fitck, (pause) iike the smaller 
your community, it's liice "Oh where is my community now?" And .... 1 can taîk 
about that because it's [the interview] totally anonymous, but it's so obvious who 
these women are, who my community is, it's just so hard to taik about ....( Joanne, 
individual interview). 

She also made a conaection with the ditficulties lesbians of colour face in speaking out 

and how smallness of cornmunities may Mt access to services and support: 

.... because of dyke communities king reaiiy small and when you think about a 
poiiticaily active dykes of colour community, iike that makes it evea smaller. 
Likc for me, you bow, [women of my ethnicity], or like the srnalier your 
community gets like then. it's iike "Oh is Joanne workuig there?" (Joanne, 
individual interview) 



Isolation and loss of community and friends can be a rcmlt of the abuse itseif but it 

can often intensify when a woman speaks out46 One educator spoke about how her 

political involvement and her abusive partner's involvement in a femiaist aati-violence 

orgmhtion limited her access to safety and support because other queer wockers did 

not take the violence seriously. She believes that at least two of these staff memben 

were abusive women and that this contributed to their response. 

... my situation was pretty public ... m e  had been a part of an anti-rape collective 
together planning the Take Back the Night March, and you know, after 1 
realized that she had battered me, you know, 1 went to the collective and 1 said 
you know, "Pm not safe to corne to meetings anymore with her there. 1 mean 
we sit around and talk about whether or not men can match in the Take Back 
the Night March and hem's this wornan who put her bleeding fist in my face, 
and then in the moming is sitting two chairs away from me in the 
meeting" ... And what their response was, "Well Marcia, she's not going to 
assault you in public?" And weli, of course not, right? Cause then there would 
be evidence ... (Marcia, individual interview) 

Marcia's speech challenges the dominant feminist discourse (women are inherently 

non-violent, women-only spaces are safe), but is simultaneously dismissed and ber 

safety is not taken seriously. 

At various sites and tirnes "survivor speech" has been excluded or prohibited within 

dominant discourses and seen as untrue, mad or inconceivable (Alcoff & Gray- 

Rosendale. 1996, p. 203). While aU survivors of violence have becn silenced, it is 

cenain survivoa' speech that has been specifically dismissed and seen as untme, such 

as that of Aboriginal women, women of colour, worlting-class and p r  women, 

lesbiaas, gay men, bisexuals (Lawrence, 1996). transgendered people, ritual abuse 

suMvors and prostitutes. Bonita Lawrence (19%) emphasizes that swivors "wbose 

interpretations of theu own experiences have led them to Werent - or more complex 

- conclusions than the n m w  cange of scenarios which are prescnted as textbook 

46~t  is important to note Lat wbile many women lose fi*&, funily or comrnunicy coanections 
when they speak out about the abuse, this is not everyone's experience. Friends and families can and 
do providc support for womcn Ieaving abusive same-sex celationships. 



cases" of abuse have b a n  silenced or ignored within the ferninist anti-violence 

movement (p. 17). 

While the ernergence of new statements and categories (such as "lesbian 

battering"; "survivor of womaa-to-woman abuse") con have a disruptive and liberatory 

effect, they can also be used in ways that pathologize survivors and support hegemonic 

practices and systems, such as heteropatriarchy*7, white supremacy, neo-conservatism 

or iiberaiism. The educators 1 intervieweci spoke about these systems and how they 

impact and shape educational stnitegies and theoretical positions. Although the primary 

focus of our talc is on these systems' extemal presence and impact on our lives, we 

also struggle to see how we are implicated in them. 

"Being Caught" Between a Rock and a &rd Place 

The educators expressed concem about the way a liôeral humaaist analysis starts to 

p ~ v a i l  when woman-to-woman abuse is taken up by anti-feminists as evidence that 

there are no societal power imbalances based on gender, race, class and sexuality 

(women are just as violent as men; everyone is violent). As pnviously mentioaed, 

invesmieats in utopic constructions of lesbian community and white ferninisi discourses 

of sistertiood and safety. contribute to overt and coven nsistance to naming the abuse 

of power between women. Educators identified this context as p i n g  challenges and 

barriers to their work. One wornan spdre about "being caught in this reaiity": 

.... the Red Cross ... does dating violence education in high xhools in reaiiy 
conservative ways and theytre very g e n k  neutrai and they've adûed this litde 
blurb in their pamphlet about violence in queer nlationships, WeU, they'n never 
going to support queers but it's aimost..an excuse to use gender neutral 
laquage or to somehow fit into backlash or whatever* But the& way ta,  much 
excitement, iike it just makes me nervous. But then on the other band 1 
know ... thenrs certainiy been lots of dykes who are LiLe, " We're not tallin' about 
the violence in our community cause we dont want it used against us". So it's 

47 Tbc term "betempairiarcby" is Lynûa RM's (Hart, 1994). 



kinda like being caught between the reality that it can be used against us but 1 
also dont want to stop talking about it. (Joame, focus group) 

AU of the educators have encountered heterosexuals who have expressed 

"excitement" or "fascination" with the topic and then use it to justiS, an anti-feminist 

discourse about "how women batter their husbands" (Teresa, focus group). Teresa 

noted we are often in the position of explaining how this move not only supports anti- 

feminism but is heterosexist The potential for this heterosexual appropriation of the 

issue (even in discussions about feus of anti-feminist "backlash"), stifies the naming of 

woman-to-woman abuse and reinstalls heterosexual women at the centre of the anti- 

violence discourse. 

Ioanne suggests this excitement from heterosexuals is often part of a heterosexist 

and pathologizing discourse that secs woman-to-woman abuse as disconnected to the 

feminist analysis of violence against women and views it as "strange" and "new" 

(individual inte~ew). Another educator nferred to one of the pamphlets discussed 

earlier, (Violence in Lesbion Relationships: Are Relutionships Dungerous? developed 

by the Student Services Department of Simon Fraser University) as an example of this 

heterosexist and "anti-woman" discourse on lesbian abuse: "they fit nght into this, Uce 1 

wondered who produced those? What was their agenda? Because they wen very anti- 

woman ... and the whole thing was Mce Women are bad' and 'If you're in a same-sex 

relatioaship watch out for the bad woman' ..." (Cheryl, focus group). As these examples 

iiiustrate, processes of othering are one of the barriers to naming the violence. 

The barriers to naming are intensifid within the feminist anti-violence movement. 

AU of the educaton spoke about painful expenences of betrayal in feminist 

organizations where they wen  covertly or ovenly "shut dom", "driven out" or "forced 

to voluntarily leave" when they tned to address same-sex abuse, as weli as women's 

abuse of power over other women in feminist orgaaizing. Some gave examples of how 

this is nlated to: investments in pmtecting white, middle-class and heterosexual 



feminist anaiyses of violence and pnvilege, attachimnts to notions of lesbian utopia, 

and to the prrsence of batteren in communities or the movement. 

For example, one educator sees a discoum about fear of anti-feminist backlash as 

something used to "shut down" Lesbians and bisexual women who are initiatiag the 

discussion about woman-to-woman abuse (Cheryl, focus group). Within the discussion 

on anti-femiaist backlash, some educators stated that the domestic violence movement 

must move away h m  a "uaidimensionai" analysis of power and control wiib a focus 

on seism. For Cheryl, part of the problem is 

about not having a ptoper language, um, to expiain the complexities of power 
and control. So we nin the risk of being discndited by other feminist anti- 
violence workea and, um, by those attacking the feminist view. But if we 
adhere to a strict unidimensional analysis of power and contml (pause) we lose 
afi around in terms of violence experienced by heterosexual women and 
lesbians. (Cheryl, individual interview) 

When organizations that have historically focused exclusively on male violence 

begin to address woman-to-woman abuse, it is ofien in a very Limited and sometimes 

token way . Educators face resistance from heterosexual and lesbian anti-violence 

workers when we try to initiate education for staff and volunteers wiihin a transition 

house: 

1 encountered enormous resistance hm, um, mostly lesbians and a few straight 
women on st aff... who were reaiIy angry and felt that it naUy wasn't an issue, it 
didn't happen very much and even if it did happen, it's not a place to be doing 
that withui a context of feminist organizing around male violence. We had 
numerous debates ... and 1 felt iike the topic got shoved to the bottom of the List. It 
wasn't important. And then was a lot of fear that, um, if we start taiking about 
violence in lesbian relationships ... the movement to end male violence WU be 
CO-opted, we wiii lose the focus. (Cindy, individual interview) 

Two women suggested that resistance takes the fonn of a discourse of "tolerance" 

about lesbians and the issue of lesbiaa abuse in feminist organizations. 

..A was Lürt 'Oh. 1 guess we beaet be dealing with [lesbian abuse] because weli 
we don't want to be seen as homophobic, but we realiy don't want to take the 
focus away fiom male violence' ... (Cindy, individual interview) 

... it seemed Uce in that [transition] house the um, tôe main time chat we did any 
educational work mund lesbian battering was when there was a lesbian in the 



house ... there was a lot of resistance to talking about it ... the pay [salary] was 
more dincted at the idea that you're mainly working with heterosexual women 
and if a lesbian cornes in though, you include that too. (Cheryl, individual 
interview). 

A focus on tolerance and inclusion leaves the systems that produce the violence 

unexarnined and re-centres heterosexual women's enperiences of violence. 

For Marcia and Teresa, a central part of their work involves calling for the 

domestic violence movement to address ali the ways that women use power over other 

women. They believe that by not doing this it "... set(s) up every queer woman in every 

organization to be the one that's suspect in using power over ..." (Teresa, focus group). 

In workshops, Tensa and her CO-workers "say that the movement needs to address it 

[women's abuse of power over other women] and that in fact, we believe that ... that's 

why issues of same-sex DV [domestic violence] ... have not moved ..." (focus gmup). 

They situate this within a discussion about how "the DV movement, and lesbians within 

that, have colluded to kind of keep on marginaking groups of people" (Teresa, 

individual interview). Teresa understands this process of margînalization as k c t l y  

linked to feminists within the anti-violence movement constnicting ourselves as 

... women in thc DV movement don't lodc at how straight womea are using 
power over other women, um, or how any women are using power over other 
women and so we'ce not looking at that, and we're experiencing ourselves as 
actuaüzed and we experience oumlves as victims ... we look at this as a lot 
about the DV movement wanting to hold onto that sense of themselves as not 
participating in using power over, and not tncked by the patriarchy. and 
holistic ... (Teresa, individuai intmiew) 

Disrupting the notion that women are solely oppressed or victimized is an important 

part of Teresa's educational work. In this example, however, Teresa did not mention 

white and middle-class women. At other points in the research, Teresa and other 

ducators discussed w h i e  rniddle and upper-class women's racism and classism. yet 

at t i m s  it was ciifficuit to sustain discussions about ways we ourselves have used 

power over other women. 



Ali of the educatoa dûcussed, to varying degrees, how conceptualizing lesbian 

identity and women's spaces as unitary, stable, safe and non-violent makes it 

mcult to discuss complexities, address power imbalances and violence amongst 

women in communities and relationships. One educatorts example iilustrates how 

resistance to naming the abuse is tied to constructions of women's or lesbian spaces 

as "safe". 

...[ the resistance was connected to] a certain amount of homophobia. but I thuik 
there was also .Ais other weird thing...that 1 thiak a lot of women had about 
behg lesbians, or that lesbian or women's space could be a sanctuary away 
from the violence and oot wanting to challenge that .... It was nally about, there's 
no sanctuary, we have no safe place ami not wanting to lose that. (Cheryl, 
individual interview) 

Whiie a sanctuary away from men's violence is important for survivoa' healing and 

physical safety, these spaces have not been accessible to al1 women and have not 

necessarily provided safety from violence and oppression perpctrated by women (such 

as racism, heterosexism or an abusive woman partner). The notion of safety in white 

feminist groups relies on a universal womaa and as a result, silences and displaces 

"other" women (Uttal, 1990). 

Teresa spoke about this, saying, "We've made up this story about who are 

survivors" or a "definition of who's a woman" nsuiting in a reliance on certain ideas 

about what is appropriate behaviour for women. These ideas are used in racist ways to 

silence women of colour: 

... in collectives, where it was very empowering for a lot of white w o w n  to have 
the experience of, um, coming to consensus - what some women of colour 
expecienced that never reaüy got heard, was having [to have] every white 
woman ... sign off on their idea before they couid move one iota on it ... (Teresa, 
focus group). 

Teresa's example shows how narratives about empowement and consensus in 

feminist education and organiting ate dependent upon whiteness. 

As the above discussion shows, tbe educators hime the context of education and 

naming the violence as one of behg caught between a rock and a hard place - the 



denial of wornan-to-woman abuse in feminist and lesbiaa communities on the one hand 

and hetemsexism and anti-feminsm on the other. We al1 acknowledged that women of 

colour and Fit Nations women face multiple rïsks in speaking out about abuse. 

However. racism was not something we named as a central issue when we discussed 

the risks and swio-political context of our educationd work on lesbian abuse. As 1 wül 

discuss in Chapter Four, educators did discuss white and rniddleclass women's abuse 

of power over women of colour, First Nations and working class women. Yet in this 

discussion, whiteness showed up in our talk when race was something applied to non- 

white women and racism becomes an issue for the Other. 

A discourse about fear of anti-feminist backlash can be used to rationalize the 

subordination of cenain categories, analyses and subject positions (such as anti-racist 

and anti-heterosexist analyses). This is often expressed as fear that "we will lose the 

focus" or "lose ground and end up with a Liberal or conservative analysis. While 1 do 

not want to imply that right-wing backlash is an irrational fear constructed by insecure 

feminists, 1 suggest we need to examine how concems about pnseMng a gender 

analysis can also sometimes be about maintaining pnvilege and protecting investments 

in the white, rniddle-class, heteronormative gendend knowledge base of Western 

imperial feminism. Making a related point, N o m  Alarcon (1990) has noted that "since 

the subject of feminist theory and in single theme - gender - go largely 

unquestioned, its point of view tends to suppress and npress voices that question its 

authority" (p. 359-360). We need to examine how gains secured through feminism (and 

in this case, through lesbian abuse discourses as weli) have been secured through a 

reliance on other systems of oppression (for exampie, white supremacy and classism) 

for d b i l i t y  . 



n i e  Use of Persoaai Experience 

As we saw in the previous section, the pervasive denial of the very existence of 

wornan-to-woman abuse makes it extremely difncult to name and organize against. In 

Chapter One, 1 noted that two of the centrai goals of lesbian abuse education are to: i) 

break the silence and convince participants that the abuse is ceal; and ii) establish it as a 

legitimate and urgent social problern to fight. For these reasons, suntivors' accounts of 

their persood experiences of abuse have been a central part of feminist education. As 

with feminist anti-violence educators on heterosexuai abuse, lesbian abuse advocates 

and organizers have emphasized that survivoa of lesbian abuse must lead the way in 

determining effective strategies for empowe~g  survivon and community responses to 

ending woman-to-woman abuse (Lobel, 1986). Therefore, lesbian abuse workshops 

usually incorporate survivors' stories, often in the form of panel presentations. In many 

cases, organizers attempt to represent the "diveaitytî of survivors' experiences (Balan 

et al., 1995). Training manuais and educationai books on the topic have also included 

survivors' stories for these same purposes (Lobel, 1986; Elliot, 1990b; Taylor & 

Chandler, 1995). As the editor of one training maauai wrote: "...We offer you personal 

stories of lesbian abuse so that you may foel, as well as intellectualize, how na1 lesbian 

battering is." (Eiliot, 1990b). 

In the focus group, 1 asked women if they incorporate their own or participants' 

personal experiences of abuse in education and what they t W  the benefits and 

problerns might be with dohg this. For ail of the educators, our penonai experiences of 

abuse infîuence what we Say and do in education and most of us have used these 

experiences as part of the curriculum in workshops. In the interviews and focus group 

we discussed the pros and cons of this pedagopical twl. Everyone indicated that the 

p r h q  w o n  we do this is to make the issue nai for workshops participants. 

Mmia usually "cornes out as a survivor" in workshops because she beiieves that it 

"accompiishes crediiility" and "helps people face tbe issues" and see that "it's 



[woman-to-woman abuse] happening in this m m  ... not 'out there"' (focus p u p )  . For 

Cheryl, "tebg ber story" gives people "something they can relate to on some level, 

something that speaks to them in an open way" (focus group). Both she and Marcia 

have also used fictitious stories as examples in workshops for this same reason. Two 

educators indicated they speak about their experience of abuse because it can be 

empowering for other survivors in the workshop (Teresa and Marcia, focus group). 

Two educators choose not to taliE about their experiences in workshops for safety 

reasons - for example to protect their anonymity in a workshop with the police, or due 

to their abusive ex-partner's presence in the same city and involvernent in feminist and 

queer circles. 

A number of educators also spoke about the problems with ihis educational 

strategy. Marcia identified one of the nsks "with putting a face to it" is that "people wül 

assume Fm the only voice and that the ways that ï'm privileged will ... form an idea ... like 

in anti-homophobia education, that al1 lesbians are white ... and that womes me" (focus 

group). 1 spoke about my concem that when 1 have used my experience in workshops, 

participants have universalized it: "it became a template, especially for the 

heterosexual women in the rwm, to say ...'OK that's how we're going to understand al1 

experiences' " (Cindy, in Cheryrs individual interview). 

Another concern raised by one educator was that the use of participants' stones of 

abuse in workshops with lesbian and queer communities cm be problematic in 

situations when a patticipant self-identifies as a survivor of abuse, but the educator 

speculates that she is in fact an abuser: "....ali of a sudden Fm] naliy aware of the 

possible dynamics and iike if 1 validate that woman. iike is ber pamict in the 

m m ?  ...[D ]O 1 just support this woman as a survivor? Or do 1 just Say - so that's 

something 1 dont thinL rve totally worked out ...." (Teresa, focus group). 

Educators use personal experience as a pedagogical tool to iegitimate the issue and 

make it real so that workshop participants will take it seriously. We draw on personal 



experience to break the silence, make survivors' experiences visible and empower 

other women who have experienced wornan-to-woman abuse. Yet the tool is b a ~ d  on 

a modeniist approach which views experience as incontestable evidence and 

authoritative "mith" (Scott, J., 1992). This is pnmised on the notion of a unitary, stable 

subject. Some of the educators spoke about our concems with the universalism and 

subsequent o t h e ~ g  produced lhrough it. Yet even while recognizing these risks, we 

continue to use the tool (to varying degrees) because of some of the positive effccts of 

it. 

Who's a Lesbian? Who's a Wornan? 

As the analysis fkom the educational materials demonstrates, sexual and gender 

identity is kquentiy conceptualized as stable and unitary within lesbian abuse 

education. Essentialism has been produced in the attempts to name woman-to-woman 

abuse in a heterosexist social context where lesbian relationships are routinely 

delegitimized or denied. Conceptualizing i&ntity as fixcd and unitary bas k e n  one of 

the strategies employed while negotiating the risky context. Foregrounding the 

instability and multiplicity of gender and sexual subjectivities is threatening when 

people an faced with the dangers of extnme heterosexism that seeks to eradicate 

lesbianlgay identity. And yet. as Judith Butler (1991) suggests, we must carefuiiy 

examine the internai exclusions produced through positionhg lesbian identity as &ed. 

In contrast to the dominant discourse seen in the educational texts, the educators 

inte~ewed spoke at length about the production and regdation of sexual and gender 

identities and the positive and negative effects of gay and lesbian identity politics. 

Everyme is cognizant of the limits and exclusions produced through the discoune of a 

"unitary lesbian" and to varying degrees, attempts to shift and disrupt it. 

In t e m  of the words we use, we really tak about lesbians and, um, 1 dont 
totaiïy tW that's useful. Not ail women who are battered in relatiomhips with 
women i d e n t .  as Iesbiaas. 1 mean even if they dout OEe that word and they 



identify as dykes, or if they're bi, or if they're just not identirying. So that's 
sometbing we havent realiy [dealt w ith] . . . . (Joanne, individual interview) 

...in educational workshops we t W d  about lesbians king a cohennt gmup 
who have a coherent sexual and gender identity. The only place that shifted a 
little bit was when we talked about butch/femme...but al1 we said was 'It's a 
myth that butches are more violent than femmes' ... Sometimes we 
aclcnowledged that women in same-sex relationships might not talk about 
themselves as lesbians but it was still pretty Limited. We rarely talked about 
bisuwal women's experiences and never addressed traas issues. (Cindy, 
individual interview) 

In discussing her cumnt research on lesbian abuse, Ianice Ristock (1998) grapples 

with these issues, emphasizhg that 

We have to be willing to see what the category 'lesbian' includes and excludes 
when we mobilize it for social-action purposes in research like this. Will a 
woman who is married and has sex with other women nspond to a cali for 
interviews with lesbians? What would a transgendered penon's experience of 
abuse at the han& of her lover add to my work? (p. 149) 

A central part of Teresa and Marcia's educational work explicitly addresses the 

Limits and problems with an exclusive focus on lesbian identity. As Marcia explained: 

"In our program we resist putting up the barriers around however anybody is 

idemQing" (individual interview). They both discussed how the word lesbian "doesn't 

reflect the people who do the work and a lot of people who corne [for support]" 

(Teresa, individuai interview), and how the exclusionary effects of a lesbian identity 

discome are similar to the effecu of abuse, therefoce making it incompatible with 

work to end violence, 

We've started being intentional about s e M g  bisexual women and trans 
fo iks...Ui a way that's reai Merent ... not just you h o w  ... bringing folks in and 
having them k...' lesbian' while they're in this space, ... iike talk about their 
lesbian side of their Me and their lesbian experiences whatever, 1 mean it's just 
an insane way to try to aâdress ... silence, isolation, minimization (laughter). 
(Teresa, individuai interview). 

Maiçia gave an example of how they educate in their "gender series": 

...[w e taUr about1 how out abusen use those vulnerabilities [around gender 
identities] and how queer community han& those tools to batterers to use 
against us ... for example, for it to be a common joke in lesbian circles to be like, 
Weii, and then I realized she was bisexucll, cause she dated a man!' and for 



eve~ybody to go 'Oh my god!' ... Like the ways we diminish bisexual experience 
gives tools to batterers to Say to a bisexual woman in a relationship, Weil you're 
not a real lesbian, you're just a traitor, you're always tlining with men, you 
always want male attention' ... You know, that's a way the commudty coiîudes 
w ith batterers using those tools. (Marcia, individual interview). 

Whüc identity politics can produce exclusions which cm be used to justq abusive 

behaviour, some educators also spoice about the benefits of identity politics and a 

concem about the way a critique of identity is sometimes used to erase the experiences 

of marginaliztd groups and deny power relations. In some cases the critique can tum 

into a liberal humanist discourse (we're all human; why do we need labels?). 

... whenever you start to talk about gender issues, whether you're talking about 
butchlfemme or whether you're taiking about trans issues or, um. just gender 
expression, people get nervous ... People start this whole "Why do we have to 
have labels?" crap, and when people Say that, in my mind what 1 hear and what 
1 really th* it means is "Why do you have to exist?", you l m w ?  1 mean labels 
give us visibility, at leut I don't find them iimiting for me. 1 understand that 
some people find them limiting [but]..J find them liberating. (Marcia, individual 
interview ) 

In other cases, it can show up as a misuse of a postmoâern critique of identity when 

used as a way to silence marginaîized groups (Razack. 1998a; h h ,  1994). In her 

discussion of this issue, bel  hooks (1994) emphasizes that "a totalizing critique of 

'subjectivity, essence, i&ntityr can seem very threatening to marginalized groups, for 

wbom it has been an active gesture of political resistance to oarne one's identity as part 

of a smiggle to challenge domination" (p. 78). 

Teresa believes that conceptuaiking iâentity as static and ahistoricai produces 

classifications and categories, creating divisions between "us and km".  

[We] somehow expect our identities, our experiences to become static at some 
point so that we can say that ... what the word lesbian means in 1998 is who 1 am 
and who I'm always going to be. ....m hat the word means changes ... and my 
unàerstandirrg of myself changes ..men classifications liLt women and men - 
what we've experienced as static, iike something we cm depend on to be a way 
to split us up - when you start learning about trans smff. you maiize it is not 
static at all. It's not a static way to divide us h m  them. (Teresa, individual 
interview) 



As Teresa clarifieci, she dœsn't sa identification as a problem, but rather sees the 

problem arising fiom viewing identity as static and unitary and then using it as the basis 

for political orgaaizuig and for building and denning a community. As she indicated, 

building a cornmunity on the illusion of sameness is not a condition to guarantee safety. 

In the next section, we see how bisexuality challenges static and unitary notions of 

sexual identity . 

B i s e d t y  

Since the L970s, strands of lesbian feminism have viewed bisexual women as 

"hiding", "fence sitting", "in denial" and benefitting fiom heterosexual privilege. At 

times, bisexual women have been "cast off [on political grounds] as untrustworthy 

because they slept with men" (Ross, 1995, p. 117). Despite the challenges from 

bisexual feminists over the past decade, in anti-violence organhing there continues to 

be what one educator cailed "the perennial bisexuaUlesbian issue" (Joanne, individual 

interview). In the individuai interviews - and interestingly, not in the focus group - 
some educators indicated confusion about bisexuality ami how to integrate it into the 

categories cnated to name the vioknce. And in other cases, women made strong 

statements in support of bisexual women and spoke out against biphobia. 

For Joanne, it is important to acknowledge the diffennces in experience, 

knowledge and privilege between womn who iàentify as straight, lesbian or bisexual. 

She and her CO-workea are struggling to sort out what this means in practice when 

educating about and supportkg abused womn. The involvement of bisexual women as 

facilitators of educationai workshops and support groups on same-sex abuse between 

women. raises questions for her. 

...I'm thinking-..does it have to be women that iden- as dykes? ... As far as I'm 
concemed ifs whether you have a coanection with your experieires as queer as 
opposed to stmight and...when do you corn h m  when youk tallong to 
women? ..Jm UiialSag of this one wornan who's bi and..& a relationship with a 
man and it's iike, weii 'Do you have things to Say to women in a support gmup 



who've been battemd by another woman? Like do you have a place to talk 
about the experience of coming out, Like you b w ?  Can you do those things? 
(pause) And is it the right tirne for you to do it or h m  where do you speak?' Just 
as 1 would ask a dyke. I think, where she would speak fkom. 1 don't know. 1 thinlr 
that the bisexual shiff is hard for me to figure out, al i  of it, but it's mostly about 
where dœs a woman place hemlf in the community. Does she have a male 
partner and basicdy live ber Me basically as if she was straight? 1 bave a 
ciifficuit t h e  figuriag out where she is .... (Joanne, individual interview). 

This example is useful for showing how a lesbian feminist discourse on bisexuality 

"invokes essentidism to press constnictionist choices: lesbians deploying this logic 

argue that because 'we are ail heterosexual or homosexual, bisexuais should decide 

what they are' " (Ault, 1996, p. 210). Joanne recognizes that the category lesbian 

dœsn't necessacily reflect the identities of al1 women in same-sex relationships, but 

fin& it hard to understand birxuai women's experiences, especially when they are 

involved with men. She is trying to shift her lanpage and way of conceptualizing 

sexuality without homogenizing ciifferences in privilege between heterosexual, lesbian, 

bisexual and transgendend people. In advertising for a support group for women 

abused in same-sex nlationships. she and her CO-workers have tried to acknowledge 

the multiplicity of identity categories women may chwse. And yet, the participation of 

bisexual women who are involved with men as facilitators of workshops and support 

groups on same-sex abuse continues to mise questions for her. The assumption is that 

one must be finnly within the lesbian category of the heterdhomo binary. After raishg 

questions about bisexual women's qualifications for facilitating a group for women 

abused by women, she adds that sbe would ask a dyke the same questions she would 

ask a bisexual woman. However. lesbians are not usually in the position of having to 

prove o u  lesbianism, uniess of course. we sleep with men. 

In some cases exclusions are mainiaineci through policies within organizati011~ that 

iimit services or employment to lesbians or "womn-born-women". Although Marcia 

was instructed by her s u p e ~ s o r  to not admit bisenuai women &O the support and 

education group for survivors of woman-to-woman abuse. she subverted this regdation 



by lying to her supervisor and bringing bisexual women into the group. When 1 asked 

about the rationale behind her supervisor's instructions, she explained: 

Oh, weli We dont want to be spending our t h e  talking about anyone's 
boyfricnb, you know. And 1 would Say to people, 'Bisexual women are more 
interested in pmtecting themselves and not tailcing about any men they might be 
involved with, than you c m  ever imagine'. Cause they know, it's ciangemus to 
talk about men in lesbian space. (Marcia, individual interview) 

Marcia raised this to illustrate the way support and educational work about lesbian 

abuse bas rnarginalized and stigmatized bisexual women. Frequently bisexual women's 

experiences are excluded from the category lesbian abuse and often the reasons given 

are that bisexual women (even if abused by a woman partner) are unuustworthy and 

will continue to use their "heterosexud privilege" to oppress lesbians in support groups 

by "talking about men they might be involved with". As Amber Ault (1996) notes, "The 

lesbian body attempts to maintain its integrity by employing discursive techniques of 

neutraiization that consmict and control 'the bisexual other' " (p. 213). 

Transgendend People 

Debates about the inclusion of transsexuais in feminist organizations have been 

circulating in North Amencan feminist discourses for at least the past 20 years. Very 

few transition houses, shelters and rape crisis centres will (howingly) provide support 

or shelter to transgendered people who have experienced violence. The most common 

nason given for the exclusion of transgendemd people h m  feminist organizations is 

that they pose a threat to women's safety. But as transgendered activist Leslie Feinberg 

(1996) writes, "feu of gender variance also can't be aüowed to deceptively cloak itseif 

as a women's safety issue" (p. 1 16). 

Educating about earisgender experiences and transphobia has been a signiticant 

part of Teresa and Marcia's work on abuse in queu relationships. Teresa argues that 

msgeudered people dlsnspt biologicai and universai notions of gender and sexuai 

identity, and she sees this as c o ~ e c t e d  to constructions of race. For Teresa and 



Marcia, shifting the discourse on gender and sexuality in same-sex abuse education, 

goes beyond the act of "including" bisexuals and trans people to examining how 

lesbians bave been complicit in rnarginalizing difCerent groups and how racisrn, 

classism. transphobia and biphobia, are comected to constructions of "the ideal 

lesbian" - a white, biologicaiiy defhed figure. 

Joanne argues for a more complicated discussion and analysis of tram issues 

because she feels that the conversation between non-tram identified lesbian feminists 

and trans people is often too simplistic. She believes it is "reaily important to taik about 

like, wn 

what is the difference in experience between somebody who was bom biologically 

a woman and somebody who was boni biologicaily a man and changed their. their sex, 

their gender? And there are such important diffennces to talk about....". But she went 

on to Say tbat having a more complex conversation is often Wicult or impossible, 

because feu makes "women act horrible ...[ and] in ways that are so hate fded" 

(Joanne, focus group). 

Many of us spoke of concems about the 

and femininities within some oppositionai 

reproduction of hegemonic masculinities 

discourses (such as femme/butch and 

transgender)48. One educator is concemed about the way some female-to-male 

vansgendered people 0 and butch lesbians are f o d a t i n g  sexist masculine 

identities which are sometimes used to justify abusive behaviour (Jeanne, individuai 

interview). A numbet of women emphasized the shifting nature of categories and the 

importance of envisioning and performing radical masculinities and femininities that 

dismpt systems of oppression. 

4 8 ~ o r  a discussion of  white begemonic feuhinitics and masculinities in femmehutch identities 
see (Lee, 19%). For a discussion of the reproduction and disuption of hegemonic masculinities in 
butch and FïM transgender identities, see (Halberstam, 1998)- 



So while the pamphiets show a construction of a unitary lesbian identity among the 

victims and perpetrators of abuse, in pnictice educaton in this study compiicate that 

considerably pushing themselves to expaad their boundaries and shifting the discourse, 

in some cases to address the experiences of bisexual women and transgendered 

people. However, there is stül indication of a tendency in some cases to require 

educators themselves to be "real" lesbians. Similarly to the pamphlets, educators use 

an informationai approach to challenge m y h  about lesbian reiationships. Ai times, 

when faced with the threat of emure, we present a stable unitary lesbian subject . We 

acknowledge that an ideatity politic cm be politically useN for marginalized groups, 

but are concemed about the exclusions produced as a nsult. A number of the educators 

challenge the dominant discourse and fareground the multiple and shifting quality of 

gender and sexuality. 

Educating about the Cames of Abuse 

The majocity of the discussion in the focus group and individual interviews centred 

on how educators conceptuaiize oppression, power and abuse. As we saw from the 

pamphlets, the conceptual framework includes a discussion of the context of lesbian 

abuse, or in other words, why abuse happens. This is intemoven with, or foîlowed by a 

discussion about the nature of abuse, or what abuse is. The educators rely on the same 

frawwork outlined in the texts but with p a t e r  nference to multiple systems of 

oppression and an awareness of the problems with additive moâels, 

Aithough there was a great deal of agreement amongst the educators, not everyone 

necessariiy agned with al1 these formations of causality that emerged in the interviews 

and focus group. They are: 

abuse is about power-over which stems h m  a society that dows and 
encourages violence as a way of deaiing with conflict 

r the need to control another person is learned - h m  society ami h m  abusive 
f d e s  and relatiwships; leaming by watching someone use power-over and 
seeing it "work" for them (such as a child wirnesshg abuse in a famiiy) 



the need to convol another person is a psychological need of some people in this 
society that is leamed. 

In keeping with feminist education on male violence agaiast women, we al1 described 

abuse as behaviour that is leamed from society and families and used to maintain 

power and control over another person. Although aot representing the majority view, 

one educator described abuse as behaviow used to deal with conflict and as a leamed 

psychological need. These thm statements reprisent elements of an existing discoune , 

on abuse that is prevalent in research on men's violence in heterosexual relationships 

(O'Neill, 1998). In workshops, ail of the educators emphasize an abuser is choosing to 

be abusive. is responsible for his or her behaviour and c m  choose or l e m  to be non- 

abusive. 

Similarly to the educational tex& the educators all nly on a conceptual framework 

bat identifies abuse as something that stems fiom systemic societal domination and 

oppression. Another senes of explanatory statements fiom the interviews and focus 

group that 1 pulled out demonstrate this: 

power-over is based in societal systems of domination and oppression 
power-over is ieamed in a patriarchal society 
power-over stems from a society where heterosexual relationships are structured 
around ownenhip 

a abuse stems h m  internahed heterosexism 
power-over results h m  a capitaiist society 
power-over is the way of the colonizer; violence in relationships stems from a 
society (Canada) rooted in colonialism. 

Reflecting the dominant discourse presented in the pamphlets, most educators focus 

primarily on paaiarchy and heterosexism to descnbe the mots of woman-to-woman 

abuse. albeit with more sustawd discussion about multiple systems and some mention 

of colonialism and capiiaüsm. 

The educators recognize that a l l  women in abusive same-sex relationships do not 

face the same risks or barriers in spcaLUig out or accessing services. As weli. we 

acbowledge that heterosexism combines with racism, classism. abieism and ageism 

to position women differently and unqually. Similady to the fiamework in the 



pamphlets, we often used the language of "multiple oppressions", "double or triple 

jeopardy " or "double or triple vuinerabilities" w hen attempting to describe these 

differences. 

Most of the educators mentioned "internaiized oppression" (usually heterosexism. 

homophobia and sexism) as part of the context for understanding the causes of same- 

sex abuse. As discussed earlier, this discourse is present in some educational materials 

and in numerous nsources on lesbian abuse (Lobei, 1986; Baian et ai., 1995; Taylor & 

C h d e r  1995; Renzetti & Miley, 1996; mot, 1990b; Chesley et al., 1992). The 

internaiized oppression discourse asserts that abusive behaviour may be a result of 

intemalized stereotypes and hatred of lesbians, queea or womcn in general.49 

The intemalized homophobia discourse is a psychological explanation of how the 

social context operates. Celia Kitzinger (1987) argues that the notion of intemalized 

homophobia stems fmm a liberal humanist psychology discourse that distinguishes 

between the "healthy", "weil-adjusted" or "whole" lesbian self vernis the "sick, "self- 

hating" and "maladjusted" lesbian (p. 53). Lesbian abuse education often uses this 

discourse, which presents a universal woman or lesbian whose oppression is seen as 

one of the prirnary causes of ber abusive behaviour. Her abusive behaviour is seen as 

resulting h m  intemalued feelings of powerlessness rather than intemalized 

dominance (Taylor & Chandler, 1995, p. 52). However, while the tem "intemalued 

dominance" was not used by the educaton, everyone spoke about "intemalized or 

leamed powerover" which conveys a simüar meaning. Intemalized oppression and 

Ieamed power-over were both desctibed as causes or the context of lesbian abuse; 

however there was Little comection betwetn the concepts. The educators said we ai l  

leam power-over in an society stnriund around domination and oppression and 

refemd to multiple systems. But what was lacking was a discussion about how this 

49~llbaigh it is not part of the dorninant discourse. references to internaiized racism in lesbian 
a b w  show up in the following artides by lesbians of colour: (Kanuba, 1990; Wddron, 1996). 



learned power-over might be different for women in dominant or subordinate positions 

in society. 

Psychology Discourses 

Although 1 did mt  specifically ask questions about psychology, the influences of 

popular and feminist psychology can be seen in our tallc about lesbian abuse education. 

Everyoae is critical of saditional psychology for its tendency to pathologize or blame 

women swivors of violence and lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered people. We 

are also critical of some feminist approaches for their collusion with traditional mental 

health, popular psychology or social service models. And yet, we do draw on elements 

of psychological discourses to varying degrees in our attempts to explain and educate 

about abuse. 

In her work with heterosexual women abused by men, Joanne "rails against" 

mainstnam psychology and its tendency to blarne women. But she stated that she fin& 

herself "king a Little bit more psychologiuig when [she] taik[s] about lesbian 

battering". She feels that the social context discourse doesn't "explain everything" about 

abuse in heterosexual or lesbian relationships; such as "why some people batter and 

some people don't" (Joaane, individual interview). She tums to psychology (combined 

with a feminist social anaiysis) to see if it might offer her additional explanations. 

Although she draws on some psychological theones. Cheryl spoke about her 

concem about the prevaience of psychological theones about "hision" in lesbian 

relationships which pathologize lesbians. In workshops she tries to get participants to 

question this because of the pervasive heterosexist assumption "'Oh lesbians are so 

fused no wonder therets violence in lesbian relationships'" (Cheryl. individual 

interview). 

While psycho10gical explanations combined with feminist socio-political analyses 

may offer additionai insights into the causes of abuse, it is also important for educators 



to examine how a reliance on psychology discourses might contribute to pathologizing 

queer women who've experienced violence and how it may perpetuate other 

hierarchical relations between women (such as class-based hierarchies). Itps important 

to ask ourselves why might we rely on psychological explanations more when it cornes 

to abuse in lesbian relationships than with heterosexual ones. However, as Joanne 

noted, the existing (narrow) social context discourse is insufficient in explaining the 

causes of violence. And ofien our anaiysis of the social context is disconnected from 
' 

the interpersonal dynamics of abuse in relationships. Moreover, acknowledging the 

existence of woman-to-woman abuse causes us as feminists to re-examine some of the 

grand narratives of violence against women and to expand our analyses in order to 

adkess some of the complex questions it raises, such as why some people are violent 

and others are not. 

In sum, the educators nly on a sirnilar framework to the one outlined in the 

educational pamphlets, where abuse is described as power and control learned from 

society and families that encourage and condones domination. We attempt to shift the 

primary focus on patriarchy and heterosexism with references to colonialism, racism 

and capitalism. However, in some cases patriarchy and heterosexism remain at the 

centre. Although critical of psychological explanations, we do draw on them in some 

cases, combined with a feminist malysis of the social context. The available 

discourses iimit our ability to fully explain the compiexities of woman-to-woman abuse. 

In the context of heteronormativity and in the absence of alternative discourses, we try 

to work with the simple storyline. In Chapter Four we return to this discussion, lookhg 

closely at how educators iry to complicate this story around race and class. 

Educathg About What Abuse 1s 

Most educationai workshops k lude  information about the nature of abuse so 

people can assess which woman in the nlationship is behg abused and which abusive. 



The educaton in this study prhady used the words buttering, abuse and domestic 

violence, although other terms such as power-over and power and control were 

sometimes used interchangeably with these words. The word violence to nfer to abuse 

or battering, was used less often. 

Over the years, feminist anti-violence activists have discussed and debated the 

meaniugs and usefulaess of the terms battering and abuse. Some have indicated a 

preference for the latter arguing it encompasses a wider range of behavioun inciuding 

physical, sexual, emotionai, financial and spiriaial abuse, while battering solely implies 

physical violence and excludes other forms of abuse. For example, bell hooks (1989) 

has argued that the term battering is problematic because it places a prirnary emphasis 

on repeated physical assaults. Other feminists view both words as having the same 

meaning. Preference for either term also varies over time and with geographical 

location. For example, feminists in Ontario tend to use the word "abuse" over 

"battering", while both te- are generally used interchangeably in British Columbia. 

The terms batteriag and abuse are usually used to refer to patterns of power and 

control in intimate relationships. However, in this research they were applied by some 

more widely to describe abusive behaviours in workplaces, within the anti-violence 

movement, or to descnbe systemic oppnssion.sO As well, the educators distinguish 

between the use of violence in se'defense or retaliation agahst an abusive partner and 

the use of abusive or provocative or aggressive violence against a parmer. 

In the foilowing section 1 bnefly discuss some examples h m  the data that show 

how educators describe the natwe of woman-to-woman abuse. On the whole, this 

foliows the s a m  main Unes as the framwork presented in the pamphlets: tactics and 

5 0 ~  discussion about "batterers in the movementti was a significant part of îhe h t h .  Analysis 
of this issue is beyond the scope of  this thesis. At times it was diflicult to disceni if women were 
refemng to feminist activists wbo were abusing their intimate partriers, CO-workers and colleagues, or 
both. While 1 agree that we med to expand our anaiyses and definitions of  abuse (for example, to 
examine public violences and women's abuse of power in comunities, not only in intimate 
relationships), at times the meanings assigned to the words can k o m c  nebuIous. For a discussion o f  
how this plays out in "trauma tak" in feminist îberapy discourses, see (Mareck, 1999, p. 168). 



forms of abuse; abuse is not mutual. However, in the focus group and individual 

interviews, the educators explored more complexities and questions about the nature of 

abuse, which refiects some of the discussions that often surface in educational 

workshops. 

Tactics and Forms of Abuse 

As indicated above, everyone describes abuse as power and coatrol exercised sver 

another person. in some cases, we spoke about "patterns" or "systematic" power and 

control but this was not consistent. In workshops, one educator emphasized: "we keep 

nminding people that control, not anger is the issue" (Marcia focus group). Everyone 

nferred to the power and control wheel developed in Duluth. Minnesota (Pence, 1987) 

as an important educational tool. The spokes on the wheel describe various tactics of 

power and control used in intimate relationships. While oripiaally developed for 

education about violence against women in heterosexual relationships, it has been 

revised to address abuse in sarne-sex relationships (sec Appendix A). 

As with the pamphlets, we often use a framework outliairig similarities and 

differences between heterosexual and same-sex abuse. Some of the similarities are 

presented in the foliowing: 

...p nerally when 1 taik about abuse in same-sex relationships, 1 um, use a lot of 
the stuf f  that 1 know from straight nlationships about how power and control 
impacts, is that what you mean? And in general, when we do 
education ... about ... battering in straight relationships, we talk about the impact of 
one person having power and control over m e r  person ... (Joaane, focus 
PUP)* 

Si~ecently the wheel has been expanded to show the dationsbip ktween abuse and 
heterosexism on different levels: private, f d y ,  public; however no-one in this research mentioned 
ibis. in addition to tbe power and conml wheel, some women also mentioned their analyses had been 
influenced by: Confionfimg Lesbim Battering: A Manual for the Batrcred Women's Movenunt (Elliot, 
t990b). Nmhg the Vioience: Speaùing Out About Lesb'iur 84nerUig (Loôel, 1986), Vioient Betrayal 
(Renzetti, 1992). articles written by Vaiü Kanuba and Janice Ristock, as well as otber educational 
pamphlets, books and academic dissertations (mch as Coleman, 1990). 



...[ in general] violent relationships faii under that need to control another person, 
and the way to control another person is to have power over them (Cheryl, 
individual interview). 

In a number of interviews women tried to differentiate between heterosexual and 

sarne-sex relationships, but found it difficult. As 1 stated: "Some of these l o m  of 

abuse are very similar to heterosexual abuse, but there are nuances that are different. 

And that is what 1 often found difficuit to talk about [in workshops], is how things were 

different and what the nuances we m..." (Cindy, individuai interview). 

Women gave specific examples of forms of abuse bat nflect some of the tactics 

outlined on the original power and control wheel, including: sexual, physical. emotional 

and economic abuse; using isolation; using children; intimidation; using coercion and 

threats; minimizing, denying and blaming; jealousy or neediness when a partner spends 

tim with fncnds, farnily or tirne alone; insults about race, culture, class, disability, 

sexuality, size and appearance, spirituaiity or rrligion; using privilege; abusing pets, 

damaging or destroying personal beloagings or property. In discussing differences with 

abusive heterosurual relatiomhips, some educators mentioned: threats or actions to 

"out" a partner to famiiy, CO-worken, ex-husband, or government ministries which 

could negatively influence custody, employmnt and immigration; as well as bi and 

transphobic insults. 

The nurnber of nferences to the ways abusive women may use their own 

nilaerabilities against their partners in abusive ways indicate this is a strong theme for 

the educators. Educators explained that abusers may use an ibess, disability or 

feelings of vulnerability h m  a paft experience of violence (such as rape or chiidhood 

abuse), suicide threats, or an alcohoVdrug addiction to gain power and control over their 

partners by focusing exclusively on their own needs, insecwities, vulnerabilities or 

" preciousness" . For example: 

... one of the thuigs we've beea talLiDg about wanting to add to the power and 
control wheel is a section caiied "using vuinerabilities". Iü;e using your 
nilnerabilities against a parmer, like using aa illness or like "don't step oa rny 



tocs", weli like "your toes are the size of the entire mm 1 cadt help but step on 
your toes". you kaow what 1 mean? ... (Marcia, focus group) 

This was described in some cases as an abuser's intense dependency on the 

woman she is abusing. As weii she may use these vulnerabilities as an excuse for ber 

abusive behaviour "a lot of what we hear fis] This is what my parents did to me and 

thatts why 1 mat you this way, and why 1 aeed you with me every second of the day, 

and this is why 1 blow up at you'" (Joanne. individual interview). This illustnues that 

some women are familiar with the theocy of "the cycle of family violence" - learned 

violent behaviour or leamed "victim" behaviour resulting from growing up in a violent 

family - and sometimes use it to jus te  their abusiveness? 

In some cases educators described this "use of vulnerabilities" as a ciifference fkorn 

abusive hetemsexual relationships. 

....a tactic of control that is different than how we talk about het 
relationships ...[ is] how a person can use the way they have been buri or been 
um, raped or whatever in the past, to be realiy controllhg and scary to a person 
who is trying to support them now ... [Tlhat's iike a tool or a tactic chat we don't, 
that we don\ um. you know that should be on the wheel for same-sex domestic 
violence ... maybe it should be on the wheel for every domestic violence, 1 dont 
know . . . (Teresa. individual interview). 

Others thougbt there were similarities: 

...this is another thing tao - and there's probably some simiiarities with male 
violence in heterosexual relationships - um like in my own experience so 
much of what kept me in the abusive reIationship was the beiief that [my 
partner] was more damaged than 1 was or ever could be, and that she was 
damaged by abuse in her family when she was a chüd and her mom's 
alcoholism and she wodd continually taik about her pain ... and would Say thhgs 
W... "Without you I'd be no-where, M be dead .... And you start to believe that 
"Yeah, achially it's d i y  important that 1 don't spend cime with other people, I 
need to focus on tbis other person and I need to help her". (Cindy. individual 
interview). 

52~itbin mainstream and feminist psycbology discourses on violence there are often two 
meanings referred to with the term "cycle of violence". One refers to learned behaviow h m  growing 
up in an abusive family and tbe other refets to patterns or phases of a cycle of violence; Le. period of 
cah,  tension-building, explosivelviolent phase (Walker, 1979). 1 am ceferring to the former. 



This challenges the claim in feminist theory which argues that women in 

"vulnerable" or matginalized positions will always be victimized. The discussion about 

the "use of vuinerabilities" as a tactic of power and contml in abusive same-sex 

relationships requins that we thialr critically about political risks. In other words, if we 

add this to the power and coatiol wheel for understanding womao-to-woman abuse. 

ihere is a danger it could lead to universaiist staternents that could position rnarginalized 

women (constructed as "vulnerable") as more suspect as "batterers". For example. to 

Say that a woman with an illness, disability, or who bas experienced multiple forms of 

violence and systemic oppression rnay be mon likely to be abusive. In addition, a 

focus on the use of vulnerabilities against a partner without an examination of the 

context of the behaviours and the role of the other partner could leave the behaviour of 

a partner in a dominant position (such as an able-bodied partner) unexamined. The 

educaton in this study did not use it in this way and would stroagly speak out against 

this. however it is important to highiight the political nsks this raises. The data in this 

nsearch shows there is a aeed to strategize politically about how to talk. analyze and 

educate about this fom of abuse because everyone highlighted it as a signifiant tactic 

of power and control in woman-to-womm abuse. 

Abuse is Not Mutual 

Discussions and debates about mutual abuse in lesbian abuse education have been 

prevalent since early organizing in the 1980s (Lobel, 1986)JS Consistent with the 

domiriant feminist discourse, educators in this study dispute the notion tbere is 

something calied mutual abuse and use a mode1 of power and contiol to explain there is 

always a perpetrator and a victim in abusive relationships. The issue has been cenual 

for a number of muons. The concept of munial abuse has been readily applied to 

S3~or hucbcr discussion about mutuai abuse, see: (Marrujo and Kreger* 19%: Ristock, 1998; 
Reazetti, 1992; Asherah, 1990, Eiliot, 1990b; Istar, 1996). 



violent lesbian relationships (Renzetti, 1992). Given than one cannot rely on gender to 

determine who's abusing whom, service ptoviden, the police and fkiends have often 

had difficuity deteminhg which wornan is the abuser (Hammond, 1989; Renzetti, 

1992). It is ofkn assumed there is equality between women and if there is violence, it 

must be equal. nie courts bave issued mutual orders when they have been unable to 

determine a perpetrator and a victim (Eaton, 1994). As well, some abusive women Say 

it is mutual to avoid responsibiiity (Asherah, 1990). in this beterosexist and ris@ 

content, we circulate and produce the tmth claim that one is either a survivor or a 

batterer. However, in coalitions and educational forums there are often heated debates 

about the issue in which women often get "entangled in a binary debate, falsely 

positioning people as either ... believing or not believing in the possibility of mutuai 

abuse" (Ristock, 1998. p. 148). 

Two educators said they felt the need for more front-line expenence in order to 

M y  undentand the dynamics of power in woman-to-woman abuse. Three women 

spoke about feeling confused in some cases wbere it was not clear who was the 

prpetrator and who the victim. Yet in workshops, we al l  emphasize that it is important 

to "keep working to figure out who has more power in the relationship" (Teresa, 

individual interview) and say that mutual abuse as a ha& myth. 

Although we rely heavily on a perpetratorlvictim mode1 to access claims for justice 

for survivors and to hold abusive women accountable, a number of educators aiso 

spoke about how the dichotomy can contribute to a n m w  conceptualization of 

violence in women's Lives. As a category, mutual abuse was seen by everyone as 

inaccunite and inadequate for discussing the cornplex dynamics of power and conml 

in abusive relationships. However, some educators indicated that the perpetratorlvictim 

dichotomy does not help with explainhg complexities either, such as cases in wbich 

somone might be abused in one nlationship and abusive in another (and vice versa), 

situatioas where power relations appear to be shifting or cases in which it seemed that 



more thaa one form of abuse was occunhg (such as racist abuse from a disabled white 

woman and ableist abuse ftom her able-bodied woman of colour paruier). 

Similarly to the claims in the pamphlets, everyone made the distinction between 

diffennt forms of violence - for example, violence used to fight back against an 

abusive partner is not the same as abuse and therefore is not munial. In one interview. 

different violent behaviours were defhed as "provocative, aggressive, retaliatory, or 

defensive" and a survivor's use of violence wouid then be described as defensive or 

retaliatory in mponse to an abuser's provocative or aggressive use of violence (Teresa, 

individual interview).54 

Educating about Assessrnent 

Some educators spoke about limitations and problerns with existing assessrnent 

tools, such as check-lists of abusive behaviours and profiles of survivors/banerers 

which produce problematic regimes of uuth: they cm essentialize, universalize, miss 

complexities and the context of behavioun. For exampie, one educator said that 

profdes of survivors are problematic because they link the abuse to specific coasuucts 

of types of women (Teresa, individual interview). She also challenged the notion that 

king a swivor is an "identity" arguing instead that it represents the expenence of 

king acted upon and does not imbue the person with virtue. Another educator noted 

that check-lists of abusive behaviours can be problematic when the context of the 

relationship is not examined: 

the way to tell the difference isn't necessarily like to check down a List of. ..[for 
exampie] who used the most homale language. but how did that stufT get used 
and why and how did it fuaction in the relationship? .... (Marcia, focus group). 

S 4 ~ e n s a  siateâ this framework was developd by ihe Coaununity United Against Violence. a 
US-based organization that works in the area of same-sex abuse- 



While the educators recognized the problems with narrow, universaliwig profdes of 

survivors, there was less resistance to the idea that there are identifiable characteristics 

of batterers. On the whole the batterer category was conceptualized in a static and 

essentiakd manner (no accountability, manipulative. nsistant to change), however a 

number of women spoke about the problem of vilifying, universalking or constructing 

batterers as "evii". 

Many of the educators indicated they fiad it ciifficuit to imagine an abusive woman 

show ing accountability and unlearning her abusive behaviour. One educator noted that 

it seemed taboo to suggest that some abusive women would want to and could change 

(Teresa, focus group). Another acknowledged that as a survivor of abuse, it is scary for 

her to thinlc "about abusea as king nal people" (Marcia, individual interview). A 

number of educators stntggled with this same issue. noting that "drawing fum lines" 

between survivors and batterers has been necessary for safety. Our fear of 

acknowledging the messy complexities of the categories relates to the high incidence 

of abusive people denying their actions, blaming the victim and not making changes 

and the ftequency with which survivors discount or minimize our own experiences of 

abuse. As a result, regimes of truth about mutual abuse and about survivors and 

batterers are produced in this context. The dominant discourse legitimizes some 

women's experiences of abuse but at the s a w  time makes it dincdt to speak other 

truths wkch marghaiizes some women's experiences. 

This section shows that educators largely use the dominant discourse to explain 

what is and is not abuse and expand it marginaily with discussions about the abuser's 

"use of Milnerabilities against a partner". We use a similarities and differences mode1 

(heterosexrtaVsame-sex) which helps to make same-sex abuse inteliigible to 

(predomhantly hetemsexuai) woricshop participants and highüghts the important 

Merences quar women fate. Nevertheless, this can mwittingiy support a Liberal 

humanist fntmework, leaving heiemsexism unenamined and niidering power relations 



invisible. Most importantly, the social context of domination and oppression tends to 

rende in the discussion of the abuse of power in intimate relationships and a somewhat 

generic battererlsurvivor dichotomy prevails as a nsuit of the simple analytical 

framework. The educators struggle deeply with how we constnict batterers and 

sunrivon, with the complexities of power dynamics in abusive same-sex nlationships, 

and with the multiple and unstable nature of identities. However, we r e m  to a simple 

framework in the context of pervasive heterosexisrn and as I will discuss in the 

following chapter, white educators can use this framework because it seems to minor 

our experiences and restrict our ability to see ounelves as dominant. 

To sum up, lesbian abuse education occurs in a politicaily risky context. The 

analysis of the pamphlets shows some of the main analytical iines of the dominant 

conceptual framework educators rely on to negotiate these nsb, name the violence 

and eliminate barriers for survivors of woman-to-woman abuse. The framework 

produces universalist and essentialist notions of ksbians and women - white, middle- 

class, lesbians and biologically defmed women remin at the centce. The interview and 

focus group data reveals that while the educators rely on the dominant discourse, in 

practice there are pa t e r  references to multiple systems of oppression, more nuances 

and complexities. However, wbile educators contest the over-simplification, we 

nonetheless nproduce some of the same exclusions. In the following chapter I tum to 

look more closely at how we thinlr and tak about race and class. 



Chapter Four: 

When Race end Class Enter the Picture 

The educators iriterviewed are well aware of the limitations of the currently used 

concepaial f'ramework and try to cornpikate i t  The purpose of this chapter is to 

describe how we analyze and educate about race and class in particular. In individual 

interviews and the focus p u p ,  1 specifcdy asked questions about racelracism, 

classlclassism, the social context of violence, and privilege. As weii, discussions about 

race and class surfaced in conversations about many other topics such as educating 

about gender and sexuality. the nature and causes of violence, and the complexities and 

risks in shifting our anaiytical frameworks. 

In this chapter 1 examine some examples where the dominant framework (as 

examined in Chapter Three) breaks down and highlight some of the educaton' critical 

analyses and reflections on this breakdom. 1 also discuss how our privilege as white, 

and in some cases middk-class, women infiuences our analytical frameworks and 

approaches to education. 

The Social Context of Woanan-to-Woman Abuse 

As we saw in the pcevious chapter, iesbian abuse education is situated within a 

discussion of the social context of oppression and has focused primarily on patriarchy 

and heterosexism; however, the educators in this study attempted to shift this with 

references to colonialism, racism and capitalism. In workshops we use various 

educational tools to descrii the connections between oppressions. 

In workshops, Cheryl uses "a mode1 of oppression and marpiaalllcd groups" that 

lodcs at "how oppression works to keep people on ihe outside of society" (mdividual 

interview). She focuses primarily on the ways different people experience 

marpinaiization and oppression based on race? class. gender and sexuaiity rather than 



on practices of domination. Cheryl believes it is important to talk about isolation as a 

tool and effect of oppression because of the way it impacts on women's experiences in 

abusive same-sex relationships. She dœsn't necessarily start with hetemsexism but 

may begin by talking about racism or other forms of oppression. 

m try to get people to at lest start thinking of the fact that there is diversity 
and...[that everybody is not] awarded the s am kind of status in this society, and 
then pduaïiy n m w  that down and sort of talk about or use more experiential 
things for people actuaiiy to get an idea of what some of the um. specific kinds 
of marginaiization that would happen for a lesbian. (Cheryl, individual 
interview) 

T h e  educators indicated that in workshops, women in positions of privilege have 

been able to understand other women's oppression by first connecting to their own 

feelings of rnarginaiization. For example, Cheryl said: "1 usualiy fmd that there's some 

place where just about every woman cm recognize that feeling on the outside. If 1 can 

tap into that place for her. it's at least an opening to begin to hear about what that may 

be D e ]  ..., even if it's a littie tiny way. for a lesbian" (individual interview). 1 have also 

used this approach when 1 have felt that workshop participants have ken  resistant to 

examining their privilege. And it is a pedagogical tool that is often used in anti- 

oppression education. However, as discussed in Chapter Two, by initiaiiy focusing on 

our location on the rnargins (how we are oppressed), this strategy can create a problem 

of competing marginaiities where each woman sees her own oppression as the most 

important or urgent (Feiiows & Razack, 1998). ùi this we miss an examination of how 

we are implicated in the subordination of other women, and see ounelves as innocent 

(FeUows & Razack, 1998). In workshops. women often possess an awareness of 

diffennt fonns of oppression in women's lives. but do not see our complicity in these 

hierarchies between us. Seeing ourselves as uniavolved in the social relations of 

oppression, we focus on men (and sometims hetemexuals) as being respoiisible for 

producing and maintahing these systems of domination. 



Teresa uses a "dominance model", whicb she described as a triangle. She prefers it 

to the commonly used "nonnativelother chart ... where they put white on one side and 

people of colour on the other side" because she sees the dominance model as "more 

dynamic" (individual interview). The nomuitivelother chart that Teresa is referring to is 

outlined by white lesbian feminist activist Suzanne Pham in Naming the Violence: 

Speaking Out About Lrsbian Battering (Lobel, 1986). This produces a binary 

relationship between those positioned under the "Nom" and "Othertl categories, rather 

than examining the complexity of multiple identities. However, Pharr suggests 

facilitators and participants can explore through discussion how "most people faii on 

both sides of the chart" (p. 213) as well as how marginalized groups are pitted against 

one another. Using the dominance model instead of the nomativelother chart, Teresa 

believes. "makes space for the middle" and for the way different systems "work 

together and how differcnt people are enlisted to do the dirty work" (individual 

interview). Like Phan's work, this model emphasizes "how 'isms' divide us" and 

examines how scarcity, violence and institutions work together. Teresa Ends this useful 

for addressing violence in nlationships between queer people by asking "Who is it 

serving for us to be so hating ... and suspicious ... and judgemental of one another?" 

(individual interview). 

W e  Teresa sees patriarchy as inseparable from and linked with heterosexism. 

capitaiism. racism. and ableism, she nfecred primarily to "the patriarchy" as the 

central system of domination in her analysis of the social content. Teresa stated that 

there are problems with the way patriarchy is fnquently conceptualized in femînist 

anti-violence work. She noted an arialysis that ignores race and class obscures the way 

white, mi& and upper-class women have investments in patriarchy and benefit fiom 

it, in some cases more than men of colour, First Nations and workingclass men (focus 

group). She tries to gïve specific examples in workshops that will help people set "the 

complex relatioiisâips" between systems (focus group). For Teresa, part of ihis aiso 



involves discussing how certain racist, classist, heterosexist and ableist "notions are 

superimposed onto people's experiences" and how this makes oppnssed people 

vulnerable when dealing with specific institutions such as the criminal justice system 

(individual interview). As weli, in workshops Teresa and Marcia challenge "myths that 

white middle-class folks have about who is more or less accepting of queers" [ir. that 

workingclass people and people of colour are more homophobic and therefore, 

working ciass queers and queers of coiour wiii be more isolated from their families and 

communities] (T'eresa, individual interview). 

Although there are some differences, Cheryl's and Teresa's descriptions of 

educating about oppression reflect cornrnon elements in the approach outlined by 

Phan; whose work has k e n  influentid in anti-homophobia and lesbian abuse education 

(Pharr, 1988; Lobel. 1986; Chesley et al., 1992; EUiot, 199ûa. 1990b). My previous 

work was also iduenced by her analyses. For Pham (1988), the system of sexism - 

"the system by which women are kept subordinate to men" (p. 9) - has three weapons 

which keep it in place: economics, violence and homophobia. Her work has been 

important for feminist anti-violence activists because of her emphasis on the common 

elements of diffennt forms of oppression: institutional power, economic power, myth 

of scarcity, violence and the threat of violence, processes of Othering, invisibility, 

distortion of events, stereotyping, blaming the victim, intemaiized oppression, horizontal 

hostility, isolation, assimilation and tokenism and a focus on individuai solutions (L988, 

p. 53-64). While she writes that "there is no hierarchy of oppressions", sexism rernains 

the centrai system h m  which she examines the intercomections between oppressions. 

Phan's work has also emphasized that women must examine our complicity În all 

forms of oppression (p. 52). Yet the Merences between oppnssions and an analysis of 

how these systems work together is not always explored when we focus on 

commonalities. And even when the intetco~ections between oppressions are 

emphasized, by positionhg patriarchy, sexism and homophobia as the dominant 



systems structuring the oppression of women (as is evident in Pharr's title Homophobia: 

A Weapon of Sexisrn), we can miss seeing how white supremacy and capitalism are 

integral to maintainhg the institution of heteropatriarchy. Most of ali, white and middk- 

class women can miss seeing their complicity. 

In my previous worlr faciiitating workshops, 1 used the framework as outlined in the 

pamphlets - focusing primarily on patriarchy, misogyny and heterosexisrn with 

mention of racism, classism and ableism as additional oppressions facing other 

women. In workshops and pamphlets, the social context of domination and oppression 

is fquently conceptualized around a gender division between men and women - 
men=oppressors and women=oppressed. As 1 stated in my inte~ew: "1 don't ihink we 

really have a sense of iinking the social context and the personal and they become 

really separate and what exactly is the social context if it's not connected to us? It's 

almost like we ta& about it like an entity 'out there' ....it gets attached to men" (Cindy, 

individual interview). By attaching it to men, feminists have ken  able to avoid 

examining how we are implicated in the oppression of other women - we "race to 

innocence" as noted in Chapter Two. While emphasizing that white women do not 

experience racism or that heterosexud women do not experience heterosexism is 

important in educating about oppression and priviiege, dominant groups sometimes use 

this focus on "who is oppressed" to evade an examination of "who is dominating 

whom"; or in other words, how we are complicit in these systems of oppression. A 

number of the educators interviewe4 noted that when we (meaning feminists and 

lesbians bmadly) conceptuaiizt systems of domination as "out there", we avoid 

examining how oppression operates "inside" feminist and queer spaces and 

communities and the ways that women use power over other women. However in the 

focus gmup and individual interviews, we outse1ves went in and out of 

acknowledging our own uses of power over worling-dass women and women of 

colour. 



Often lesbian abuse education uses an intemalized oppression discowse to discuss 

the context of abuse, without examining how women are positioned hierarchicaiiy to 

one another and how different women have historicaiiy abused power over other 

women (for example thtough slavery and colonization). This discourse conscnicts 

womenllesbians primarily as victims in relation to menheterosexuals.*s As inderpal 

Grewal(1996) argues, 

universaiist feminist discourses that have seen themseives only in relation to 
men have, in fact been acticulated in relation to othet women. This use of other 
women. as Spivak and women of colour feminists in the United States such as 
bel1 hooks have suggested, has ken  part of the discoune of Western feminism 
in its utilization of the individual subject. Thus while much feminism in the West 
saw itself ody in relation to men, what was implicit and crucial within it were 
the relations between women of other classes and races. (p. 1 1) 

Teresa articulated a similar analysis about the problems with a de-raced and de- 

classed ferninist framework that positions women as victims and as solely oppressed in 

relation to men and obscures white. middle and upper-class women's investments and 

pciviiege (focus group). 

Double or Trip& Jeopudy. The educaton in this study are aware that racism, 

classism and ableism combine with heterosexism to position women differently and 

unequally. Despite efforts to move away h m  an additive model. in the end we do tend 

toward it with our use of the constructs "double or triple jeopardy" or "double or triple 

vulnerabilities". Double jeopardy is ofien used to describe "the second layer" of abusive 

tactics of power and coatrol that a banered lesbian faces in the context of heterosexism 

(Champagne et al.. 1994). In this research, the term triple jeopardy was used to refer to 

the combined oppression that lesbians or queer women of colour and Two-Spïrited 

women face or that workingclass or disabled lesbians or queer women expenence. 

%n exceIIen< example cm be seen in tûe book Lesbionr Ta[& Violent Relationships (Taylor & 
Chandler, 1995, p. 52). 



The laquage of double or triple jeopardy is also used in two of the educational texts 

1 discussed eatiier (SN,  n.d.; Champagne et al., 1994). This may stem from its usage 

in an intluential article by VaUi Kanuha (1990) "Compounding the Triple Jeopardy: 

Battering in Lesbian of Colour Relationsbips", reprinted in a training manual on lesbian 

battering, Confionring Lesbian Battering: A Manual for the Battered Women's 

Movement (Eiiiot, 1990b). W e  recogniuig diffennces in experience is cnicially 

important. describing the muitiple f m  of violence in the lives of lesbians of colour, 

disabled lesbians a d  working-class lesbians in an additive fashion as one of triple 

jeopardy or vulnerability con have the effect of seeing these differences as essential, 

fixed characteristics of a biologicd or a social condition rather than as produced 

through sociai relations (Raurk, 1998a). In examining the construct of wherability in 

discourses of violence against women with disabilities, Sherene Razack (1998a) has 

argued that it pnvatizes disability: 

Relying on additive analysis (where disability plus gender equds double 
oppression), we have k e n  content to describe the situation of women with 
disabilities as one of double wlnerabilities. With the concept of vulnerability, we 
successfuliy manage to see disability as a condition that is pre-given, a 
biological essence or even a social condition, but one ihat simply is. W e  
privatize the condition of king disabled and do no< ask questions about the 
social relations that transfom a physical and mental situation into one of great 
vulnerability (p. 20-2 1). 

Kanuha's (1990) critically important article on battering in lesbian of colour 

relatiomhips does w t  privathe the experiences of lesbians of colour experiencing 

abuse and clearly locates the issues within the social and political context of racism and 

heterosexism. Her article addresses racism within lesbian and feminist comaiunities 

and the compfexities of experiences of lesbians of colour who are behg abused or 

abusive. 

However, following h m  Razack's anaiysis, 1 suggest that women h m  dominant 

p u p s  may use the ternis double or @le jeopardy or vuinerability to use an additive 

analysis of Merence which secuns out position at the centre. Constnictuig women 



from historicaily disadvantaged groups as more nilnerable often invokes the emotional 

response of pity which dœs not necessariiy lead to an examination of how those of us 

positioned as dominant are implicated in producing these power relations (Razack, 

1998a. p. 138). When we, as feminist educators, "travel down the path of compound 

oppression - double and triple oppression - the relations between women, and the 

ways in which the advmtages some women enjoy corne at the expense of other 

women, are masked" (p. 131). This echoes Ruih Frankenberg's (1993) commenu about 

white women viewing anti-racist work as a benevolent and optiond act for the Other 

ratber than about changing systems of domination that shape our subjectivity and lives. 

This points to the need to critically examine how our descriptions and explanations 

about the violences in women's lives do not simply reflect reality but produce it. In other 

words, we need to search for a theory of difference that disrupts univeaalism and the 

processes of othering that accompany i t  And the language we use does not always 

reflect or represent the depth of our owa analyses. In ibis research. one women 

(Teresa) used this language but demonstrated an interiocking analysis of race and 

class. For example, lhroughout the research she addressed the way systems "interplay" 

with one another, the way categories are raced and classed, and the way some 

women's pnvileges are secured through the oppression of other women. We lack a 

language and theory of difference that enables us to t a k  about interdependency and 

how difference is a social relation. 

Col011ioli;sm. W of the educators emphasized that we are trying to shift the 

dominant discourse and that our thinking has been strongiy infîuenced by the theorizing 

and educational practices of feminîsts of colour and F i t  Nations women. Ioanne 

spoke about tbis influence, saying she has moved away h m  the dominant discourse 

which says that "everything stems from patriarchy", because it "ignores the ways that 

racism and patriarchy connect, or the privikge of white women or the experiences of 



women of colour of having their lives totaiiy moulded by racism" (individual interview). 

Previously in workshops she explained the causes of abuse by saying, "We Live in a 

violent society". But now, "instead of adding on the oppressions [she says], 'We iive in 

Canada which is rooted in co1onialism"', and refers to racism and heterosexism as the 

"building blocks ... of violence in relationships" (individual interview). At the same time, 

she acknowledged it is difficult to educate about interlocking systems in a way that is 

inteîiigibie for participants in a workshop. She stressed the importance of using 

concrete examples to help people understand how systems work together, but in the 

interview did not o u t l k  specific examples that she uses in workshops. 

Four educators mentioned coloaialism as part of the social context of abuse. in 

some instances, it was mentioned exclusively with reference to the causes of violence 

or decolonizatioa initiatives within First Nations or indigenous communities. A few 

educators mentioned decolonization initiatives and anti-racist analyses of violence as 

examples of shifts in the dominant anti-violence discourse and as important examples 

that we must l e m  fiom. Yet, there was very linle discussion about the way colonialism 

influences white women. In the focus group 1 spoke about this, reflecting on rny 

educational work: 

... in the work I've done on, um, in educating around sarne-sex abuse ... l've used 
a very white feminist analysis of violence and have kinda added on 
heterosexisrn and then ... have added on racism to apply to other 
women...women of cobur, First Nations women and we dont talk about racism, 
colonization in the big picture, how dœs it affect white women. What dots, you 
know, what is white women's privilege and what, how does pndege and power 
work in that way? ......( Cindy, focus group) 

So, whiie we at times we mention colonialism as part of the social context of 

violence, the models we use still limit our ability to sustain an analysis about the ways 

we as white women are shaped by. and complicit in, the coloniaüsm of the past and 

present. In this way they can aiiow us to see ourselves as innocent. 



Moving Away From Biologieal Definitions. As discussed in Chapter Three, 

another way that some educators are shifting the dominant discourse is by examinhg 

the ngulation of sexual and gender identities and the effects of universal and biological 

dennitions of womanhood. As Teresa said: "We've made up this story about who are 

survivors" or a "definition of who's a woman" (focus group) which is based on 

raciaiized, classed and biological notions of womanhood (individual interview). in the 

focus group she descriid a debate at a feminist ad-violence conference about the 

inclusion of transgendered people and a proposed change to the titie of the lesbian 

caucus to the queer caucus. Strong resistance came h m  white lesbian feminists. At 

one pivotal moment, one white lesbian said, "1 don't feel safe because therets a p i s  in 

the hem". This prompted Teresa and othea to talk about "how white skin is a 

representation of like as much, if not more violence than the organ of a penis". It was at 

this point that the queer women of colour caucused amongst themselves and then 

r e w e d  to the gmup. As Teresa describes, they initiated a discussion about white 

privilege. constructions of safety and risks: 

.At was the queer women of colour that just said, You know, you're not gonna 
get away fmm this. Like you're gonna be accountable for being in your 
uncomfortable place', (I'm speaking of the white women), 'of king 
uncomfortable and figuring out what king  in a place that is uncomfortable to 
you. Welcome to dealhg with priviiege. HeUo, here we are'. And once again 
taking risks to like put themselves out in that way, but also hold people 
accountable. ... where al l  the t h e  they [white women] ask women of colour ta 
work with them in a space that's very risky for them ....( Teresa, focus group) 

This example highlights that safety is not only a gender issue, and shows how a focus 

on patriarchy and the penis as a representation of violence against women ignores 

white supremacy and the way whiteness is a reprerntation of racist violence. 

Transgender activïst Leslie Feinberg (1996) has emphasized that "creating safety in 

women's spaces means we have to define unsafe behaviour - üke racist khaviour by 

white women towards women of colour, or dangems insensitivity to women with 

disabilities" (p. 117). 



In workshops with lesbian or queer audiences, Marcia and Teresa encourage 

participants to examine bow lesbians have k e n  compiicit in marginalizing diffennt 

groups and how racism, classism, transpbobia and biphobia are connected to 

constructions of "the ideal lesbian". For example, in worlrshops and groups they discuss 

the historical context of femme/butch identities: "how gender was a part of queer 

experience for the 50s and 60s" and then how "we ... degendered the issue in the 70s 

with iesbian feminists and the ways ... that ciass piayed into that" (Marcia, individuai 

interview). As well, in discussing the importance of deconstnicting femininity and 

masculinity, Teresa spoke about the way certain "icons of femininity" are deeply 

connected to racism and classism (focus group). 

Socicrl Contezt Summury. We can see from the above discussion that educaton 

draw on elements fmm the dominant discourse, but aot uncritically. Our analyses of the 

social context of oppression are more nuanced and complex than the simple conceptual 

frawwork reflected in the educational pamphlets. Everyone possesses an intellectual 

awareness of the problems with a de-raced and de-classed models, additive 

approaches and unidimensional analyses of power and tries to move toward an 

intetlocking analysis. We use various approaches to do t h ,  such as a dominance 

model, a focus on marginaüzation, references to colonidism. In some cases educators 

use the language of patriarchy but with a critical analysis of the way classism and 

racism connect with patriarchy and heterosexism to position women hierarchically in 

relation to one another. Despite efforts to shift the focus away fiom a unidimensional 

analysis, some educators do take an additive appmach to ta lhg about racism and 

classism in discussions about "Merence" or "diversity". In othen cases, women begîn 

with a discussion of colonialism and rcfer to racism and hetemsexisrn as the mts of 

violence in rrlationships. Whiie this is a sigoincant and important sùift, we (white 

women) may stiii refer to coloniaüsm or racism in an additive fashioa (colonialism plus 



pairiarchy equals doubly vuherable woman). Ail of the educators indicated an 

awareness of the importance of examinhg how racism and coloniaiism influence and 

shape white women. but again at times this appeared as an intellectual awareness (i.e. 

we lcnow we need to do t b )  rather than a sustained interlockhg analysis and an 

examination of how we produce ourselves as dominant and how we are implicated in 

these systems. Some educators demonstrated a critical analysis of problems with the 

accepted storyliae about "who's a wornadiesbian" and the way it priviieges white, 

middle-class, biologically defiied women. 

So while we complicate the story considerably in workshops, the existing 

language and fkameworks are faiüng us. As one educator put it, part of the pmblem is 

not having an understanding of power and control that captures "the breadth" of 

oppression (Cheryl, focus group). However, even in cases where we intellectually 

understand that systems are interlockeà, white educators can continue to use these 

existhg frameworks because they seem to account for our lives and can limit the 

extent to which we cm see ourselves as dominant. AIl of the educators educators 

emphasized the way women are implicated in the oppression of other women and no- 

one disputed that we have privilege as white women. However, in some instances the 

focus remained on heterosexuai women, "old p a r d  lesbian ferninisu, batterers in the 

movement, or "any woman" who couid abuse power, rather than ourselves as white, 

and in some cases, middle-class women. In the next section we tum to look at the 

co~ection between the social context and abuse in intimate relationships. 

How O p p d m  Piays Out in Abusive Reiationships 

Educators try to ünlr our analysis about the social context with the dynamics of 

woman-to-woman abuse. in some cases, educators stated that in ptactice it is not 

always clear how out socio-politicai analysis of oppression connects with how we 

conceptualize abuse in intunate relationships. For exampk. one educator said that "in 



some ways it kind of feels iike the education work is outside of women's experience ... 1 

know in my head that that's not really tme, and yet ... how do 1 bring that into working 

with women who've been abused?" (Cheryl, individual interview). She went on to Say 

"...itts not always apparent how homophobia and heterosexism and racism and classism 

all  get woven in together or whatever ism you want to throw in. how that ali  gets woven 

in together to um, um become part of the dynamic in a relationship ..." (Cheryl, 

individual interview). 

Three educators spoke specificaüy about their difficulties in undentanding how 

racism impacts on white women in abusive relationships. As the foilowing examples 

show, these women were beginning to think about racism as a system that shapes white 

women's lives but were unclear about, in Toni Momson's (1992) words, "the impact of 

racism on those who perpetuate ittt (p. 1 1). 

...[ saying] 'patriarchy is the ultimate oppression chat everythllig flows from', that 
totally ignores the ways that racism and patriarchy connect or the privilege or 
white women or the expenences of women of colour of having their Lives totally 
moulded by racism and that that's you know, it's not just "and". Um and also that 
me, we have not understood and wc still dont understand, I'm still in process 
around my understanding lilre of how racism impacts the experience of white 
women who are being battered as well or, like being battered by white men or 
middie-class and the systems rrsponse (sigh) .... (loanne, individual interview) 

.... And how dœs. when you have two women - two white women together - 
how dœs racism count in theu relationship? I think it's a piece of our experience 
but um, it's not something thatts then. how the various oppressions work and 
how we express ourselves in relation to that. Because 1 thhk it's a part of. ..the 
whole concept of abuse. but it's not somthing thatk easy to get a handle on, 
either when you're trying to talk about - you cm talk about it in a philosophical 
framwork in a workshop but when you're actuaily talking with women one-on- 
one or in group who've been abuseci, it [racism] doesntt necessariiy always 
corne out unless it's reaîly, reaîiy blatant. And yet how do you make that more 
visible, how do we maLe that mon visible? (Cberyl, individuai interview). 

Educators acknowledged that we have a hard tiw holding ont0 an anti-racist analysis 

when both women are white. These examples are similar to Frankenberg's (1993) 

interviews with white feminists, where "the absence of a lanpage with which to 

anaiyze in suniciently complex fashion the relationship between the white self and 



racism as a system of domination", lefi some interviewees feeling confused or stuck 

with how to proceed in "practicing anti-racism" (p. 168-9). Whiie feelings of coafusion 

can be a result of the absence of lanpage, in some cases they are aIso productive in 

keeping us stuck - in other words securing our dominance. We have a limited analysis 

of white subjectivity and its relationship to systerns of domination. These examples also 

point to the need to consider what enacting dominance means regardless of what our 

bodies look me. in oiher words. to examine what noms are king repnsented and 

ninforced through these behaviours. 

Everyone sees racism, classism and ableism as foms of abuse in same-sex 

redationships, yet none of the educators specificaily discussed abuse in mixed-race or 

mixed-class relationships. Working-class Arab-Canadiaa schoiar Joanna Kadi (1993) 

has remarked that the lack of lanpage and theory about power dBerences based on 

class, race and abiiity in intimate lesbian relationships has made it very difficult to 

resolve confiicts and build healthy and just lesbian relationships.56 In my interview, 1 

said that 1 think it is a topic that bas not k e n  sufficiently addressed in lesbian abuse 

education or in the development of assessment tools. 

... if racism isn't named as violence, then there are whole forms of abuse that are 
erased, that aren't even seen as violence and...is that part of our assessment 
tools? Are we looking for racist motivated abuse? 1 think our anaiysis of racism 
as violence is very simplistic and in any sort of assessment tools it's really 
simpiistic. And so 1 think we need to do a lot of work around ihis. (Cindy, 
individual interview) 

1 also spoke about the historical and c m n t  context of denial of white women's racism 

which makes it mcult to taik about violence in inter-racial relationships perpetrated by 

white women against womn of colour and vice versa. 

So while the educators have an inteiiectuai understanding of racism and classism as 

part of the social context of violence. the theoreticai framework about the social context 

56 Kaâî (1993) dm discuoscs the ümitations of feminist chenpy in addnssing power differenas 
based on class, race and disability in lesbian nlationships. For fùrthet discussion of racism, classism, 
ableisrn and abuse in mixed-racdclaSSJabiüty 1esbia.n relationships, see (Bmtow, n.d; Taylor & 
Cbauidier, L995; Kanuha, 1990; Walâron, 19%). 



(pubüc) is often detacbed from our analysis of same-sex abuse in intimate relationships 

(private). Once again, it is the hegemony of whiteness that is kquently left 

unexamined in this framework. These issues are taken up m e r  in the foliowing 

section on the battererlsurvivor dichotomy. 

BattemrlSurvivor Dkhotomy 

As discussed in Chapter The ,  the claim is oftcn made in lesbian abuse education 

that someone is either a battenr or a suwivor. This mitb c lah  marginalizes women's 

experiences in cases where they do not fit neatly into the categories. The 

battedsurvivor dichotomy rnakes it diff.icult to innoduce complexities (shifiing power 

relations, multiple subjectivities). most specificaiiy of race and class. Furthemore. 

difficulties with king able to see batterers as "reaî" people. as one educator said, is an 

ef6ect of another nlated regime of mith - survivoc=innocent-gd-pure / 

batterer=guil ty- bad-evil. 

In her interview Teresa chalienged the construction of sunrivoa as "pure and 

good". She spoke about the way the categories become racialized and classed: "....net 

that we can have a group of people who are pure and good survivo m... Like class is 

going to make a ciifference with who is [seen as] pure and gooâ and like race is and 

everythllig is ..." (individual interview). Constructing survivors as good, p w  and 

virtuous cequires a negative construction of the Other, thus constructing batterers as bad 

and evil. The o t h e ~ g  of batterers means that we don't have to look at our own use of 

power-over in society at large, in femihist organizing. in queer communities, and in 

intimate relationships. We must continue to strategize poiitically about how to hold onto 

complexities and multiple identities within an intetlocking political analysis of racism, 

classism and heterosenism. And part of Ibis, as Teresa concluded, involves looking 

more closely and complexly at how we constmct batterers, because if we don't, then 

"uitirnately . .Ys ody the people who are just more and more marpinaiized, those are 



the batterers that we'n able to look at. The most marginaiized you are, then we'll be 

able to We, deal with you cause you don't have the power not to be dealt with" (Teresa, 

focus group). 

Tk educators in this study are aware that racialized, classed and heterononnative 

constructions of women and lesbians are at work in infiuencing how innocence is 

detennined within the criminal justice system (West, 1992; Ristock, 1994; Allard, 1991; 

Razack, 1998a). For example, "Abonginal women and women of co~our...are 

considered inherently less innocent and less worthy [of trust and protection] than white 

women" (Rauick, 1998% p. 68). In educational workshops, Teresa ialks about the way 

certain notions about "who's redeemable" and who's not, are "superimposed onto" 

women's experiences and how this contributes to a high number of swivors being 

amsted by the police. In her interview, she said: 

And in so many ways it's just about ... the cops came and looked at who was 
redeemable ... and not even like, who's bigger, who lmiced more masculine to 
them, but also who looked We the good person who was king trapped into this 
homble lifestyle and who looked the trapper to them. And that is gohg to be so 
infocmed by class and race...so informed by even disability. Like who are the 
people who couldn't get a good man, and so now they're trying to trap this 
woman? ...[ A]nd so that ..b so easily obscurrd and um kinda hard to hold onto. 
because it's not finite, you know? And it's ali  those things interplaying with one . 
another so that you h o w ,  a femme woman - that can buy ber some grace 
some times, right? But other times you know if her partner is a young middle- 
class looking kid, now this femme is the lech ....M ou know al1 those thhgs 
interplay with each other. ..so you can't just, in one moment Say "This is ali of it", 
you know? But, we really try to acknowledge once again, to thMc cornplexly 
about it and listen to people's experience ... (Teresa, individual interview). 

Only one educator (Teresa) sustained a discussion of the way the battererlsufvivor 

categories are raciaiized, classed and gendered. Whiie other educators indicated an 

awareness that women of colour and working-class women are fûxther oppressed by 

systems. such as the criminal justice system, we did not fûiiy engage in an analysis of 

the way these dichotomies (batterer-evil, swivor-innocent) produce racialized and 

classed identities. 



Public/Private Spaces and Violence 

A numbet of the educatoa spoke about the Limitations with the pubbc/pnvate 

construct in conceptualizations of "dornestice violence". Thne educatoa gave 

examples where the ftawwork's exclusive focus on violence in the private sphere or 

in intimate relationships breaks down around race. Some of these examples stemmed 

from conflicts between white women and women of colour and First Nations women in 

educational workshops or panels presentations. 

One educator described a conflict at a feminist anti-violence conference that 

erupted during a plenary with a panel preseatation of swivors of woman-to-woman 

abuse. The panelists had been promised that anyone who identified as an abuser would 

not be on the panel. The corûiict amse when conference participants interrupted the 

panel because one of the panelists - a Maorian woman who was invited by the 

organizers so the panel would "be diverse" - spoke about times in ber Me when she 

had been abusive. A debate ensued about whether she was a batterer or not. Teresa 

derribed this as "a classic example of how women get pitted against each other" 

(Teresa, focus group): 

they were not king respecthil to like people's experiences there, because that 
woman - the Maorian woman - had been in this whole process of the entire 
community of people ...taking accountability for times they had used abuse and 
putting that in the context of colonîzation and putting it in the context of 
survivhg. And she was coming h m  this perspective of baving like a.U this 
support around looking holisticaiiy at this .... and then it was Iürc settïng up the 
other women who were taking this giant nsk in h n t  of. ..litetally 2000 ' 

[people] .JO be at this thing, and thea the hindamental pcemise they haâ been 
given [was that there would no batterers on the panel) ... and then we were all  up 
to judge, "Was she a batterer or wt a batterer?" And the women of colour, not 
al1 the women of colour but a lot of the First Nations womn, were saying "She's 
not a batienr and you've just set her up" and a lot of the other women were 
sayhg it was just tbis ternie m g .  (Teresa, focus group) 

This powemil example shows how the batterer/survivor dichotomy is unable to hold the 

complexities of multiple forms of violence, including the possibüity that someone couid 

be abusive and also be a survivor, as weli as the "public" violence of coloniaüsm and 



racism. ït c m o t  hold the complexities because the social context of violence 

(specifically racism) recedes in the discussion of dynamics of woman-to-woman 

abuse. The conceptuai framework on "domestic abuse" excludes certain forms of 

violence (public, racism, colonialism) which forecloses an examination of how the 

white women survivors in the room stand as oppressors to the Maorian woman and 

other women of colour and First Nations women. It dso iUustrates how the mode1 

encourages women to police the categories to ensure "safety". Yet, once again, this 

space is not safe for an indigenous woman, who in this case is speaking about 

accountability for her abusive behaviour and sharing her experience of surviving 

colonization. The binary categories survivorhattenr and publiclpnvate can result in 

reductioaist thinking that misses the rnultiplicity and complexities of identities as well as 

the relationship between the public and the private. 

We can also see from this example, how panel presentations that use personal 

experience in this way (storytebg) to focus on the "diversity" of experience, avoid 

"naming and mapping out the general organization of social relations" (Banne ji. 1995, 

p. û4). By privatizing "diffennce", this Liberal piuraüst educational approach leaves no 

rwm for an examination of the "public" systems of domination that produce diffennce 

and once again obscures the dominant groups' complicity. Although storyteiiing can be 

a powerfd pedagogical tool in antioppression education. too ofien we ignore the 

differences in power between the teiier and the listener and the inequaiities in r i s t  

taking when this tool is used (Razacic, 1998a, p. 50). 

Cheryl and 1 both spoke about a similar example to the one Teresa described. Here, 

confiicts about racism and conceptualizations of publielpnvate vioience arose during 

the process of organiPng educational forums on woman-to-woman abuse. The process 

that led up to these debates is important to the discussion about tacialued exclusions in 

the publiclpnvate dichotomy because it highüghts the racism in some white lesbian 

abuse educational stnitegies. 



The organuing gmup was initially an aii white group that took a Liberal "inclusion" 

or "outreach" approach to addressing racelracism (i.e. "we need lesbians of colour to 

join us so as to not appear white"). Lesbians of colour challenged us about the racism 

inherent in out strategy, which tokenized women of colour and ignored issues of power 

(whose group was it? who was defining the agenda and who controlled the money?). 

Mer discussing these issues, the group decided to hold two forums, with one orgaaized 

by and for women of colour ami Two-Spirited women only. Secondly, lesbians of 

colour and Two-Spirited women challenged ow focus on abuse in intirnate 

relationslips (pnvate) and emphasized the importance of expanding the fiamework to 

include discussions about violence perpetrated by women in lesbian and feminist 

communities (public), specificaily white woments racist violence. For the white women 

on the organizing committee and in the sponsoring feminist organization. initially this 

analytical shift felt conhising and tbreatening. As Cheryl and I discussed in her 

interview, this forced white women to see racism as a fonn of violence and to examine 

our complicity: 

Cindy - ... And also for me. as a white woman to ihink about "OK, if women of 
colour are talking about violence withia queer communities, or lesbian 
communities, then wlro is doing the violence? It's not just, 1 mean 1 have to take * 

personal respomibility as a white wornan for perpetrating racism". And it was 
naming racism as a form of violence which you h o w ,  1 think that, I know that 
as white women there was a number of us who were resistant to that idea, 1 
mean we would certainly recognize racism as violence but not when we get 
iallring about 

Cheryl - Us 

Cindy - us, nght, witbin IesbUm communities. 1 mean we would sort of Say, 
" W d  then's those other people out l e m  that are racist but not within our 
lesbiaa communities and not us," 

In the focus group, Cheryl spoke about how one of the sponsoring organizations 

threatened to witbdraw its support and fiinding because of the shift in the framework (to 

include racist violence petpetrated by women towards women in communities) and the 



decision to hold one forum organized by and for women of colour and Two-Spinted 

women oniy. 

....[ women in the organization were sayiag] "Yeah you white girls can tak about 
what's happening, but you know, let's not realiy bring racism into this, let's not 
redy look at the breadth of the problem, let's more just look at it in a good ünle 
midde-class lesbian family, you know, lesbian homes, that's where the violence 
is OK. But when you start to bring racism into it, and you stari to look at, you 
know, expand a bit into looking at not just, not just what goes on within the home 
but what goes on within our whole organizing comrnunity, then th& where we 
draw the line" .... (Cheryl, focus group). 

The nsistance fkom some white feminists to expanding the dominant domestic 

violence framework is a good example of the way a discourse limits our thought, 

making some thoughts unthinkable (Ristock & Pe~e l l ,  1996). It also shows how our 

investments in these models are tied to seeing ounelves as unimplicated in the 

oppression of other women. 

Similarly, Teresa explained how the existing domestic violence framework for 

taiking about personal violence can obscure other foms of violence, such as systemic 

racism. She indicated that the categories "batterer" and "persona1 violence" can limit 

how we thinlc about violence. She gave the exarnple of a judge who gives a harsher 

sentence to a woman of colour than he would for a white nian or woman. 

We dont look at that as a dationship. like a nlationship where racism is 
coming in, into play in a very personal way, um and look at that as violence, in a 
very personal, like personal violence just liice we would look at "somebody 
punched me", you how? Like why can't we hold ont0 those kinds of moments 
as having iike um, iike two people having a nlationship in bat? And so. we 
don't redy know (laughter) where to go with that .... (T'ensa, focus group). 

As Teresa concluded "we don't know where to go with that", and have a hard time 

holding onto these exampies because of the limitations with the existing language and 

conceptual frameworks. 

These examples show that the educators are aying to expand the dominant 

discourse. Pan of the problem with a mode1 that focuses exclusively on intimate 

relatiomhips within the private sphere is that violence concephialized as pubiic (such as 



racism and colonialism) is minimized and excluded from the category domestic 

violence. The privatelpublic dichotomy and the victimfperpetrator dichotomy constructs 

these forms of violence, and the spaces within which they occur, as binary oppositions 

and misses how these are related. When the social context of domination is 

conceptualized as "out there" (responsibility of men) and detached from us as white 

and middle-class women, we can continue to see outselves as innocent. As well, it 

contributes to an inability io iink the public violences in the social context with violence 

in intimate nlationships. This raises questions for educators: How do we talk about 

multiple forms of violence in diffennt sites, rnaking the connections between them, 

without also obscuring the ciifferences between them? 

Privilege and Investments 

in  the research 1 asked the educators questions about how the dominant aspects of 

our identities influence our analysis and educational work. Cheryl talked about how she 

bas used a lesbian battering discourse which ad& lesbians to the dominant (white and 

middle-class) h w o r k  for understanding violence in heterosexual nlationships. 

... what ends up happening 1 th&, is that itrs =al easy for me to slip back into 
sort of using my own way of, and analysis of, cornhg from a very (pause) um, a 
very white, middle-class viewpoint of lesbian battering..sause 1 bring that into 
the work that 1 do around heterosexual violence. And so what it does is it forces 
me to sort of expand that, but (pause) 1 stniggle with expandiag it further to a 
larger picture. (Cheryl, individual i n t e ~ e w )  

Another educator spoke about how privilege "gives us blind spots" (Marcia, 

individuai interview). As well, she acknowledged that she finch it hard at times to make 

comections between different oppressions and stated she cadt think "as quickly" 

around "the corners of race and cultural ciifference". She believes this means she needs 

to work hard at incorporathg the experiences of womn of colour in training workshops 

in a way that isn't token (Marcia, individ11a.i interview). 



One educator explained how white privüege influences her own and other white 

lesbian educators' analytical framework on lesbian abuse: 

I think to a certain extent, it's um, it's easier for us to talk about it [lesbian 
battering] because it's very easy for us to go to a place where um race doesn't 
corne into it. Even though we might be aware .... 1 thiak it's easier for, for me - 1 
can Say this about myself - sometimes it's easier for me to see lesbian 
batterhg unidimensionally and to reaily ody tafk about lesbian battering in the 
context of an intimate relationship and not within a social context ... (Cheryl, 
individual interview) 

In this example, Cheryl makes a comection between white lesbian subjectivity. 

conceptualizations of the social coatext and the subsequent development of a 

unidimensionai anaiysis of violence that focuses primarily on intimate relationships. 

After 1 gave Cheryl a copy of her transcript, she wrote back to me with the foiiowing 

clarification about her comments about the social context and problems with a 

1 thuik 1 mean here - the broader social context of racism beyond sexism, 
heterosexism, homophobia - maybe what Pm saying is that each tirne we 
expand the circle to bring in mon components of the social context within 
which we Live (Le. oppression) we aiso have to look beyond the personal, the 
individual and look at the broader context of people's lives (Cheryl's comments 
on her transcript). 

Out of fear of m e r  oppression, denial about woman-to-woman abuse and fear of 

losing privilege, we often cling to tmth claims and avoid e x p l o ~ g  the areas that are 

messy, complex or contradictory. As Cheryl said in response to my question about how 

white women's privilege infiueaces what we do and Say in education: "...sometimes 

when I'm fecling realiy chaiienged it's easier for me to, um, it's easier for me to sort of 

make things simple and not more complex. And by making it simple what I'm doing is 

excluding the complexity of many, many lives" (inchidual interview). When I asked 

Marcia about what she perceives the rislcs to be in loolring at complexities she said: 

Weii, 1 would like to say that we have everything to gain, but Fm not sure 1 
&y believe that. 1 think chat the risks are handing toois to people who have 
been lwking for tools to use against us forever, Lilie Father's for Equal Rights 
people, you know, the cight wing, etc. ... people who hate women, power 
fe minists....yo u Lnow what? 1 tW the risks an mostiy to ourselves, L t h U  the 



risks are always that we're goma have to take more serious looks at us, and 
how we use behaviours and power and information and resources, and we're, 
we're going to bave to give up privilege .... and people don't do bat easily. So 1 
think that that's what we corne up against, and 1 think there are gains to boiling 
things d o m  and maicing them simple ...( Marcia, individual interview). 

The above examples show that the educators in this study are aware of the connection 

between the development of a simple analytical framework, the risks faced and our 

privileges as white, and in s o m  cases middle-class, women. 

At times in the research, discussion about whiteness was raised but diverted to other 

issues. As white women, we know that we need to address racism and white privilege, 

and yet we frequently have difficulty sustainhg a conversation about woman-to-woman 

abuse that includes a discussion about our privilege and complicity in the oppression of 

other women. In my research journal 1 wrote: "1 dont know how to have these 

conversations about violence. power and coloniaiism and its effects on me as a white 

women" (Research Journal). Not knowing "how" to have these conversations, may 

largely be about my reluctance to seeing how 1 perpetuate racism and how 1 make 

myself dominant. 

As white women, we must begin to examine the places we have most avoided: "the 

impact of racism on those who perpetuate it" or in other words, "what racial ideology 

does to the mind imagination, and behaviour of masters" (Momson, 1992. p. 11-12). 

This means examining the relationship between our position of dominance and our 

emotionai attachments to seeing ourselves as innocent. 

Conclusion 

My primary coacern in this thesis has ken examining the way regimes of tmth 

operate in and through lesbian abuse educatiod discourses and the relationship 

betwcen power relations between women (specifically based on m e ,  class, sexuality 



and gender) and the knowledge we produce. As a white, middle-class lesbian 

community educator, 1 initiated this study to deepen my analysis, engage with other 

community educators and strategize for change. 

I have shown that the context of systemic oppression (heterosexism, racism and 

classisrn), anti-feminist backiash, and the denial of the very existence of woman-io- 

woman abuse, make it extremely diffi~uit to name the abuse. As well, most same-sex 

abuse education occws within very narrow material constraints - Iimited or no 

fuiancial resources, short and one-time only workshops, the issue frequently tacked 

onto an existing heterosexual anti-violence model. Educators attempt to navigate this 

precarious context by using personal experiences of abuse (our own or others) to 

legitimate the problern and empower survivors, and by using a simpiified analytical 

framework even though our own analysis is usually much more cornplex. Simplicity is 

useful and has been effective in naming the violence, but the regimes of tmth thus 

produced tbrough this result in privileging the experiences of white, middle-class. able- 

bodied and biologicaiiy defined wornen. "O ther" w omen's experiences are added-on, 

delegitimized or discounted altogether. Educaton attempt to address these problems 

and in some cases dismpt hannful ngimes of huth by invoducing counter-hegemonic 

discourses, such as the introduction of bisexuai and transgendered subjectivities and 

discussions about colonialism. 

The dominant domestic violence framework (heterosexual and lesbian) has 

focused primariiy on men as the oppressor and women as the oppressed. The social 

context of violence has been predomhantly descriid as patriarchy and heterosexism, 

whiie nrism, colonialism and imperialism are added-on as issues fafing other women. 

By attaching dominance to men and taking an additive appmach to race, class and 

disabiiity, white rniddleîlass and able-bodied women can miss seeing our complicity 

in systems of domination and specifically how we oppnss other womn. The educators 

interview& are cognizant of these problems and try to address these issues in 



workshops; yet we continue to produce additive anaiyses and sometimes race to 

innocence even in our efforts to change. While we emphasize connections between 

oppressions and the importance of locating woman-to-woman abuse w i t b  the social 

context of domination. nonetheless. there is often a gap between the social context of 

violence and our understanding of dynamics of abuse in intimate relationships. 

An exclusive focus on the private sphere or violence in intimate relationships 

conceals the relationship wkh public violences. Educaton in this study demonstrate an 

awareaess of many of these gaps and limitations and search for new language and 

models that would capture p a t e r  complexities. Nonetheless, we fall back on the 

simplified models when faced with heterosexism, tight stnicniral constraints and risks. 

Most significantly. we are able use these models because they seem to reflect our lives 

and limit the extent to which we c m  see ourselves as dominant. These enormous 

advantages constitute our privilege. 

Throughout this thesis 1 have emphasized that we must cntically nflect on what we 

are constructing in lesbian abuse education. Specificaily, 1 suggest that we must be 

constantly vigilant about what and who is excluded through the truth cfaims we produce 

and how these exclusions are tied to dominance and privilege. By deconstructing 

categories produced in lesbian abuse educational discourses, 1 am not suggesting that 

we abandon the urgent material needs of women in abusive same-sex relationships, but 

rather that we must ask whrrt needs of which women? We must examine what the 

discourse legitimizes as the "real" or "mie" needs and issues facing women in abusive 

relationships and specificaiiy which women. Examples h m  the data show that the real 

aeeds for safety of some women wen cornpethg with the na1 needs of other women 

(e.g. of survivors on an educational panel, of lesbians and vamgendend people in a 

queer caucus, and of white lesbiaiis and Iesbians of colour in educational forums). We 

must explore how whiteness and class privilege infiuence what are coasidered to be the 

reai or tme needs of women in abusive same-sex relationships. 



The implications of a queer anaiytical fnunework for lesbian abuse education are 

that we foregmund the fluidity of gender and sexuality and challenge an impulse to fail 

back on stable, essential or biological definitions of lesbian or woman in our attempu to 

achieve social justice, Although stabiliwng lesbian identity can be politicaily 

advantageous, it has a univetsaiizing effect which produces exclusions. While 

deploying queer as an identity can be a usehl strategy, it can also have the effect of 

homogenizing different sexuai and geader identities and experiences. One educator 

spoke about this problem and suggested that fbture work is needed which examines the 

specificities of experiences of abuse and subsequent different needs of lesbian, gay, 

bisexual and transgender people (Joanne, individual interview). 

By highlighting the inherent exclusions in the category domestic violence. I am no< 

suggesting that we should stop looking at or examining abuse in intimate relationships 

(Le. from a partner or family member). Rather, when we look at the private, domestic 

or home as the site of violence as separate from the public, we rnust ask whose life are 

we talking and thinicing about and what forms of violence can even be imagined or 

stated in this exclusive focus on the domestic. We must ask what and who the same- 

sex abuse discourse prohibits or delegitimues. For example, at the anti-violence 

conference. the violences in the lifc of a Maorian woman (surviving the violence of 

colonialism) wen discounted. 

We CM also miss seeing how violence is understood and experienced in lesbian 

and queer relatiomhips where the violence occurs outside of the traditionaiiy defmed 

home or domestic sphere and when the violence is not hidden, but visible. For example, 

many queer youth have stated that the category domestic violence does not fit their 

experiences of relationship violence because the violence h m  their lover/girIfnend 

does not necessarily happen at "home" (they do n a  necessanly live together and in 

some cases live on the Street or have unstable homes) and the violence in their Lves is 

not confilied to the domestic sphere (violence on the Street, violence at schwl). As 



weii, as immigrant women have argued, defuiitioos of "home" are shifting and multipie. 

As Anannya Bhattacharjee ( 1997) describes, 

" 'home', commoniy accepted as the primary site of domestic violence, 
tepresents multiple concepts for people whose consciousnesses are shaped by 
migration. An analysis of the entire range of meanings of 'home', as 
experienced by a South Adan immigrant woman. changes conventional notions 
of 'private' and 'public' " (p. 308). 

This suggests that we must pay pa t e r  attention to the ways that the meanings of abuse 

are consmicted and reconstnicted depending on which voices are higbiighted 

(adult/youth; middle-classlworking-c1ass/pr; white womenlwomen of 

colour/indigenous women) (Ristock & Pemell, 1996). Tw often domestic violence is 

conceptuaiized in a very nanow way which iimits our ability to think about or even see 

certain forms of violence (race and class based violence). This also makes it difficult to 

continually sec and maice the links between the social context of racism and classism 

with the personai, when it cornes to abuse in intimate nlationships. We need to fmd 

new narratives that will infuse an interlocking social analysis into our thinking about 

abuse in intimate nlationships. 

Certain conceptualizations of violence have k e n  politicaiiy instrumental for certain 

women. For others, the violences framing their social contexts and irnpacting their 

personal lives cemains hidden or excluded. For example, we saw earlier how a feminist 

anti-violence organization strongly insisted that racist violence in lesbian and women's 

communities was inappropriate for an educational forum on womaa-to-woman abuse 

because it detracted fkom the focus on 'intirnate' nlationships. The problem is that we 

keep separating out aU these different forms of violence perpetrated by women on other 

women and miss seeing how they are connected. 

As a remit, educators need (as some women stated in this research) to expand the 

discussion of women's use of violence to look at the historical and current day 

hierarchies and violences perpettated by womn towards other women, and women in 

dominant positions must examine our complicity. This mearch highiights "the need ta 



adàress decolonization as a fundamental aspect of feminist stniggle" (Mohanty Br 

Alexander, 1997, p. xxxix). This is a new direction for same-sex abuse education. 

Specificaily, we must examine the effect of colonialism and racism on the colonizer, 

as well as the colonized. One of the effects of perpetuating domination, as Mary Louise 

Pratt (1992) and others have shown (FeiIows & Razack, 1998). is the production of the 

white subject as innocent. The implications of an anti-colonial framework for woman- 

to-woman abuse education are the need to reconceptuaiïze violence and to radicaiiy 

transform ourselves. 

These issues surface as weli when we look at the construction of survivors and 

batterers. For those of us who identw as survivors, we must also examine how we are 

making ourseIves through this discourse. 1 am concerned that the categories of survivor 

and battecer are conceptualized as fmed, stable and autonomous. It does become an 

identity and 1 suggest that wben we are chaiienged or when there are debates about 

abuse, we see this as a threat to our identity which is conceptualized as f ied and 

stable. This dœs not mean that we should minimize the violence or blame ourselves 

for the abuse, or stop talking about our strengths in sunriving the violence. But we must 

think criticaiiy about what it means for us to "ben survivors. Can we see ourselves as 

swivors and also set the way we use systemic power over in society? This relates to 

the following point raised by Janice Ristock and Joan PemeU(1996): 

We have to resist binary ('eithedor') constructions of social reality and- 
challenge ourselves with constructions that can include ' b o t W d  or 
'neithcrhor'. For example, we need both to hold abusers accountable for their 
actions and to hold a i l  of us accountable for recreating a Society in which we are 
neither abused nor abusing (Ristock & Pemell, 1996, p. 9). 

"Eitherlor" thinking d œ s  not enabie us to thinlr about the ways violence is produced and 

the nlationsbip between identities and the spaces in which violence occurs. We need 

new narratives to think about muitipk sites and sources of violence and abwt who we 

are. 



AU of the educators stressed the importance of holding onto complexities and 

contradictions, even though we acknowledged that it is difacult to do so. As Teresa 

stated, we must strive to move beyond "rigid, "nanow " , " flat two-dimensional models " 

for understanding violence (focus group). Cheryl emphasized that in workshops she 

telis participants that, "our understanding of this [woman-to-woman abuse] is in 

process" (individual interview). And as discussed in Chapter Three, ail of the educatoa 

stated that the risk of foregrounding complexities, women's complicity, and the 

connections between systems, is that it wili be used against us and a liberal humanist 

analysis (everybody's violent; no power diffennces; no abuse) wiii prevail . 

This research reveals some of the exclusions produced through a reiiance on the 

notion of a stable autonomous subject. However, the questions raised through a feminist 

postmodern analysis are not easily resolved. As the educators described in the focus 

group and individuai interviews, there are real risks faced in emphasizing the fluidity, 

multipiicity and instability of categones. The risk is always that the violence will be 

erased. It is clear h m  this research, that while we must question essentialized and 

stable categories (such as woman, lesbiaa, swivor, battent) amongst ourselves as 

feminist anti-violence activists, we will no doubt have to strategicaiiy use them 

"externaily" in our work for social justice. We must continuaily ask ourselves and one 

another: "How does essentialism or anti-essentialism contri'bute to anti-subordination?" 

(Razack, 1998a, p. 160). 

Recommendaüons for Future Work 

Tbere is an urgent need for feminist anti-violence and queer organizations to take 

the issue of womaa-to-woman abuse seriously by designating fuiancial resowces. 

energy and time for education, political ~trategizing~ advacacy and support services. 

Feminist anti-violeace movements and lesbian and queer communities must stop 

denying that the vioIence exists and must move away fiam a tolerance approach that 



adds lesbian abuse to an existing hetemsexual model. Pervasive heterosexism and the 

lack of resources for education and support services seriously constrains our ability to 

develop new models. pedagogical practices and educational materids. Although it is 

constrained in this context, educators must strive to fmd tirne for critical reflection about 

our strategies and their socio-political effects. 

This shidy focuses prirnarily on the power nlations between women and the 

knowledge we produce, with an exploration of how whiteness is embedded in iesbian 

abuse education discourses. The data highlights the need for f'urther research that 

explores new pedagogical strategies that draw on anti-colonial feminist analyses to 

disrupt the hegemony of whiteness. Future research is also needed to explore in greater 

detail the way survivor/batterer categories produce racialized identities. Feminist a& 

violence educators must aiso draw on anti-colonial feminist analyses of violence to 

deepen our undeatandiag of the nature of domination. We need to cnticdîy examine 

ftom an anti-coloniai analysis, what n o m  are perfonned through abusive behaviour. 

While 1 have attempted to pay attention to class hieraschies, m e r  nsearch is 

needed to explore the way middleclass assumptions and classed power relations are 

embedded in pedagogical practices and anaiytical frameworks for understanding 

violence. 

Some topics that the educators discussed were lefi unaddressed in this thesis due to 

t h e  and space limitations, and these could be areas for future research. Educating 

about the differences between SM and abuse was an issue that some women 

discussed in theu individual interviews. As we& in the focus group, educators engaged 

in a dialogue about how to respond to, work with and educate about battenrs. This 

involved a discussion about the manhg of accountability and about ways to encourage 

and promote values that would sustain accountability on many levels - interpetsonal, 

sociai and politicai. 



In the focus group. educators stated the need to develop a more complex analysis of 

how we conceptualize power in femuiist organizing and education. Tm often our 

analysis of power is disconnected from a socio-historical and political fnuncwork or it 

is conceptualized as a f ied possession. Future research could explore the implications 

of Foucault's (1980) understanding of power as a relation of force. for both our analyses 

of same-sex abuse in intimate relationships and power relations between womea more 

broadly . 

To conclude. lesbian abuse educational discourse is not static. There are openings 

for change. AU of the educators are anempting to shift the dominant framework. The 

educators emphasized it is important for feminist anti-violence activists to examine 

how women abuse power over other women and to stop seeing women as solely 

oppressed in relation to men. As well. some stressed that we must examine and let go 

of our investments in systems of domination and must foreground the interco~ections 

between oppressions. Everyone noted that critical nfiection and openness to change is 

important. We try to hold ont0 complexities, while not Iapsing into relativism. by 

emphasizing social power relations, accountability and cesponsibility. The woman-to- 

woman abuse educators interviewed demonstrate great creativity, courage and 

determination in negotiating difficult terrain. 

This research suggests that we mua deepen our understanding of how we .are 

emotionally attached to seing ourseIves as innocent. We do not always understand 

how this is tied to perpetuating domination. Whiie this research shows that in many 

cases we have an inteiiectuai understanding of these issues, it remains to be seen if it 

will be sustained and how we will use this undustanding to transform woman-to- 

woman abuse education and most importantly transfomi ourselves as white (and in 

some cases) middle-class women. 



Many of the issues and themes that 1 (and the other educaton) raise in this thesis 

are not new. Women of colour and First Nations women have been talking about white 

women's abuse of power over other women and white women's complicity in systems 

of domination for years. 1 raise ihis again in the conclusion because fnquently when 

white womn hear other white women articulahg an anti-racist analysis, we think it is 

new. Seeing these issues as new is convenient because we then do not have to look at 

how we have been complicit all  dong. 

We need to develop new models that foreground the interdependency of systems of 

domination. Most irnportantly. these models need to encourage workshop participants 

and educators to examine how we are dominant and how this dominance is tied to our 

emotional and psychic attachments to seeing oumlves as innocent (Fellows & 

Razack. 1998). "Although we kiow we an cornplicitous in the oppression of other 

women, we seldom feel this to be mie" (p. 6). We must create practices and models 

that sustain accountability and that enable us to develop non-hegemonic selves. 



Appendix A: 

Power and Control Wheel 

Adapted by Advocates for Abused & Batterrd Lesbiaiis, Seattle, WA, 
f'm Domestic Abuse Intervention Project, 206 West Fourth Street, Duluth. MN 
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Appendix B 

Informed Consent 

Date 

Dear Participant, 

1 am writing to give you some information about the research project that I've 
previously discussed with you and to ouiline the ethical conduct for the research. This 
letter also serves as a written record of your informed consent to participate in the 
research. 

As you know, 1 have worked as a counrllor. educator and organizer in the area 
of violence against women for many years. 1 have aiso ken  involved in 
orgenizing/educating about abuse in same-sex relationships between women. 1 am 
cumntly a graduate student at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education at the 
University of Toronto in the process of complethg a Masters of Arts degree in 
Sociology and Equity Studies in Education. This research project is part of the 
requirements for this degree and wiU be the basis for my thesis. The title of the thesis is: 
"The Politics of Naming the Violence: Examining Consmctions of 'Lesbian Abuse' in 
Comrnunity-Based Educationai Discourses". The supervisor of the thesis is Dr. 
Sherene Razack and the second committee member is Dr. Janice Ristock of the 
University of Manitoba. 

1 agree to participate in the research study king carried out by Cindy Holmes for the 
purposes of meeting the requirements for this MA thesis witbin the department of 
Sociology and Equity Snidies in Education at the Ontario Institute for Studies in 
Education of the University of Toronto. 

1 undetstand that: 

i) the purpose of the research is to i) gather and explore descriptions about commuaity- 
based education on the issue of "lesbian abuse"; ii) 6nd out how women educate about 
this issue and the socio-political effects of these educational strategies and discourses. 
For example the study wül examine the kiaâs of challenges andor barriers educators 
face; the context, content and format of the education; the extemal influences on their 
analysis and pïactice; how differences, conteatious issues and disagreements are dealt 
with amongst educators, service pmviders and wïthin communities; educaton' 
philosophical and politicai perspectives about lesbian abuse, including how this infom 
their worL; educators' motivations and reasons for dohg ihis wo* educators' 
suggestions and strategies for change in the a m  of education and community 
organizing on thÏs issue. The study will aim to offer educatorslocganizers opportunities 
for discussion, critical refiaction and analysis, and saategizing for new educational 
methods and new conceptuaiizations of violence. 



ii) 1 agree to be interviewed by myself and in a focus group. The individual interview 
will take approximately 1 4 2  hours and the focus group will be appmximately 242 to 
3 hours. The interviews will be tape ncorded and transcnbcd. 

iü) 1 reaiize that 1 am under no obligation to participate. and 1 may withdraw from the 
study at any time without consequence. 1 understand that 1 can rehise to answer any 
questions and cm suggest additionai questions and feedback for the researcb. 

iv) 1 will have up to 2 weeks afker 1 receive the transcripts to request that information 
from my interview be taken out and not included in the thesis. 

v) 1 understand that all steps wiii be taken to ensure confidentiaiity (including the use of 
pseudonyrns and changes to al1 identifying information). The only person who wiii have 
access to my narne and the interview transcripts WU be Cindy Holmes and her Thesis 
Cornmittee (Dr. Sherene Razack and Dr. Janice Ristock). Ail transcripts, wntten 
materials, names, tapes, etc. wiii be kept in locked fdes and the tapes and transcripts 
will be destroyed when the thesis is completed and accepted by the thesis committee 
and OISWUT. 

1 undentand the procedues for this project and acknowledge that 1 have k e n  offered a 
copy of this consent form and will also receive a copy of the thesis when it is 
completed. 

Signature of Interview Participant 

Signature of Interviewer 

Date 



Appendix C 

Interview Guide 

These questions are intended as a guide. Please feel free to add and 1 or delete 
questions. 

1) How and why did you get invoived in educational work on iesbian abuse? 

2) Cm you teli me about the work you do I have done? (who are the participants?, is it 
paidlunpaid?, co-facilitation? what kind of education?) 

3) How have your persona1 experiences or those of your niends 1 community affected 
your work as an educator I organizer on this issue? 

4) What is your perspective about what and how much same-sex 1 lesbian abuse 
education is happening in this province. Canada, North America? (context. funding, 
isolation) 

5) What are the challenges or barriers that educatoa face? (in queer and lesbian 
communities, feminist communities. social senrice / anti-violence organizations) 

6) What do you tell workshop participants about why lesbian abuse happens? 
Some of the educational pamphlets 1 have seen, refer to the social context of abuse. In 
my previous work 1 have taken a similar approach to that outlined in some of the 

pamphiets, where the focus was on patrïarchy, heterosexism, and misogyny and then 
other f o m  of oppression were talked about as they apply to women of colour and 
working-class women but the focus was on patriarchy and heterosexism. Does that 
work? How do you taik / educate about this? 

7) What do you Say about what abuse is? 

8) How do you tak about gender and sexuai iâentity in the work you do? 



9) What or who has infiuenced your perspectives about this issue? When you do a 
workshop or group, where does the iaformatioa you present corne €rom? How do we 
as educators develop this knowledge? 

10) There are oftea debates in educational worlrshops and forums on many contentious 
issues surrounding lesbian abuse. What do you think some of these contentious issues 
are? 

11) What are some of the risks we face in dealing with those areas we feel conhised or 
in talkhg about the cornplexities? What do we have to lose? What are the risks? 

12) Are issues of disability, race, class, age and sexual diversity discussed in 
educational work or organizing on this issue? How are issues of power and privilege 
addressed in the work? Are these issues discussed in educational work? 

13) How do you think the dominant aspects of our identities (where we have privilege) 
affect our analysis and the way we do the work? 

Do you have anything to add? 



Focus Group Discussion Guide 

These questions are intended as a guide for our discussion. Please feel free to add and / 
or delek questions. The stnictwe of the p u p  is flexible. 

1) Ma t  is educational work on same-sex partner abuse? What kind of educational 
work have you doae? 

2) Why do we do educationai work on this issue? What do you h o p  to achieve? 

3) a) When you educate about abuse how do you describe "what it looks like" or "what 
is the nature of abuse in same-sex relationships"? 
b) How do you describe "why it happens"? 

4) When 1 looked at som educational materials 1 pukd out some sets of assumptioas 
to explore and to ask wbat they offer us and also what they might limit or obscure. The 
following questions stem fiom those parts of the educationai materials. 

a) How do you talle about sexuugender identity in the work? Has this changed over 
time? 

b) How do you talk about the social context for understanding abuse in same-sex 
relationships between womn? 

c) How do you ded with cornparisons with abuse in heterosexual relationships? (eg. the 

material might Say "it happens at the same rate as heterosexual battering") 

d) Many materials iacluàe a section talkiag about the prevdence of violence. What do 
you think about this? 1s it important to tak about this? If so, why? If not, why? Are we 
looillng for "scientific data" and what counts as data? 

e) Many of the materials talk about intemaiizeâ oppression (eg. specincaiiy 
heterosexism and misogyny) What do you thinlt about this concept? 



f )  Feminist theories of violence against women usually use the Ianguage 
"survivor/abuserr' or "perpetrator/victimt' or "battererhattered woman". It seems to me 
that we don't have a language to talk about the complexities of this. For example, how 
people cm inhabit both places (i.e. survivor and abuser, in diffennt relationships) How 
do we =fer to that person? 

g) In most of the educational materials I've gathered, there is a section that says that 

mutual abuse is a myth. What do you ihink about this? 

5) Many women of colour and Fit Nations women have cntiqued feminist analyses of 
violence against women, saying that these analyses keep viewing violence from a 
colonial andor Eurocentric, white perspective. I'm interested in thinLing about how the 
educational work around same-sex partner abuse disrupis andfor perpetuates some of 
these ways of thinking. 

How can we start to think about and practice an interlocking analysis - how systems 
of oppression work together rather than an additive mode1 where we add race, class, 
ability ont0 gender and sexuality? 

6) In organizing educational forums in Vancouver a few yem ago, there were 
numerous debates in communities. One of the issues raised by some women of colour 
was that the focus on abuse in intimate relationships was problematic and that it was 
important to tak about abuse and violence in queer and women's communities, not just 
intimate relationsbips (specifically addressing racist violence). What do you think about 
this? 

7) S/M has been a widely debated topic within feminist and lesbian communities. How 
do you deal with or respond to questions about S/M and violence? What are some of 
the challenges you have faced in educational wodc around this topic? (eg. in educating 
the cops, in straight communities, in S/M communities, in feminist communities?) 

8) How do you educate about, or work with, womn who have been abusive? 

9) Do you incorporate your own or parîicipants' expecience of abuse into the 

educational work? Wbat do you thinL the knefits and/or problems might be in ushg 
personal experience in educational work on this issue? 



10) a) Are then times when you censor yourself when you do educational work? Why? 
What do you exclude? b) What are the hard conveaations to have amongst ourselves? 
Why do you think these conversations are hard? 

1 1) What are the issues I possibilities / problems with coalition building on same-sex 
abuse? (For example, with gay men, transgendered people, others?) 

12) b) What are some of the cbaiienges and or barriers you (and other educators) have 

noticed in doing educational work on same-sex partner abuse?: 
- within general feminist anti-violence movement 
- within queer andor lesbian communities 
- withïn social service. mdicai. justice system, etc. 

13) What do you think needs to happen now and in the hituce in education about abuse 
in same-sex relationships? 

Anything you would like to add? 

What is your perspective about how much educational work or community organiung 
is happening on this issue in Canada and in the US? What do you think are some of the 
differences between the work in the US and in Canada? What are the hinding and 
materiai resources for this work? 

How do you understand the relationship between the issue of abuse in same-sex 
nlationships and feminist organizing against male violence? 

Often we taik about creating a "safe space" for survivors. What are the conditions that 
we are hoping to create? 

Language - I have used a vatiety of te= while doing this nsearch and during my 
work in anti-violence organizing. Some of these have included "lesbian 
abuse/baneringl' as weil as "same-sex partner abuse". "abuse in lesbian nlationships", 
"abuse in relationshïps between womn". What are Som of the temis you have heard 
in doing tbis wodr? What language do you use aow and why? 
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